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Over the last years timber constructions are gaining back a primary role in the building industry after decades 
in which they were almost abandoned in favor of concrete and steel structures. A sign of this change is the 
appearance in the last years in many Italian universities of courses dedicated to the design of timber structures. 
One of the main reasons behind this success must be sought in the development of new engineered timber 
materials, such as glued-laminated and cross-lam timber, that allowed to wooden structures to reach structural 
potentialities that until some decades ago were prerogative of concrete or steel building materials. Tests 
recently carried out on full-scale buildings have also proven the excellent capabilities of these new timber 
technologies in providing reliable and highly-performant multi-storey building able to withstand high seismic 
intensities.  
Since the employment of timber to build multi-storey buildings in seismic-prone areas is quite recent, many 
aspects relating the understanding of their structural behavior and their correct design are still to be sought, as 
demonstrated by the lack of provisions in current building codes and standards and the still ongoing great 
amount of research activity on seismic behavior of timber structures. 
Modern timber technologies also allow to cover very large spans with long glued-laminated timber beams, 
satisfying the need of large open spaces and architectural flexibility required by modern building design 
approaches. These bulky big-size elements anyway result quite expensive in production, transportation and 
installation phases undermining the economic competitiveness of timber structures. To cope with this problem, 
the prototype of an innovative timber-steel composite beam consisting of sub-elements assembled on-site to 
create longer members has been ideated at KTH Royal Institute of Technology of Stockholm in Sweden. 
One of the objectives of this thesis is therefore to provide an advance in the state of knowledge of timber 
building technology adopted for seismic-prone areas, focusing in particular on both numerical modelling 
strategies and design methods for cross-laminated timber buildings, illustrated respectively in the first and 
second part of the thesis. The other goal is the development of an analytical tool for the enhancement and the 
investigation of the structural performances of the innovative composite beam ideated at KTH Royal Institute 
of Technology, and it will be exposed in the third and last part of the thesis.  
The topics illustrated in the Parts I and II this work are the results of the study and research activity carried out 
within a doctoral program from November 2016 to December 2019 at Università IUAV di Venezia in Italy, 
while the research activity exposed in the Part III has been carried out within a study-exchange program at 
KTH Royal Institute of Technology from March to June 2019. The writing of the thesis and the research 
activity has been carried out under the supervision of Prof. Eng. Anna Saetta, PhD Eng. Luca Pozza and PhD 
Eng. Diego A. Talledo for the first two parts of the thesis, and also with the supervision of Prof. Eng. Roberto 












In this thesis two macro-topics of research on timber engineering have been analyzed. The first is the study of 
the seismic behaviour of Cross-Laminated Timber (CLT) buildings. The second is the analysis of the structural 
behaviour of an innovative timber-steel composite beam made-up of sub-elements to be assembled on site 
through a system of shear keys and steel cables, conceived and developed at KTH Royal Institute of 
Technology of Stockholm. The study of the seismic behaviour of CLT buildings illustrated in this work covers 
two key aspects of the design: the modelling strategies to reproduce the dynamic and hysteric behaviour of 
CLT structures, and the interaction domains-based methods for the design of CLT wall systems subject to 
horizontal loads, topics respectively reported in Parts I and II of the thesis. The research activity concerning 
the innovative timber-steel composite beam, reported in the third and last part of the thesis, has been aimed at 
the development of an analytical model able to describe its mechanical behaviour both in terms of internal 
forces and deflections providing an useful design tool for practitioners. 
In Part I of the thesis, concerning modelling strategies for the analysis of the seismic behaviour of CLT 
structures, an overview of multi-storey timber building typologies has been illustrated and, given the 
importance of connections in defining their seismic behaviour, an overview of the main connection systems 
has been assessed with a focus on the ones usually employed for CLT buildings. The seismic design criteria 
for timber buildings available in codes and standards have then been analyzed, highlighting shortcomings and 
critical issues, particularly in the definition of the behavior factor and in the design criteria for connections. 
After a state-of-the-art of numerical modeling strategies usually employed for CLT buildings, component-
level and phenomenological strategies are analyzed in depth adopting both linear and non-linear modelling 
approaches. The two strategies are investigated carrying out numerical simulations on reference structures, 
that in the case of linear analyses consist of three CLT multi-storey buildings with respectively 2, 4 and 6 
floors while for non-linear analyses cyclic tests on single monolithic CLT platform-frame walls carried out at 
the CNR-IVALSA Institute as part of the SOFIE Project have been taken as reference. This dataset has been 
subjected to an in-depth interpretation and critical reworking in order to identify the peculiarities presented by 
the experimental campaign. In the component-level modelling approach CLT panels have been modelled with 
linear elements, while connections have been modeled with axial and shear springs with assigned linear or 
non-linear constitutive laws depending on the modelling approach adopted. In the phenomenological approach 
connections were not modeled with ad-hoc elements, but the CLT wall system has been modelled in its 
globality and the mechanical properties have been calibrated to faithfully reproduce the global behaviour of 
the structure when subjected to lateral loads. In particular, equivalent elastic moduli able to provide the same 
horizontal displacements as the more refined component-level modeling approach have been assigned to plate 
elements for the phenomenological linear modelling approach. Tables providing values of the equivalent 
elastic modulus to wall thickness ratios for each floor-level to the vary of the number of storeys of the building 
and seismic action intensity have been also furnished. Instead, for non-linear phenomenological modelling 
approach, the multilinear constitutive law has been calibrated in order reproduce the overall behavior of the 
tested walls in terms of force-displacement behavior and cumulative energy. The results of linear models have 
been analyzed in terms of forces on connections, principal vibration period inter-storey drifts, while those of 
non-linear models were investigated in terms of force-displacement behavior and cumulative energy. In 
addition, for non-linear component-level models, the axial and lateral displacements measured on connections 
have also been analyzed. Results show that the component-level modelling approach is an excellent tool for 
the numerical analysis of the seismic behaviour of CLT buildings composed of heterogeneous wall system 
configurations, provided the behaviour of each component is properly calibrated. Phenomenological modeling 




versatility due to the dependency of its results from the specific loading, geometrical and connections 
configurations used for its calibration. 
In Part II of the thesis, regarding methods for seismic design of CLT structures, an overview has firstly been 
given on the state-of-the-art of analytical methods for CLT wall systems available in literature, analyzing their 
assumptions and formulations and highlighting their limits. A promising design method developed in the last 
years is the one derived from the well-known cross-sectional analysis techniques adopted to create interaction 
domains of reinforced concrete members subjected to combined axial and bending actions. One of these 
methods available in the literature, whose assumptions and formulations have been explained in depth, has 
been used as starting point for the development of a more refined design method to perform axial-shear 
interaction domains of CLT wall system subjected to lateral loads. Some of the assumptions of the starting-
point model have been changed, in particular an elasto-plastic behavior for compressed timber has been 
assumed in place of an elasto-fragile constitutive law and coupled resistance of connections have been 
considered in place of an infinite shear resistance. Two different methods (labelled as #1 and #2) to define the 
elasto-plastic constitutive laws of connections three coupling criteria of their resistance (rectangular, elliptic 
and an innovative hybrid force-displacement one) have been defined. The elliptic and rectangular coupling 
criteria have been implemented with two different formulations. The first, simplified, assumes that the 
achievement of the ultimate condition of the connection coincides with the yielding point. The second 
formulation, more refined, considers the failure of connections happened only once they reach the ultimate 
displacement. After a detailed illustration of the characteristics of the model highlighting the novel aspects, 
the impact of the different assumptions has been investigated by means of a sensitivity analysis in which the 
results were compared with experimental data of tests on walls with the same mechanical and geometric 
characteristics. Sensitivity analysis showed that it is essential to consider the coupling effects of connections 
in order to avoid getting interaction diagrams with a strength greater than the effective one of the wall systems, 
and that the adoption of an elasto-plastic constitutive law for timber allows to obtain results much more 
performant than the elasto-fragile case. 
In Part III of the thesis, concerning the analysis of an innovative timber-steel composite beam, a state-of-the-
art of timber-based composite structures has firstly been illustrated, analyzing their typologies, the connections 
employed, and the analytical and numerical methods used for their design. An analytical method for the design 
of an innovative composite beam developed at the KTH Royal Institute of Technology has been illustrated 
showing its assumptions and formulations. The analytical model is able to predict the structural behaviour both 
in terms of internal forces and deflections. The model has then been used to perform a parametric analysis to 
investigate the influence of the geometric properties of the composite beam on the maximum deflection, given 
the span, the section size of the wooden component, the loads and the constraint conditions. It resulted on one 
hand that the parameter that most influences the maximum deflection of the composite beam is the diameter 
of the tensioned cable at the intrados, and that the external shear key connections are characterized by an 
optimum longitudinal position point along the length of the beam. This simple parametric analysis has also 
demonstrated the potential of the analytical model in providing a reliable and manageable tool for both the 
design and the improvement or optimization of the structural behaviour of the novel composite system. 
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In questa tesi si sono analizzati due macro-argomenti di ricerca sull’ingegneria del legno. Il primo è lo studio 
del comportamento sismico di edifici in Cross-Laminated Timber (CLT, o X-Lam). Il secondo è l’analisi e il 
miglioramento del comportamento strutturale di una innovativa trave mista legno-acciaio, ideata e sviluppata 
all’Istituto Reale di Tecnologia KTH di Stoccolma, composta da sotto-elementi da collegare in sito mediante 
un sistema di chiavi di taglio e cavi in acciaio. In particolare, lo studio del comportamento sismico di edifici 
in CLT riportato in questo lavoro ha riguardato due aspetti che risultano ad oggi essere problematici, ovvero 
la ricerca di opportune strategie di modellazione per riprodurre il comportamento dinamico ed isteretico di 
strutture in CLT e lo sviluppo di un avanzato metodo di progettazione per pareti in CLT soggette a carico 
sismico, argomenti rispettivamente riportati nelle Parti I e II della tesi. L’attività di ricerca riguardante la trave 
mista legno-acciaio, riportata nella terza ed ultima parte della tesi, è stata invece finalizzata allo sviluppo di un 
modello analitico in grado di descriverne il comportamento meccanico sia in termini di sforzi interni che di 
deformazioni. Questo modello analitico non solo aiuta a comprendere meglio il comportamento meccanico 
rispetto ai modelli numerici, ma costituisce anche un utile strumento di progettazione per i professionisti.  
Nella Parte I della tesi, riguardante le strategie di modellazione del comportamento sismico di edifici 
multipiano in CLT, si è dapprima effettuata una panoramica sulle tipologie di edifici multipiano in legno e, 
data l’importanza delle connessioni nel definirne il comportamento dinamico, si è effettuata una panoramica 
sui principali sistemi di connessione con un focus su quelli utilizzati per edifici in CLT. Si sono quindi 
analizzati i criteri di progettazione sismici per edifici in legno, evidenziandone lacune e criticità in particolare 
nella definizione del fattore di struttura e nella progettazione delle connessioni. Dopo uno stato dell’arte sulle 
strategie di modellazione, vengono analizzate nel dettaglio quelle per componenti e quella fenomenologica sia 
con approcci di modellazione lineari che non lineari. Lo studio delle due strategie viene effettuato simulando 
numericamente il comportamento di strutture di riferimento, che nel caso delle analisi lineari sono 
rappresentate da tre edifici multipiano rispettivamente di 2, 4 e 6 piani. Per le analisi non lineari si sono invece 
assunti come riferimento i test ciclici su singole pareti platform-frame monolitiche in CLT effettuati presso 
l’istituto CNR-IVALSA nell’ambito del Progetto SOFIE. I risultati di questi test sono stati oggetto di 
un’approfondita fase di interpretazione e rielaborazione critica necessaria al fine di individuare le peculiarità 
presentate dal dataset sperimentale. Nella modellazione per componenti i pannelli in CLT sono stati modellati 
con elementi lineari, mentre le connessioni sono state modellate con molle assiali e a taglio a cui sono state 
assegnate rispettivamente leggi costitutive lineari e non lineari a seconda dell’approccio di modellazione 
adottato. Nella modellazione fenomenologica le connessioni non sono state modellate con elementi ad-hoc, 
ma le proprietà del sistema-parete in CLT, modellato nella sua globalità, sono state calibrate in modo tale da 
riprodurre fedelmente il comportamento a carichi laterali. In particolare, nel caso di un approccio di 
modellazione lineare si è assegnato agli elementi piani elastici con cui è stato modellato il sistema-parete un 
modulo elastico equivalente in grado di fornire i medesimi spostamenti orizzontali del più raffinato modello 
per componenti. Sono inoltre stati ricavati degli abachi che forniscono il valore del modulo elastico equivalente 
adimensionalizzato allo spessore della parete per ogni livello dell’edificio al variare del numero di piani della 
struttura e dell’intensità dell’azione sismica. Per la modellazione fenomenologica non lineare si è invece 
calibrata la legge costitutiva multilineare in modo da riprodurre il comportamento globale delle pareti testate 
sia in termini di forza-spostamento che di energia cumulativa. I risultati dei modelli lineari sono stati analizzati 
in termini di sforzi sulle connessioni, periodo principale di vibrazione e spostamenti interpiano, mentre quelli 
dei modelli non lineari sono stati indagati in termini di diagramma forza-spostamento e di energia cumulativa. 
Inoltre, per la modellazione per componenti non lineare si sono analizzati anche gli spostamenti assiali e laterali 
misurati a livello di connessione. I risultati hanno mostrato che l’approccio di modellazione per componenti 




da un’eterogenea configurazione di pareti in CLT, purché il comportamento dei singoli componenti sia 
propriamente calibrato. La modellazione fenomenologica costituisce invece uno strumento di più facile utilizzo 
rispetto a quella per componenti, ma è caratterizzata da una più limitata versatilità data la dipendenza dei 
risultati dalla specifica configurazione di carico, di geometria e di connessione utilizzata per la sua 
calibrazione.  
Nella Parte II della tesi, riguardante metodi analitici di progettazione sismica di edifici in CLT, si è dapprima 
fornita una panoramica sullo stato dell’arte dei metodi disponibili in letteratura, analizzandone le caratteristiche 
ed evidenziandone i limiti. Un promettente metodo di progettazione è quello derivante dal riadattamento del 
metodo di costruzione dei domini di interazione a presso-flessione di elementi in calcestruzzo armato al caso 
di pannelli in CLT in configurazione platform-frame soggetti ad azioni orizzontali. Uno di questi metodi 
presenti in letteratura, la cui formulazione è stata dettagliatamente illustrata, è stato quindi utilizzato come base 
per lo sviluppo di un metodo di progettazione più raffinato per la costruzione di diagrammi di interazione 
sforzo assiale – taglio. Alcune delle assunzioni del modello di partenza sono state modificate, in particolare si 
è assunto un comportamento elasto-plastico del legno soggetto a compressione in luogo di una legge elasto-
fragile e si sono assunte delle leggi di resistenza accoppiate delle connessioni invece di considerare una loro 
infinita resistenza a taglio. Si sono illustrati e adoperati due diversi metodi di definizione delle leggi costitutive 
elasto-plastiche delle connessioni #1 e #2 e tre criteri di accoppiamento della loro resistenza: uno rettangolare, 
uno ellittico e uno innovativo basato su una formulazione ibrida forza-spostamento. I criteri di accoppiamento 
ellittico e rettangolare sono stati implementati con due diverse formulazioni. La prima, semplificata, assume 
che il raggiungimento della condizione ultima della connessione coincida con il punto di snervamento. La 
seconda formulazione, più raffinata, considera invece la rottura della connessione avvenuta solo una volta 
raggiunto lo spostamento ultimo. Dopo una dettagliata illustrazione delle caratteristiche del modello 
evidenziandone gli aspetti innovativi, si è indagato l’impatto delle diverse assunzioni mediante un’analisi di 
sensitività in cui si sono comparati i risultati con dati sperimentali di test condotti su pareti con le medesime 
caratteristiche meccaniche e geometriche. Dall’analisi di sensitività è risultato come sia indispensabile 
considerare l’effetto dell’accoppiamento delle connessioni onde evitare d’ottenere diagrammi di interazione 
sovraresistenti rispetto alla effettiva capacità della parete, e che l’adozione di una legge elasto-plastica per il 
legno consente di ottenere risultati nettamente più performanti rispetto al caso elasto-fragile. 
Nella Parte III della tesi, riguardante l’analisi di un’innovativa trave composta legno-acciaio, si è dapprima 
illustrato lo stato dell’arte delle strutture composte in legno, analizzandone le tipologie, le connessioni 
utilizzate e le modalità di modellazione analitica e numerica di tali strutture. Si è quindi presentato un metodo 
analitico per lo studio di un’innovativa trave composta ideata all’Istituto Reale di Tecnologia KTH 
illustrandone assunzioni e formulazioni. Il modello analitico, validato mediante comparazione con un modello 
numerico, è in grado di prevedere il comportamento strutturale sia in termini di sollecitazioni che di 
deformazioni. Il modello è stato quindi utilizzato per compiere un’analisi parametrica per studiare l’influenza 
delle proprietà geometriche del sistema composto sulla massima deformazione per un fissato valore di luce 
della trave e di dimensione sezione della componente lignea e per una data configurazione di carico e di 
vincolo. Dall’analisi è risultato che il parametro che maggiormente influenza la deformazione della trave è il 
diametro del cavo teso all’intradosso e che le connessioni a taglio esterne sono caratterizzate da un punto di 
ottimo per il loro posizionamento longitudinale lungo la trave. Questa semplice analisi parametrica ha inoltre 
dimostrato la potenzialità del modello analitico nel fornire uno strumento affidabile e di facile gestione sia per 
la progettazione che per il miglioramento e l’ottimizzazione del comportamento strutturale del sistema. 
 
Parole chiave: Legno; edifici multipiano; Cross-Laminated Timber; X-Lam; analisi sismica; modellazione 
numerica; strategie di modellazione; modellazione per componenti; modellazione fenomenologica; metodi 
analitici; strutture composte; metodi di progettazione; domini di interazione; effetto accoppiamento. 
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Motivation and scope of the research 
Modern urbanization in seismic-prone areas requires the construction of multi-storey buildings that are safe, 
cost-effective and that can quickly be constructed. Cross-Laminated Timber (CLT) is a relatively new 
extremely versatile building technology that satisfies all of these requirements [1], making it suitable for multi-
storey buildings for rapidly expanding cities [2]. Actually, the high prefabrication level of these buildings 
allows on one hand to reduce the construction time [3] and on the other hand to reduce the possibility of on-
site human errors [4]. Another aspect that make this building technology attractive is its sustainability, thanks 
to its capacity to store carbon dioxide (CO2) [5, 6], and it is one of the most economical and environmental 
beneficial building technology if the end-of-life (EoL) scenario is considered [7, 8]. In add, the high seismic 
performance of CLT multi-storey buildings [9] led to a high interest in the use of this technology in seismic-
prone areas over the past two decades [10]. Actually, the high strength-to-weight ratio, high in-plane stiffness 
and ductility of both traditional [11, 12] and innovative connections [13] guarantee both resistance and energy 
dissipation capacity against seismic actions. Another reason behind the success of this kind of structures is its 
good fire performance [14], contrary to what could be believed at a first glance thinking to timber as a 
combustible material. There are anyway some issues relating multi-storey timber buildings that still need to be 
addressed in order to make this building technology reliable and competitive with traditional ones. Firstly, 
there is a lack of knowledge on the dynamic behavior of CLT buildings when subjected to wind [15] or seismic 
actions [16]. Many aspects on the seismic behavior of these structures have been investigated by the scientific 
community in the last years, to name a few the determination of the behavior factor [17], the lack of analytical 
models for connections that take into account the peculiarities of CLT material [18], the correct way to consider 
coupling effects of connections [19], the distribution of acceleration response along the height of the building 
[20] and reliable ways to numerically model the seismic behavior of these structures [21, 22]. Scope of the 
Part I of this thesis is to gain a deeper insight in two numerical modelling approaches used to predict the 
seismic behavior of CLT buildings, namely component-level and phenomenological models. Strategies and 
ploys necessary to guarantee the reliability of results will be investigated in depth, both in case a linear or non-
linear model is adopted, also analyzing advantages and drawbacks of the two approaches. 
Other aspects relating the seismic behavior of CLT buildings constitute an open problem, for example the 
shortage of adequate design criteria. Current versions of codes and standards lack in provisions for the 
structural design of CLT buildings [23], both for static and seismic design as it can be observed respectively 
in Eurocode 5 [24] and Eurocode 8 [25], and the main reference is to date constituted by European Technical 
Assessments (ETAs) of building products. Many authors in recent years have furnished analytical design 
approaches for seismic design of CLT wall systems [26] in order to address the lack of design criteria. 
However, these models are more suitable for the pre-design phase rather than for the final design since they 
are based on simplified assumptions that do not allow an efficient exploitation of the mechanical properties of 
the structure. For example, most of them consider the rocking failure happening because of balanced tensile 
failure of connections and compressed timber, without considering other failure mechanisms. A promising 
design method recently developed is the one derived from the well-known cross-sectional analysis techniques 
adopted to create interaction domains of reinforced concrete members subjected to combined axial and bending 
actions and adopted to axial-shear interaction domains of CLT wall system subjected to lateral loads [27]. 
Scope of the Part II of the thesis is the development of an enhanced method to perform axial-shear interaction 
domains of CLT wall system subjected to lateral loads starting from the model presented in [27]. New 
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hypotheses and assumptions have been considered, allowing to obtain predictions of the structural behavior of 
CLT wall systems subjected to lateral loads both more performant and more on the safe-side. 
Timber is also a versatile material that can be used in conjunction with concrete [28], steel [29] or different 
types and grades of timber [30] to create composite structures characterized by excellent performances both at 
serviceability and ultimate limit states. Timber-based composite structures represent a building technique that 
has been successfully used for many years both to new buildings [31] and bridges [32, 33], as well as for 
restoration purposes like the strengthening of existing timber floors [34]. Many are the reasons of its success, 
among them structural advantages like good seismic performance thanks to high strength-to-weight ratio [35] 
and better performances to serviceability limit state thanks respect to traditional timber floors thanks to higher 
damping and stiffness [36]. Composite timber-based structures present anyway some issues that need 
investigation, like their mechanical characterization since the composite action is influenced by many 
parameters, primarily the efficiency of connections [37]. On the other hand, relatively new engineered timber 
products like glued-laminated timber allowed to create long-span structural elements that can cover very large 
spans furnishing a very high architectural flexibility. These long elements have anyway many drawbacks: they 
are difficult to transport from factory to site, their installation is complicated requiring big lifting machinery, 
they are difficult to produce and, as a consequence, they increase the construction cost of the building. In order 
to find a solution to these problems, an innovative timber-steel composite beam has been ideated at KTH Royal 
Institute of Technology of Stockholm [38]. This structural member is composed of separated timber joists then 
joint together on site through a steel system composed of notched shear-keys and tensioned cables. Thus, 
longer structural elements can be obtained assembling smaller ones, allowing a considerable decrease of the 
total construction cost thanks to an increased easiness of transportation and handling on site. This novel 
technology is still a prototype and has been subjected only to preliminary numerical and experimental 
investigations [38] that showed on one hand the great potentialities of the structural system, and on the other 
hand highlighted the necessity of a deeper understanding of the mechanical behavior and the need of improving 
its structural performance. Scope of the Part III of this thesis is the development of a mechanics-based 
analytical model able to predict both internal forces and deflections of the composite system. The analytical 
model not only allows for a better understanding of the mechanical behavior of the novel composite beam 
respect to numerical models, but it is also a manageable tool that can be used to easily carry out parametric 





Organization of the thesis 
The thesis is organized in three parts, each subdivided in different chapters with the structuring listed below: 
Part I 
• Chapter I.1 A state-of-the-art of multi-storey timber technology is given, with a particular focus on 
CLT structures. After a general overview of the typologies usually adopted for the construction of 
multi-storey timber buildings, a description of the principal connections used for CLT buildings will 
be provides since their utmost relevance in defining the seismic behavior of these structures. The 
current state-of-the-art of codes and standard relating the static and seismic design of CLT structures 
is analyzed, highlighting in particular lack in the provision given for the determination of the behavior 
factor and the design criteria of connections. A brief overview of the modelling strategies available in 
scientific literature and used by practitioners for seismic analysis of CLT buildings is also given. 
• Chapter I.2 Component-level numerical modelling approach will be studied both adopting linear and 
non-linear analyses, analyzing strategies to be adopted to guarantee reliability of results. Analyses are 
carried out with plane models on references structures, a multi-storey CLT building and single 
monolithic CLT shear walls respectively for linear and non-linear models. A preliminary phase of 
interpretation of the experimental results used as reference for non-linear analyses will be presented. 
Outcomes of linear and non-linear models are analyzed in order to define advantages and limits of the 
modelling strategy. 
• Chapter I.3 Phenomenological numerical modelling approach will be studied both adopting linear and 
non-linear analyses, highlighting strategies and ploys to be adopted to guarantee reliability of results. 
Analyses are carried out with plane models on the same reference structures assumed for component-
level approach. Outcomes of linear and non-linear models are analyzed in order to define advantages 
and limits of the modelling strategy. 
• Chapter I.4 A summary of the main findings of the first part of the thesis is reported, comparing 
component-level and phenomenological numerical outcomes in order to highlight advantages and 
drawbacks of each approach. In add, comparisons between linear and non-linear models are carried 
out both for component-level and phenomenological approaches. 
Part II 
• Chapter II.1 A state-of-the-art of analytical design methods for seismic design of CLT structures is 
given. Different methods available on scientific literature to derive shear strength of CLT shear walls 
are compared in order to highlight advantages, drawbacks and the main limits of the current available 
methods. 
• Chapter II.2 An advanced method to create axial-shear N-V interaction domains of CLT wall systems 
subjected to lateral loads is presented. Its assumptions and formulations are described in depth, 
highlighting the main limits of the methods that will be enhanced in a new model described in the next 
chapter. 
• Chapter II.3 An improvement of the N-V interaction domain method for CLT structures presented in 
the previous chapter is presented. New enhanced assumptions were considered, like a ductile behavior 
of timber in compression and failure mechanism of connections accounting for coupling phenomena. 
Basic assumptions and novelty aspects of the improved N-V interaction domain method are presented 
and discussed. Finally, the N-V domain for a case study CLT shear-wall is presented and the impact 
of the different basic assumptions on the results are discussed. 
Part III 
• Chapter III.1 A state-of-the-art of timber-based composite structures is reported. After describing the 
different types of timber-based constructions highlighting the advantages of the system, hints of their 
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mechanical behavior are furnished. A description of the available types of connections, their modelling 
and their behavior is then be provided, comparing advantages and drawbacks of each one. Finally, 
analytical and numerical modellings of these structures are also discussed. 
• Chapter III.2 A mechanics-based analytical model able to predict both internal forces and 
displacements of a novel composite timber-steel structure ideated at KTH Royal Institute of 
Technology is presented. After a description of the assumptions used to develop the analytical model, 
its formulation will be analyzed in depth. The model is then compared with a numerical model. Finally, 
a simple parametric analysis is carried out to investigate the performance of the system to the vary of 
the main mechanical and geometrical properties of the beam. 
Chapters Introduction and Conclusions and future works are also present respectively at the beginning and 
at the end of the structuring listed above, the former reporting motivations and scope of the research, the latter 
synthetizing the main findings of the three Parts of this Thesis.  
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The request of a new generation of buildings that is more sustainable, seismically safe and of rapid 
execution is answered by multi-storey timber building technology. New engineered timber materials 
and recent removal of building codes limitations to the maximum height allowed for multi-storey 
timber buildings to rapidly spread in recent years even in seismic-prone areas. A key-factor in the 
success of this new building technology is its excellent seismic performances as proved by many 
research projects conducted in the last decades on multi-story timber building realized with different 
construction technologies. Successful applications of this new building technology can be found in 
many multi-storey timber buildings already built all over the world, also in seismic-prone areas, 
especially in Europe, North America and Australasia, like the Dalston Lane in London (U.K.), the 
Wälludden building in Växjö (Sweden) and the Mjøstårnet in Brumunddal (Norway) respectively 
presenting a CLT, a light-framed and a heavy-framed load-bearing structure. 
In this Section an overview of the structural typologies adopted to build up multi-storey timber 
buildings will be given. The behavior of these structures is strictly correlated to connections 
characteristics, especially when they are subjected to high-amplitude lateral loads. Hence, an 
overview on the most widespread types of connections used in these structures will also be provided. 
One of the most promising multi-storey timber buildings technologies for seismic-prone areas is the 
CLT one. Since it is a relatively new material, many aspects on its structural behavior still need to 
be investigated further and it suffers lack of adequate code provisions for its design. For this reason, 
an overview of provisions given by existing and upcoming codes and standards for the design of CLT 
structures will be provided, focusing in particular on the behavior factor and design criteria of 
connections. Finally, an overview of different modelling strategies available in literature and used 
to study the seismic behavior of CLT multi-storey structures will be given, aspect will then be 
analyzed in depth in the following Sections I.2 and I.3 of this thesis. 
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I.1.1 Chapter contents 
In this Chapter a state-of-the-art of multi-storey timber building technology will be given. In Section I.1.2 an 
overview on multi-storey buildings will be furnished, illustrating their main typologies and the connections 
usually employed. In Section I.1.3 an overview on design provisions for CLT systems furnished by codes and 
standards will be given, mainly focusing on issues relating the seismic design of these structures like the 
behaviour factor and the design of connections. Finally, a state-of-the-art of numerical modelling strategies for 
CLT buildings will be given in Section I.1.4. 
I.1.2 Overview on timber multi-storey buildings 
I.1.2.1 Spread of technology and scientific background 
Modern urbanization requires the construction of sustainable multi-storey buildings that are safe, cost-effective 
and that can quickly be constructed [1]. Especially for areas in the world where wood availability is high, 
timber multi-storey buildings are gaining high interest as a reliable way to build multi storey buildings for 
townhouse, commercial and tertiary designated use. Actually, timber presents many advantages: it’s a natural 
and sustainable, thanks to a low carbon footprint and CO2 storage and its low weight gives advantages for 
static loads (e.g. fewer resistant foundations are needed) and seismic actions, since they are directly 
proportional to the mass of the building. In add, timber has an excellent structural efficiency in the direction 
parallel to grain: actually, given 𝜌 the mass density and 𝑓 the strength of timber, it’s possible to observe (Table 
I.1-1) that strength on mass density ratio 𝑓/𝜌 is similar to the steel one, and about 6 times the one of concrete. 
Another aspect that makes timber an excellent building material is its durability that, contrary to what could 
be believed at a first glance, is very good if correct design principles are followed, and Japanese Pagodas are 
an evidence of both durability and high seismic performance of multi-storey timber structures [2]. 
 
Table I.1-1 – Structural efficiency of timber and other traditional building materials (adapted from [3]). 
Material f/ρ [m2/s2] E/f [m2/s2] 
Timber (Glulam GL24) ~ 63000 ~ 480 
Concrete (Rck 30 MPa) ~ 10400 ~ 1200 
Steel (S275) ~ 55000 ~ 480 
 
Anyway, timber construction industry has to face a path dependency over the past century, that has been 
characterized mainly by concrete usage, slowing down the growth and spread of timber multi storey buildings 
[4]. A turnaround is possible through government policies and funding that could lead to industry’s interest on 
this new technology and a greater involvement of research community on timber topics. 
The main stumbling block to the spread of this technology in last century may be sought in limitations of the 
maximum height of timber buildings present in Codes of many States that have been repealed only in recent 
years, e.g. the Ministerial Decree of 9th January 1996 (DM 96) in Italy valid until 2008 with the introduction 
of the new Italian Building Code NTC 2008 [5], which limited the maximum height of timber buildings to 7 
or 10 storeys as a function of the area seismic grading [6]. Other countries that removed height restrictions of 
timber buildings are Sweden [4] and New Zealand [7], while in others height limitations are still present, like 
Canada [8] where 6 storeys are allowed, and U.S.A. where the International Building Code [9] make it difficult 
to exceed 5 storeys. It’s worth noting that these limitations primarily reflect the lack of knowledge of the 
dynamic response of taller wood buildings to lateral actions (seismic and wind loads), as well as fire safety 
considerations [10]. Therefore, research activity by scientific community on the dynamic and fire performances 




After the removal of these limitations and despite their persistence in some States, timber multi-storey industry 
has seen a rapid growth, with the construction of many multi-storey timber buildings, e.g. the Dalston Lane in 
London [11] and the Forte building in Australia [12], both 10-storey buildings with a bearing structure made 
of Cross Laminated Timber (CLT) and the former being the tallest and largest building in the world with this 
structural typology [11] (Figure I.1-1). CLT multi storey building is a structural typology that is spreading quite 
quickly during the last decade thanks to its great potentialities [13], with examples recently built in Sweden, 




Figure I.1-1 – CLT multi-storey timber buildings: (a) Dalston Lane building in London (United Kingdom) and (b) Forte 
building in Melbourne (Australia) (image credits: (a) Waugh Thistleton Architects website [15] and (b) The Possible 
website [16]). 
 
Another example that proof the high structural capabilities of timber to build high-rise buildings is the 
Mjøstårnet, completed in Norway on March 2019 and that with his 81m is the highest timber building in the 
world. The 18-storey structure is composed of a heavy glulam timber (GLT) post-and-beam frame, with 
inclined joists on facade walls in order to create a truss system that both works for vertical loads and provide 
lateral stability and stiffness [17]. In add, a CLT wall structural system, that doesn’t contribute to lateral 
stability, is adopted for staircases and elevators. Another multi storey timber building that has proven timber 
capabilities in multi-storey building industry is the Treet in Bergen (Norway) [18]. It is a 14 storey residential 
building completed in 2015 whose structure is similar to the Mjøstårnet, with the main structure made of 
glulam post and beams and CLT walls used for elevator shaft and that do not contribute to the main load 
bearing system. From the dynamic studies conducted on this building, it’s possible to observe that the main 
structural issue for timber multi-storey buildings is the limitation of accelerations at upper levels, and this is 
mainly due to timber low modulus of elasticity-strength ratio 𝐸/𝑓 (Table I.1-1), therefore a deeper knowledge 
of dynamic behaviour and damping properties of these structures is necessary [19]. The main differences 
between Mjøstårnet and Treet buildings is that the former is 30 m taller and that this latter does not use a 
modular scheme differently from Treet. 
Modular multi-storey buildings are gaining interest thanks to many advantages, among which it is possible to 
cite faster and safer manufacturing, a better quality thanks both to quality checks carried out on production 
sites and the reduced risk of errors on site, a better predictability to completion time and excellent structural 
performances [20]. A common and economically advantageous solution for multi-storey modular buildings is 
the usage of timber in combination with other materials [20], e.g. steel [21], creating composite structures 
whose overview will be provided in Section III.1. 
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Under a structural point of view, two are the main key-factors that lead to success of multi-storey timber 
buildings, namely the engineered wood products (EWP) to obtain more performant timber structural members 
and assemblies (e.g. Cross-Laminated Timber and glulam), and hybridization of timber with other materials 
(see Section III.1) [22]. One of the engineered timber materials that mostly contributed to the development of 
high-rise timber buildings is Cross-Laminated Timber (CLT) [13]. CLT is a plate-like EWP, introduced at the 
end of the last century in Germany and Austria [23, 24], formed by gluing an uneven number of timber layers 
(generally from three to seven) with 90° crosswise grain direction between adjacent layers (Figure I.1-5.a). It 
is designed for structural purposes and it can withstand loads both in-plane and out-of-plane. Each layer is 
composed of finger-jointed lamellas having the same grain direction placed side by side, with a width ranging 
between 40 and 300 mm and a thickness that span from 12 to 45 mm, glued on the major faces to the adjacent 
layers, while the narrow face can be or not glued to the coplanar adjacent lamella [25]. This internal structure, 
characterized by grains at a right angle between adjacent layers, allows both to optimize its structural behaviour 
in the in-plane and out-of-plane directions, and to add dimensional stability reducing swelling and shrinkage 
effects due to moisture variations [23]. CLT has also allowed the usage of low-grade and low-density wooden 
species for structural applications. An extensive overview on manufacturing process and mechanical 
characteristics of this material has been presented by Brandner et al. [23]. 
CLT is a relatively new type of material, but it has already gained popularity in North America, Australasia 
and Europe. Actually, the research activity on this material technology is still quickly ongoing. As a proof of 
this, some authors are proposing novel CLT panel solutions [26], and the research activity on its mechanical 
behavior is still flourishing [27, 28]. CLT allows for architectonic freedom thanks to the possibility to think in 
planes and volumes rather than lines. In add, installation of additional layers (e.g. insulation) is eased by the 
presence of a continuous planar support. One of the main issues of this novel structural typology is represented 
by the lack of knowledge about modelling strategies: this first part of the thesis will mainly rely on this aspect, 
focusing particularly on analyzing advantaged and advantages of different numerical strategies for seismic 
design of CLT structures. Seismic behavior of timber buildings with seismic protection technologies (e.g. 
supplemental damping and base isolation) is out of the scope of this Thesis, and the reader is referred to [29] 







Figure I.1-2 – High timber buildings in Norway: (a) Treet and (b) Mjøstårnet (image credits: (a) Abrahamsen & Malo 
[18] and (b) Moelven website [30]). 
 
I.1.2.2 Multi-storey building typologies 
It is possible to distinguish different types of multi-storey building as a function of the technology used for 
horizontal and vertical load-bearing structures. 
I.1.2.2.1 Light timber frame systems 
Light timer frame system is a nail-assembled combination of lumber, I-joists, trusses, oriented strand board 
decking and sheathing suitable to build multi-storey buildings up to 4-6 floors [1]. This timber building 
technology has been used for many years, and it’s very efficient to build prefabricated structures, since fully 
scale insulated panels (Figure I.1-3.a) can be assembled in factory, transported on construction site and there 
rapidly lifted and mounted. Two sub-types of light-frame timber buildings are present: 
1. platform frame, where individual floors framed separately (Figure I.1-3.b); 
2. balloon frame, for which the vertical elements extend for more than one storey (usually two) (Figure 
I.1-3.c). 
They present good seismic performances thanks to a highly-dissipative behavior mainly governed by 
sheathing-to-framing joints [31]. Several dynamic shaking table tests on full-scale structures investigated the 
seismic performance of this type of structures, like the ones carried out within the NEESWood project [32, 33] 
and the SERIES project [34]. These tests showed excellent seismic performances both in terms of inter-storey 
drifts and peak measured accelerations at upper floors. In add, they usually can withstand even strong seismic 
actions without significant damage to the structural parts of the buildings [35]. 
 




(a) (b) (c) 
Figure I.1-3 – Light timber frame system: (a) wall components, (b) platform frame structure and (c) balloon frame 
structure (image credits: (a-b) Follesa et al. [36] and (c) Acar [37]). 
 
I.1.2.2.2 Heavy timber frame systems 
Heavy timber frame buildings are systems whose vertical and lateral load bearing structure is composed by 
post-and-beams assemblies usually made of glulam or LVL (Figure I.1-4.a). These engineered materials indeed 
allowed larger cross-sections of members and consequently larger span lengths. Treet and Mjøstårnet buildings 
[17, 18] are two examples of the great potentialities of this structural typology. Researchers at University of 
Canterbury have been studying seismic behaviour of these structures for years, developing an innovative post-




Figure I.1-4 – Heavy timber frame system: (a) example of building [38] and (b) detail of a post-tensioned joint [7] 
(image credits: (a) Swedish Wood [38], (b) Buchanan et al. [7]). 
 
I.1.2.2.3 CLT walls systems 
CLT walls systems are structures up to 10 storeys (e.g. Dalston Lane in London) where both vertical and lateral 
load bearing structure is represented by CLT wall panels (Figure I.1-5.b). CLT panels width spans from 0.5 to 
3 m (also 5 m wide panels are produced, but they are less common), and height up to 18 m are available [39]. 
In order to reach higher width and heights, panels are jointed together though connections (Figure I.1-5.c), in 
non-seismic zones usually arranged as evenly spaced angle brackets (Figure I.1-15.a) that connect 
perpendicular panels at vertical intersections between walls and at horizontal wall-floor intersections. In 




(Figure I.1-15.a) at either end corners of the panel with the main function to resist uplift (viz. their shear 
resistance is usually disregarded in common design practice, see Section II.1.2), while angle brackets are 
commonly assumed to resist only shear loads (Section II.1.2). The latter configuration of connectors has been 
the focus of research activity for many authors in the last decade, with many scientific publications 
investigating the response to horizontal actions of CLT wall systems (e.g. [40–48]). Either the first and second 
part of this thesis will focus on aspects within this framework, relying on numerical modelling strategies and 
design methods for CLT wall systems. 
 
  
(a) (b) (c) 
Figure I.1-5 – CLT wall system: (a) internal crosswise layered structure, (b) structural system representation and (c) 
typical connection assemblies (image credits: (a) Martínez-Martínez [49], (b) Swedish Wood [38] and (c) Follesa et al. 
[36]). 
 
Similarly to the distinction made for light frame timber buildings (Section I.1.2.2.1), for CLT wall system is 
possible to define two sub-categories [39]: 
• Platform construction (Figure I.1-6.a), where CLT floor panels lay on top edge of walls that form a 
platform for the subsequent floor. It is the most common solution for multi-storey timber buildings, 
and it’s the typical solution for CLT structures erected in North America and Europe. It has many 
advantages, like a well-defined load path, simple connections and easiness in erect upper storeys. 
• Balloon construction (Figure I.1-6.b), where intermediate floors are attached to wall panels that span 
over the height of a single storey. This is a less common solution mainly adopted for low- and medium-
rise commercial and industrial constructions with mezzanines between the main floors.  
Platform frame CLT buildings are usually employed for residential, office and school buildings up to 3 storeys. 
For heavier (e.g. industrial and commercial buildings) or higher (e.g. multi-storey CLT buildings higher than 
5 storeys) buildings, balloon frame typology is usually adopted. They both can also be used in combination 
with concrete cores for lift-shafts and stairwells [50] (eventually in combination with outriggers [13]) in order 
to reach higher heights thanks to the significant increase of the structural lateral stiffness, that usually is the 
main limit in height extension of timber buildings. 
CLT structures usually have a higher in-plane stiffness and a greater load-carrying capacity respect to light-
frame buildings, thanks both to the usage of stiffer panels and to hold-downs and angle brackets stronger and 
stiffer than the one employed for light-frame buildings. 
Seismic characterization of CLT multi-storey buildings is still a topic of study for many researchers, as it is 
witnessed by huge amount of research activity (e.g. [51, 52]), and this first part of the thesis will relate to it. 
Seismic behaviour of CLT buildings is strongly affected by connections [53] (Section I.1.2.4), therefore their 
correct characterization and design is fundamental to guarantee reliability of these structures to high-amplitude 
lateral loads like strong winds and earthquakes. CLT buildings can exploit different level of energy dissipation 
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depending on whether large monolithic CLT panels or slender panels vertically connected with screws are 
employed. In the first case, the energy dissipation is low, while medium-to-high values can be reached if 




Figure I.1-6 – CLT wall system sub-types: (a) platform construction and (b) balloon construction (image credits: (a) 
CLT Handbook [39] and (b) Structural Timber Association [55]). 
 
I.1.2.2.4 Mixed CLT walls-heavy frame systems 
Mixed CLT walls-heavy frame systems (or glulam megaframe with CLT) are structural solution where the 
vertical load bearing system is constituted by a heavy timber frame, while horizontal stability is given by CLT 
walls (Figure I.1-7.b). They both have excellent seismic performances and they allow to create large open 
interior spaces [56]. This building solution is therefore suitable for offices or commercial buildings. An 
example of this structural typology is the NMIT Arts and Media Building in New Zealand, that applies Pres-
Lam technology to bracing post-tensioned shear walls that, thanks to post-tensioning and U-shaped steel 




Figure I.1-7 – Mixed CLT walls-heavy frame system: (a) 3D view of the NMIT Arts and Media Building Structure and 
(b) example of a 7-storey multi-storey mixed CLT walls-heavy frame system (image credits: (a) Devereux et al. [57]). 
 
I.1.2.2.5 Structural efficiency of the building typologies 
The efficiency of a building technology can be defined as the amount of building material necessary to build 
a structure given a geometry (vis. number of storeys and spans to be covered). The efficiency of the 




by the density of structural timber used to achieve a given height of building. Ramage et al. [58] showed that 
light timber frames are the most suitable buildings up to six storeys, from six to eight storeys an hybrid solution 
CLT-light frame is the most efficient, from eight to ten storeys the best solution is given by CLT buildings, 




Figure I.1-8 – Density of structural timber used vs. number of storeys for different multi-storey timber building 
typologies (image credits: Ramage et al. [58]). 
 
I.1.2.3 Connections with dowel-type mechanical fasteners 
Connections play an important role in defining the overall behavior of timber structures both at Serviceability 
Limit State (SLS) and Ultimate Limit State (ULS), since they usually are the weakest part of these structures 
[59] and they highly influence stiffness of structural members. It is worth noting that this last aspect impacts 
both on the overall stiffness of the structure – with implications for deflection and vibration performances – 
and on the load bearing capacity of members subjected to buckling phenomena, since effectiveness of bracing 
systems can be highly influenced [60]. 
Connections are usually distinguished into two main categories [3]:  
• carpentry joint (Figure I.1-10.a), connections traditionally used in timber constructions realized 
through shaping of contact surfaces of timber structural elements, and where loads are transferred 
through to the connected elements by means of compression areas; 
• mechanical joint in which forces transmission is realized through steel devices or glue, therefore they 
can be distinguished into the following three sub-categories based on the type of connector employed: 
o dowel-type connector (Figure I.1-10.b): nails (Section I.1.2.3.1), staples (Section I.1.2.3.2), 
screws (Section I.1.2.3.3), bolts and dowels (Section I.1.2.3.4); 
o surface connector (Figure I.1-10.c): split rings, toothed plates and punched steel plate fastener; 
o glued connector (Figure I.1-10.d): high-performance adhesive, usually in combination with a 
steel rod (glued-in steel rod). 
The efficiency of connections can be defined as the ratio of the strength of the connection to the strength of 
the member it connects, and in Figure I.1-9 the efficiency of different type of connections is shown. It can be 
observed that glued connections have the maximum efficiency, carpentry joints have the minimum one, while 
dowel-type ones reach intermediate values of efficiency. 
 




Figure I.1-9 – Efficiency of different types of connections (image credits: Ramage et al. [58]). 
 
For multi-storey timber buildings erected in seismic-prone areas, connections with dowel-type mechanical 
fasteners are the most used. Connections with glued bars are also used in post-tensioned resilient multi-storey 
timber buildings [7], but it is an argument out of the scope of this thesis, while carpenter joints and surface 
connectors are usually employed for secondary connections that do not significantly impact on the seismic 
behavior of the building. In the following Section therefore the behavior of connections with dowel-type 
mechanical fasteners will be addressed, mainly focusing on their seismic behavior. 
 
   
(a) (b) (c) (d) 
Figure I.1-10 – Connection typologies for timber structures, examples: (a) carpentry joint (skewed tenon), (b) 
connections with dowel-type mechanical fasteners (truss lattice joint), (c) surface connector (punched steel plate 
fastener) and (d) glued-in steel rods. (images credits: (a) Branco et al. [61], (b) Ballerini [62], (c) Karadelis & Brown 
[63], (d) Tlustochowicz et al. [64]). 
 
Connections with dowel-type mechanical fasteners are very popular, they are the most frequently employed in 
timber construction and come in wide‐ranging sizes and shapes. In the following a brief overview will be 
provided. 
I.1.2.3.1 Nailed joints 
Nailed joints are the frequently employed in timber construction and they tend to be used in single‐shear joints 
(Figure I.1-11.e). They have many advantages: they are cheap, they are made with performant steel (cold-
formed), they are easy to use, and they tend to weaken the timber element less than dowel-type fasteners with 
bigger diameter. The main drawback is represented by their limited resistance if compared to other mechanical 





Nails come in different shank (smooth or annual-ringed) shapes (circular or squared), and they have a round 
head with a diameter usually two times the shank one (Figure I.1-11.a-d). Annual-ringed nails are experiencing 
a high success in the last decade and they also are employed for CLT connections (Section I.1.2.4), since they 
combine advantages of nails with a higher withdrawal strength, making it possible to adopt lower lengths. 
Sizes range from 2.75 to 8 mm in diameter and 40 to 200 mm in length. Predrilling of nail holes, usually with 
a diameter equal or less than 80% of the shank of the connector, may be necessary to prevent timber splitting 
or facilitate the penetration of the steel connector into timber even if it is important to observe that predrilling 






(c) (d) (e) 
Figure I.1-11 – Nailed mechanical connections: (a) Round smooth shank nail, (b) spiral nail, (c) ringed shank nail, (d) 
machine driven nails and (e) example of nailed connection (images credits: (a-d) Blaß & Sandhaas [59] and (e) 
Weyerhaeuser website [65]). 
 
I.1.2.3.2 Stapled joints 
Stapled joints are a spread solution in timber light-frame buildings thanks to rapidity of execution (Figure 
I.1-12.b). Staples are made with ductile high-strength because of the production process that imposed a 90° 




Figure I.1-12 – Stapled joints: (a) staples and (b) example of stapled connection (images credits: (a) Blaß & Sandhaas 
[59] and (b) Pintarič et al. [66]). 
 
I.1.2.3.3 Screwed joints 
Screws are connectors formed by a shank subdivided into threaded and smooth parts (usually equal to 40% of 
the total length of the shank), with a slotted head and a pointed-shape end (Figure I.1-13.a). The diameter of 
the threaded part (core diameter) is usually 70% the diameter of the smooth part (nominal diameter). Their 
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nominal diameter ranges between 4 and 10 mm for screws with round and plane head, while it ranges between 
8 and 20 mm for hexagonal ones. They must be inserted in predrilled holes if the nominal diameter in more 
than 5 mm, in order to avoid cracking in the timber, and the shank direction should never be parallel to the 
grain direction. A correct mounting of screwed connections has to be carried out through screwdrivers (manual 
or electrical), and they should never be placed by hammering, otherwise their withdrawal strength and overall 
mechanical performance could be heavily compromised (Figure I.1-13.b). Screwed connections are usually 
employed to connect steel plates to timber members, and they represent an easy and reliable solution for joints 
where both shear and withdrawal strength must be guaranteed. 
 
  
 (a) (b) 
Figure I.1-13 – Screwed joints: (a) self-tapping screws and (b) example of screwed connection (images credits: (a) Blaß 
& Sandhaas [59] and (b) Fastfix website [67]). 
 
I.1.2.3.4 Bolted and dowelled connections 
Bolts (Figure I.1-14.a) and dowels (Figure I.1-14.b) are steel cylindrical connectors inserted in predrilled holes 
that mainly resist to shear forces (except for secondary effects, e.g. the rope one), with shank diameter usually 
comprised between 8 and 30 mm.  
Dowels have a smooth shank, sometimes tapered on one side in order to ease the insertion into the predrilled 
hole (that usually have the connector diameter) in the timber element, therefore they must be hammered 
manually or by a machinery. If steel plates are used in the connection, it should be predrilled with a diameter 
slightly larger than the shank one (usually 1 mm of tolerance is adopted). In these connections with steel plates, 
dowels should be placed into holes a little time after their drilling, since the dimensional variation due to 
hygroscopicity of timber could misalign the holes. In order to avoid this drawback, self-drilling dowels are 
available on the market. Thanks to a steel blade at one extremity, they are able to pierce both timber and steel 
plates up to a maximum number of 3 and a thickness of 5 mm. 
Bolts are inserted into holes slightly larger than their nominal diameter (usually 1 mm of tolerance), and their 
shank is threaded only on the side where the nut must be placed. It’s therefore straightforward that bolted 
connections will be less rigid than dowelled ones because of the tolerance. These connections may need re-
tightening after some period to ensure contact between elements even after their dimensional variation due to 
hygroscopic equilibrium with the environment. 
It is also possible to use threaded rods: in this case, the design is the same adopted for bolts, considering the 
external thread diameter as the nominal one. 
Bolted (Figure I.1-14.c) and dowelled (Figure I.1-14.d) connections are very versatile and resistant, and they 
are usually employed when high shear resistance is required. Particularly, multiple shear connectors with 
slotted-in steel plates are structurally highly performant, and they behave optimally under fire, therefore they 




It is a good practice to use at least four bolts placed on the corners of dowelled connections in order to avoid 
their opening. In this case, bolts contribution to both resistance and stiffness of connection is neglected, since 






(b) (c) (d) 
Figure I.1-14 – Bolted and dowelled connections: (a) dowel connector, (b) bolt connector, (c) example of bolted 
connection and (d) example of dowelled connection (images credits: (a-b) Blaß & Sandhaas [59], (c-d) Setra Group 
webpage [69]). 
I.1.2.4 Mechanical connections for CLT structures 
Connections play a key-role in defining structural strength, stiffness, stability and global ductility. Indeed, 
connections guarantee the energy dissipation necessary to reduce the induced seismic action of multi-storey 
timber buildings [70], since CLT panels behave elastically while connections’ steel yielding is the prevalent 
cause of energy dissipation, unless dissipators are employed [71]. Connections are important in defining the 
seismic behavior of CLT multi-storey buildings as their behavior influence both the efficiency of floors to act 
as diaphragms and vertical panels to act as lateral resisting walls. Their mechanical characterization is therefore 
fundamental to determine how CLT multi-storey buildings behave to high-amplitude cyclic forces like 
earthquakes, and, in general, practitioners must deal carefully to connections design, since post-collapse 
surveys evidenced how inadequately designed or improperly fabricated connection were the main cause of 
building failure. Because of the contrast between stiff timber panels and relatively flexible connections usually 
employed for CLT multi-storey buildings, stiffness of connections may be key-factor in defining the behaviour 
of this structural typology to wind actions [72]. For sake of completeness, it must be remarked that for low-
amplitude cyclic vibrations, like normal winds, the structural behavior could be not related to connections 
stiffness, since forces may be mainly transferred through friction and normal edge forces, since connections 
would require higher displacements to activate their resistance [50, 73]. 
Current building codes lack in giving guidelines in calculation methods for CLT connections and little research 
on the topic has been carried out since now. The most extensive study on this aspect has been carried out by 
Uibel and Blaß [74, 75] and a state-of-the-art of research and standard provisions on the design of connections 
in CLT structures is reposted in Section I.1.3.2. The lack of studied and standard design criteria for connections 
is evenly more marked for CLT panels with hybrid layups constituted of inner core layers with a lumber grade 
lower than face layers. Actually, Mahdavifar et al. [76] showed that if the failure of dowel-type connectors 
(i.e. yielding of the fastener or damage to the embedding timber) occur in the core layers, the mechanical 
behavior of connections can be statistically different respect to CLT panels composed of homogeneous lumber 
grades. 
In the following Section I.1.2.4.1, an overview on connection types employed in CLT structures will be 
provided, and a focus on the state-of-the-art of the research activity on their seismic behaviour will be given. 
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I.1.2.4.1 Common connection systems for CLT assemblies 
Unless self-tapping screws are the type of connector usually recommended by CLT producers, all the 
traditional types of dowel-type connectors (Section I.1.2.3) can be successfully used to connect CLT panels 
(Figure I.1-15.a). 
In the following, a rapid overview (for more details, please refer to [39]) of the most common connections for 




Figure I.1-15 – Connection system for CLT assemblies: (a) example of connectors used with angle bracket and hold-
down connections and (b) location of connections in multi-storey CLT buildings and their detail ID henceforth adopted. 
(images credits: (a) Gavric et al. [77] and (b) CLT Handbook [39]). 
I.1.2.4.1.1 Panel-to-panel connections (Detail A) 
Panel-to-panel connections are necessary to create larger structural elements such as walls and floors 
assembling on site panels whose dimensions are restricted by production necessities and transport limitations. 
An extensive experimental campaign on these types of connections is presented in [78]. The more common 
panel-to-panel connections are briefly illustrated below. 
− Internal splines (Figure I.1-16.a) are connections composed of one spline inserted into profiled 
hollows, shaped at CLT panel edges to be jointed assuring accurate profiling (e.g. through CNC 
machining). The main advantage of this connection typology is the fact that is a double-shear 
connection. 
− Single surface splines (Figure I.1-16.b) are obtained by shaping the edge of CLT panels on one side in 
order to accommodate a spline that will be screwed to panels on site. The main advantage is only the 
easiness of execution, since it has relatively low stiffness because of a single shear section. 
− Double surface splines (Figure I.1-16.c) is similar to the single surface one, with the only difference 
that spline is present on both sides of the panel. The advantage is therefore a higher stiffness, while 
the drawback is the higher cost due to more machining and more time needed for assembly. 
− Half-lapped joints (Figure I.1-16.d) is formed by machining a half-lapped joint and joining the panels 
with screws. It is a very simple connection type, but it cannot be considered resistant to bending 
moments. 
− Butt joint (Figure I.1-16.e) is the simplest panel-to-panel connection, since it does not require 
machining on CLT panel edges because the panels are joined by simply placing their edges together 
without any shaping. An extensive experimental survey on their mechanical characterization is 










Figure I.1-16 – Panel-to-panel connections: (a) internal spline, (b) single surface spline, (c) double surface spline, (d) 
half-lapped joint, (e) butt joint and (f) example of screwing of a screwed panel-to-panel joint. (images credits: (a-d) 
CLT Handbook [39], (e) Loss et al. [79] and (f) Follesa et al. [80]). 
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I.1.2.4.1.2 Wall-to-wall connection (Detail B) 
Wall-to-wall connections are used to connect wall to other walls positioned at a right angle, both for exterior 
ones and internal partitions. The more common wall-to-wall connections are briefly illustrated below. 
− Self-tapping screws (Figure I.1-17.a) are the simplest wall-to-wall connection solution. Some concern 
is represented when screws are installed in the end grain of cross layers for wall panels subjected to 
high lateral loads like strong winds and earthquakes. For this reason, screws can also be driven at an 
inclined angle to optimize the performance of these connections (toe screwing). 
− Wooden profile wall-to-wall connections (Figure I.1-17.b) are a performant solution. 
− Metal brackets (Figure I.1-17.c) are one of the simplest and easiest solution for wall-to-wall 
connections, but they usually have low fire performance. A ploy to outflank the issue is profiling the 
panel to insert the plates in a cavity and covering them with finishing materials or a wooden cap. 
 
   
(a) (b) (c) 
Figure I.1-17 – Wall-to-wall connections: (a) self-tapping screws, (b) wooden profiles and (c) metal brackets (images 
credits: CLT Handbook [39]). 
 
I.1.2.4.1.3 Wall-to-floor connection (Detail C) 
In the following the main solutions of wall-to-floor connection for platform and balloon frame constructions 
(Section I.1.2.2.3) will be given. 
For platform constructions three wall-to-floor connection solutions are the most common, namely connections 
with self-tapping-screws, with metal brackets and with concealed metal plates: 
− Self-tapping screws are driven from the CLT floor directly into the narrow side of the wall edge (Figure 
I.1-18.a). Screws could also be driven at an angle, even to connect upper walls to lower floor. 
− Concealed metal plates are good when high fire performance is required, even if they require CNC 
machining of CLT panel edge (Figure I.1-18.b). 
− Metal brackets (Figure I.1-18.c) are one of the easiest, performant and most employed solution for 
wall-to-floor connections in CLT multi-storey buildings. They are made by connecting steel elements 
and CLT panels with dowel-type fasteners (Section I.1.2.3) which are loaded either axially, laterally 
or with a combined action. Two metal brackets are the most commonly used in CLT buildings, namely 
hold-down connections (Figure I.1-18.d) used to transmit uplift forces, and angle brackets (Figure 
I.1-18.e) used to transmit shear loads. They can easily be mounted on site and they are easily available 




The main drawbacks are represented by low fire performances and the fact that they are sensitive to a 
correct design procedure in order to guarantee a good seismic ductile behavior to the whole building 
[53]. Since they strongly affect the seismic performance of CLT buildings, their behavior has been 
studied by many authors [81–83]. 
In balloon constructions, mezzanine floors usually lay on a wood ledger (Figure I.1-19.a) or metal plates 
(Figure I.1-19.b). 
 




(a) (b) (c) (e) 
Figure I.1-18 – Wall-to-floor connections for platform CLT constructions: (a) self-tapping screws, (b) concealed metal 
plates, (c) metal brackets, (d) hold-down and (e) angle bracket (images credits: (a-c) CLT Handbook [39], (d) Progetto 
Energia Zero [84] and (e) Timber-Online [85]). 
 
   
(a) (b) (c) 
Figure I.1-19 – Wall-to-floor connections for balloon CLT constructions: (a) wooden bearing support [39] and (b-c) 
metal bracket (images credits: CLT Handbook [39]). 
I.1.2.4.1.4 Wall-to-roof connection (Detail D) 
The same details of wall-to-floor connections for CLT platform constructions are used (Section I.1.2.4.1.3). 
I.1.2.4.1.5 Wall-to-foundation connection (Detail E) 
The main solutions used to connect CLT walls to concrete foundation will be shown in the following. 
- Exterior metal plates and brackets are commonly used to realize wall-to-foundation connections. When 
connections are installed from outside, metal plates (Figure I.1-20.a) are commonly used, while when 
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a concrete slab exists, hold-downs (Figure I.1-18.d) and angle brackets (Figure I.1-18.e) are installed 
in the internal side of the building. 
- Concealed hardware (Figure I.1-20.b) is used when better fire or aesthetic performances are required. 
- Metal shafts (Figure I.1-20.c) are inserted into holes on the lower edge of CLT panel and fixed to it 
through dowels or bolts. Threaded anchor bolts casted in the concrete are connected to the shaft 
through a nut tightened accessing it through an access hole then covered with a wooden cap. 
 
  
(a) (b) (c) 
Figure I.1-20 – Wall-to-foundation connections: (a) visible plates, (b) concealed hardware and (c) metal shaft (images 
credits: CLT Handbook [39]). 
I.1.2.4.2 Innovative connection systems for CLT assemblies 
Traditional connections used for CLT in seismic-prone areas hold-down and angle brackets (Section I.1.2.4.1.3 
and I.1.2.4.1.5) are able to withstand high loads given by seismic actions and can dissipate a significant amount 
of energy thanks to their high ductility [86]. However, they are susceptible of brittle failures, mainly because 
strength of its ductile components (i.e. dowel-type connectors) is usually underestimated, requiring higher 
strength demands to brittle components (e.g. steel plates) [87]. For this reason, innovative types of connections 
that guarantee higher ductility and energy dissipation have been proposed by researchers in recent years, like 
the X-bracket [88] the X-RAD [89], the SHERPA [90] and the XL-stub [91] connection systems. Finally, a 
connection system composed of shear steel plates placed between adjacent CLT panels to be connected has 
been proposed by Schmidt & Blaß [92] (Figure I.1-21.a and b). The plates are bonded into notches and the gap 
between panels 𝑡𝑔𝑎𝑝 can be adjusted so that they develop plastic hinges without embedment of wood, allowing 
therefore for hysteretic energy dissipation without strength and stiffness impairments due to pinching 






(a) (b) (c) 
Figure I.1-21 – Dissipative connector proposed by Schmidt & Blaß [92]: (a) representation, (b) steel plate and (c) 
hysteretic behavior with a gap opening tgap=50 mm (images credits: Schmidt & Blaß [92]). 
I.1.3 Code design provisions and modelling strategies for CLT 
buildings 
CLT multi-storey buildings are spreading very rapidly thanks to many advantages, like the high prefabrication 
level and the rapidity of execution. Furthermore, thanks to their excellent seismic performances - as proved by 
several research projects – they have been used also in seismic-prone areas in the last decades, as witnessed 
by the CLT 5-storey and the 6-storey buildings erected near L’Aquila (Italy) in a high seismicity area [93] and 
the 7-storey hotel in Pesaro (Italy) in a medium seismicity area [94]. CLT buildings response under earthquake 
actions has been widely studied through experimental tests and numerical simulations in last years. One of the 
most comprehensive research on seismic behaviour of low- and mid-rise CLT buildings has been carried out 
at CNR–IVALSA in Trento (Italy) within the SOFIE Project [95–97]. Using as reference such research, several 
experimental campaigns and numerical studies have been conducted in recent years by various research groups. 
Relevant are the tests conducted at the University of Ljubljana, Slovenia, where the behaviour of 2-D CLT 
shear walls having various load and boundary conditions was assessed [98]. FPInnovations in Canada has 
undertaken tests to determine the structural properties and seismic resistance of CLT shear walls [99] and 
small-scale 3-D structures [45]. Failure mechanisms in large shear wall systems have been characterized in 
multiple studies [77, 100, 101]. Connection elements suitable for assembling CLT panels together and 
anchoring them at the bases have been studied, with the aim of developing a capacity-based design approach 
for CLT structures [46, 102] and to define the tension-shear interaction phenomenon [103]. Several numerical 
models have been developed and calibrated on the results obtained by the above-mentioned tests with the aim 
of reproducing the response of single connection elements [104, 105] or more in general of entire CLT shear 
wall and buildings [41, 105–107]. 
Anyway, since CLT is a relatively young building technology, studies on their seismic behavior still need to 
be carried out. Indeed, on one hand codes and standards are still lacking in adequate design provisions, and on 
the other hand their numerical modelling still needs to be investigated further to detect in the best strategies to 
guarantee the reliability of the outcomes. Therefore, an overview of the state-of-the-art of Codes design 
provisions (Section I.1.3.1) and of different modelling strategies available in literature used to study the seismic 
behavior of CLT multi-story structures (Section I.1.4) will be provided in the following.  
I.1.3.1 Regulatory framework for seismic analysis and design of timber buildings 
One of the main barrier to the adoption of CLT building technology and timber buildings in general in 
earthquake-prone areas is the lack of adequate code design procedures and little availability of technical 
informations about structural performance, especially for connections [108]. Actually, even if design principles 
for seismic design of timber structures have been studied for more than 20 years [109], technical informations 
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and seismic design methods for timber structures are incomplete and for CLT structures such informations are 
to-date available only in European Technical Assessments (ETAs). Eurocode 5 [110], Eurocode 8 [111] and 
new Italian Building Codes NTC 2018 [112] lack of adequate design principles, Austria being the only 
European country that included general design principles in the national annex [54]. In order to develop 
Eurocodes design strategies for timber structures and CLT, CEN (European Committee of Standardization) 
Project Teams have been established, and the final updated version of new Eurocode prescriptions for timber 
is expected to be released around 2020 [113]. 
Two are the main deficiencies that limit the employment of CLT building technology into seismic-prone areas, 
namely (i) a reliable way to determine the values of the q-behaviour factors and (ii) design principles for 
connections, aspects mutually correlated and analysed in the following Sections I.1.3.1 and I.1.3.2 after an 
overview of the seismic design regulatory framework for timber buildings in Europe (Section I.1.3.1.1) and in 
other seismic-prone World regions (Section I.1.3.1.2). 
I.1.3.1.1 European seismic design regulatory framework 
Chapter 8 of EC8 [111] is the only part of Eurocodes where prescriptions on the seismic design of timber 
buildings are given, and it represents the main regulatory framework for buildings in Europe. The design 
criteria there reported are anyway outdated considering the rapid development of timber building technology, 
especially concerning earthquake design, so they are few, incomplete, sometimes misleading and give no 
specifications for CLT buildings. For example, instructions on capacity design criterion are only partial, the 
definition of structural typologies is fuzzy and over-strength factors are not given. 
In the following a summary of the force-based design criteria given in Chapter 8 of EC8 is furnished. Buildings 
are subdivided into three Ductility Classes, namely Low (DCL), Medium (DCM) and High (DCH) depending 
on the dissipative capacity guaranteed in the dissipative zone as a function of the structural typology. It is 
worth noting that the Code furnishes a q-factor equal to 2 for “Glued wall panels” in Table 8.1, but it cannot 
be intended as CLT structural systems, since the standard has been published in 2004, therefore prior to the 
investigation on seismic performances of this building technology [54]. For DCM and DCH it is required that 
the dissipative zones are located in joints with an appropriate cyclic fatigue behaviour and with devices for 
carpentry joints able to prevent their brittle failure, while timber elements shall react elastically. To allow a 
ductile behaviour in the dissipative zones, minimum thickness of timber elements and maximum diameters of 
dowels and bolts are assigned to ensure the development of plastic hinges in steel connectors and avoid brittle 
failure of timber. Minimum thickness of CLT panels to guarantee ductile behaviour is not reported by EC8, 
Fragiacomo [114] suggests a value equal to 90 mm. Bolts and dowels with a diameter exceeding 16 mm should 
not be used in timber-to-timber and steel-to-timber connections, except if timber connectors are employed. In 
add, usage of dowels, smooth nails and staples is avoided unless provisions against withdrawal are adopted. 
In 2020 a new version of EC8 with new prescriptions and a deep update of existing ones should be published, 
also containing design criteria for CLT structural systems and capacity design rules both at a connection level 
and building level assigning an overstrength factor equal to 1.3 [113], in accordance with the results shown in 
a previous research on CLT ductile design [114]. Other general seismic principles applicable for all the wall-
type lateral resisting systems are introduced, like the necessity to avoid interruption of shear walls below a 
certain floor in elevation in order to avoid soft storey mechanism. In add, it is underlined the importance of 
ensuring simultaneous plasticization of as many storeys as possible in order to increment global ductility and 
dissipative capacity. 
I.1.3.1.2 Extra- European seismic design regulatory framework 
In this Section an overview of the state-of-the-art of seismic design procedures of seismic-prone countries 
other than European ones is provided. Hints of Standards and Codes for the seismic design of CLT buildings 




In Canada the standard that contains the principles of structural design is the National Building Code of Canada 
(NBCC) [8] that adopts an objective-based design criterion. The Canadian Standard Association CSA-086 
[115] enacts standards specifically for timber, and it is the first one that introduced CLT building technology 
in Canada. This standard introduces some of the basic concepts of seismic design of CLT structures, like the 
rigid behaviour of CLT panels and the necessity to dissipate energy through ductile connections. In add, in 
order to prevent sliding failure of CLT walls, a height-to-length ratio of the wall comprised between 1:1 and 
4:1 should be guaranteed. 
In the U.S.A. the most widely used Code for design of CLT structures is the American Society of Civil 
Engineers Standard 7 (ASCE-7) [116]. Since CLT technology is not included yet in the standard, Equivalent 
Lateral Force Procedure for their seismic design cannot be employed and a more costly and time-consuming 
alternative performance-based design method [117] is needed, reducing therefore the competitiveness of CLT 
technology. 
In Japan the structural design is regulated by BSL [118], a performance-based code that furnishes seismic 
coefficients maps to derive the base shear of the building then reduced as a function of its ductility. Design of 
CLT structures have been introduced in 2016 with a guidebook [119] and a design manual [120]. For small-
scale buildings with height and total area respectively lower than 13 m and 500 m2, simplified calculation 
methods are allowed. Considerations about ductility of CLT structures have been introduced with the seismic 
action calculated accordingly. 
In New Zealand the Building Code (NZBC) is the standard used for the seismic design of timber structures, 
together with the New Zealand Timber Structures Standard NZS 3603 [121]. The latter has anyway been 
released in 1993, resulting therefore outdated respect to new technologies like CLT. Actually, in New Zealand 
no design approach for CLT technology is present, and this is mainly due to the fact that this technology has 
been used in that country for the first time only in 2012. The approach usually adopted for design of CLT 
buildings is elastic, but ongoing studies at university of Canterbury on connections and failure modes [122] 
will help in defining more articulated standards. 
In Chile structural design is regulated by General Law of Urban Planning and Construction (DFL N°458) [123] 
and by General Urban Planning and Construction Ordinance (OGUC) (DS N°47) [124]. For seismic design of 
timber structures, the reference standards are the NCh1198 [125] and the NCh433 [126]. No regulation is 
furnished for the design of CLT structures and R-factors are provided only for light-frame timber buildings. 
In China the seismic design of buildings is regulated by the Code for Seismic Design of Buildings GB 50011 
[127] that adopts a “three-level and two-stage” approach, defining firstly the performance that the building 
should satisfy for three different seismicity levels and then checking the structure for 2 stages. That standard, 
together with the GB/T 51226 [128] are the references for the design of CLT structures, with specified 
requirements for CLT material properties and design methods. 
Table I.1-1 reports a comparison of the different seismic design approaches and specifications of the different 
coded and standards herein introduced. 
I.1.3.1 Behaviour factor for CLT buildings 
The behaviour q-factor (also named R-response modification factor or R-strength reduction factor in America) 
is a fundamental parameter in inelastic force-based design of buildings [129]. It allows to implicitly consider 
the reduction of induced seismic force in the building due to energy dissipation correlated to structural damping 
and non-linear behaviour of materials when a linear analysis method is adopted for the calculation of the 
seismic forces [130]. This factor also takes into account for overstrength phenomena [131]. Accordingly to 
Fajfar [132], the behaviour factor 𝑞 can actually be described by two contributions, an intrinsic effective 
dissipative capacity of the structure 𝑞0 and an overstrength factor 𝛺: 
𝑞 = 𝑞0 ⋅ 𝛺 (I.1-1) 
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An extensive overview on 𝑞0 is given in [130], while sources of overstrength are discussed in [133–136]. 
It is paramount that the strength reduction operated by the behaviour factor is associated to a global structural 
ductility, that for CLT buildings is given by a correct design of connections that act as dissipative zones 
(Section I.1.3.2). 
The assessment by researchers of the q-factor for CLT buildings has usually been carried out in two ways, 
namely experimentally and numerically.  
The experimental methodology usually considers full-scale shaking table tests, in which the q-factor is 
determined as the ratio of the PGA at which near-collapse state is reached and the PGA used for elastic design 
of building [97]. Two are the drawbacks of this approach: on one hand shaking table tests on full-scale 
buildings are expensive, and on the other hand the derived value of the behaviour factor is restricted to the 
analysed building configuration and the chosen earthquakes. Quasi-static cyclic tests can also be adopted for 
the determination of the behaviour factor, allowing for less expenses in the experimental campaign [137]. 
Pozza et al. [138] also proposed a mixed analytical-experimental procedure that schematizes the wall as a 
Single Degree of Freedom (SDOF) system with a capacity curve equal to the force-displacement curve derived 
by quasi-static test and a mass correspondent to the constant applied vertical load. The capacity curve is then 
bi-linearizes through the procedure proposed by Munoz [139]. The pushover method is then applied to derive 
the maximum earthquake spectra compatible with the displacement capacity of the wall and the behaviour 
factor is finally defined as the ratio between the PGA of the ultimate spectrum and the PGA of the yielding 
spectrum. 
The numerical approach [41, 140, 141] can solve all the issues of experimental approach, since the q-factor is 
derived carrying out numerical analyses of different configurations of structures and earthquakes, allowing 
therefore for a more generalized result and less costs. Simulations to the vary of ground motion records, 
geometries, loads and regularity in elevation can be relatively easily carried out. With numerical model 
approach, the q-factor is evaluated in two ways depending whether a non-linear static or dynamic analysis is 
considered. In the first case the behaviour factor is derived using the force-displacement curve following 
Newmark [142] or N2 [143] method. If non-linear dynamic analyses are adopted, the factor can be derived or 
as the ratio between the PGAs at yielding and ultimate displacement (acceleration-based approach [96, 106]), 
or as the ratio between shear at yielding and ultimate displacement (base shear approach [141]). It is remarkable 
that this procedure could give not univocal results, since the definition of yielding point of timber shear walls 
subjected to quasi-static monotonic and reversal cyclic in-plane loads depends upon the method used to derive 
it [144]. 
Pei et al. [145] derived the behavior factor for CLT structures assigning a value that allows for a reference 
building designed with a force-based approach to equal the performances of the same building designed with 
a PBD approach. 
Ceccotti [146] and Pozza [147] proposed a combined (or hybrid) testing-modelling approach in which quasi-
static cyclic tests on simple wall systems are used to calibrate dynamic non-linear numerical models. The 
behaviour factor is then derived in the same way as for experimental methodology, hence as the ratio between 
the PGA at near-collapse state and the one used to elastically design the building. The tested construction scale 
is coincident with the minimum construction element that is going to be modelled, e.g. it is possible to test 
single materials if a model that starts from material level is used. A model built in this way is however 
computationally heavy since many analyses have to be carried out in order to obtain a generalized result for q-
factors at the vary of seismic input and building configuration. A wall-level testing and modelling is therefore 
the best compromise between generalization (only buildings with the tested configuration of loads, connections 
and geometry used to calibrate the model can be analysed) and time cost. 
Because of the way the q-factor is derived from the abovementioned methods, it is implicitly required that 




Filiatrault [117] underlines how this behavior is inappropriate for short-period timber structures. A more 
accurate method to derive the behaviour factor for short-period timber structures would be the adoption 
of the equal energy approximation that computes q through an energy balance between elastic and 
inelastic response [148]. 
 
Table I.1-2 – Comparison between different Codes and Standards for the seismic design of CLT buildings (table 
credits: Tannert et al. [149]). 
 
 
As previously stated, EC8 does not furnish a specific q-factor value for CLT buildings, reason why its 
evaluation has been a topic investigated by many researchers in recent years. The only building technology in 
EC8 that could be considered similar to the CLT multi storey wall are “glued wall panels with glued 
diaphragms, connected with nails and bolts”, for which a behaviour factor equal to 2.0 is given. Pozza & 
Trutalli [140] proposed an analytical formulation to derive the 𝑞0-intrinsic behaviour factor of CLT structures 
as a function of a joint density parameter factor β and slenderness parameter 𝜆: 
𝑞0(𝛽,𝜆) = (𝑞0,𝑟𝑒𝑓 + 𝜆
𝑘) ⋅ 𝛽𝑘 ≤ 5.0 (I.1-2) 
where 𝑘 is a parameter calibrated so as to minimize the summation of the square difference between analytical 
𝑞0 values and the numerical values obtained from simulations, and 𝑞0,𝑟𝑒𝑓  is the 𝑞0 value for low-ductility 
buildings according to EC8 [111]. 
The regularity of elevation play an important role in the definition of the behaviour factor of CLT buildings, 
and EC8 [111] and Italian Building Code NTC2018 [112] take into account for this aspect by multiplying the 
q-factor by a value equal to 0.8 if prescriptive geometrical and structural requirements defining the height 
regularity are not respected. Therefore, for NTC and EC8 the value of the behaviour factor to be considered in 
case of multi-storey CLT buildings not regular in height is equal to 𝑞 = 1.6, irrespectively of the structural 
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solutions (e.g. monolithic vs. jointed shear-walls) and of the geometry of the building. The adoption of such 
prescriptive requirements for height regularity to CLT multi-storey buildings results in contradictory design 
criteria: assuming a constant distribution of the masses for the different floors, it is required that connections 
have a constant stiffness along the height of the building and at the same a decreasing stiffness from the 
foundations to the roof. Trutalli and Pozza [150] carried out an extensive study on the effect of height regularity 
on the behaviour factor analyzing through Incremental Dynamic Analyses (IDAs) [151] different building 
configurations to the vary of height regularity, number of storeys, building slenderness and construction 
methodologies for walls (single-panel or multi-panel). It has been found that designing connections with 
constant stiffness along the height of the building reduces the global ductility of the structure of about 25% 
respect to buildings with connections dimensioned to withstand without overstrength the design seismic load 
at each storey. CLT buildings with strength (and stiffness, proportional to strength) constant along the whole 
height are less performant in energy dissipation and are susceptible of global brittle failures such as soft-floor. 
Therefore, a revision of the requirements for in-height regularity for the specific case of CLT buildings is 
necessary. It has also been found that building slenderness does not worsen or improve the behaviour of in-
height irregular buildings, while adoption of monolithic walls significantly decreases performances of such 
structures. The study resulted in a generalization of Equation (I.1-2) in order to take into account also for 
irregularity in elevation due to storey strength and stiffness, it is therefore not applicable to the case in which 
in-height irregularity is due to floor-size changes between storeys. An alternative empirical conservative 
method has also been proposed in order to reduce 𝑞0 derived for regular configurations directly multiplying 
this behaviour factor for a reduction factor 𝑘𝑅(β) function of the density of vertical joints between CLT wall 
panels (𝛽 parameter). This approach, similar to the one proposed by Italian Building Code NTC 2018 [112], 
lead to a formulation of 𝑘𝑅(𝛽) equal to: 
𝑘𝑅(𝛽) = 𝑘𝑅,𝑟𝑒𝑓 ⋅ 𝛽
𝑧 ≤ 1.0 (I.1-3) 
where 𝑘𝑅,𝑟𝑒𝑓 = 0.6 and 𝑧 = 0.222. 
Also results by Polastri [152] obtained through linear dynamic analyses already showed that height regularity 
influence all the main structural parameters, like vibrational period, forces on connections and drifts. 
Incidentally, Linear Static Analyses (LSAs) are not allowed for buildings with height irregularity.  
Pei et al. [41] proposed an approximate higher value of the R-factor equal to 4.5, derived from a Performance-
Based Seismic Design (PBSD) of a 6-storey building verified through non-linear time-history simulation. This 
value can be used for building designed following ASCE-7 [116] equivalent lateral force procedure (ELFP). 
The new coming-soon version of EC8 will furnish values of the q-behavior factor specific for CLT buildings 
for medium (𝑞 = 2) and high (𝑞 = 3) ductility classes as a function of the fact that the shear walls are 
constituted respectively by monolithic and vertically-jointed CLT panels, each having a width not smaller than 
25% the inter-storey height [113, 149]. Actually, the difference between DCM and DCH CLT structures is in 
the fact that the vertical half-lap joint between adjacent panels must behave as dissipative zone, adding 
therefore global ductility to the structure. Indeed, cyclic tests on CLT wall systems [48], comparison between 
different buildings tested on shaking table [140, 153] and numerical parametric analyses [96, 101] showed that 
fragmentation of walls into sub-panels connected through vertical half-lap joints can improve their ductility to 
horizontal in-plane actions. 
Alternative ways to increment the q-factor for timber structures is using dissipative devices with no bearing 
functions that allow for energy dissipation thanks to yielding of mild steel. These devices have been widely 
investigated in the 70s for steel and concrete structures [154] and have successfully applied to CLT structures 
in order to obtain resilient structures, like the U-shaped Flexural Plate (UFP) device shown in [71]. 
Friction between panels also has an important role in defining non-linear behavior of CLT wall systems 
subjected to cyclic in-plane loads, and its influence on energy dissipation, stiffness and strength of the CLT 




make use of the hysteretic behavior of friction have also been studied [156, 157]. The easiest and cheapest way 
to increment energy dissipation in CLT structures is anyway obtainable through a correct design of connections 
that avoids brittle behavior and allows for high ductility. Code provisions and design strategies to allow for 
this will be analyzed in Section I.1.3.2. 
I.1.3.2 Design of connections for CLT buildings 
Because of the crosswise direction of grain in CLT, design criteria of connections usually differ from the ones 
employed for glulam and solid timber. An overview of design approaches of CLT structures adopted in Europe, 
Canada, United States and New Zealand is reported in [158]. In the following, considerations about design of 
connections will be provided, focusing on ductility (Section I.1.3.2.1), calculation models for the design of 
dowel-type connections (Section I.1.3.2.2), capacity design (Section I.1.3.2.3) and coupling models (Section 
I.1.3.2.4). 
I.1.3.2.1 Ductility 
Connections play a fundamental role in defining the overall ductility of CLT structures. CLT is a material 
characterized by a high in-plane strength and stiffness, and it is characterized by brittle failure modes except 
for compression, therefore only a correct design of joints as dissipative zones following capacity design criteria 
is able to guarantee a dissipative behavior for DCM and DCH CLT buildings [159], otherwise the application 
of q-factors higher than the values proposed for DCL 𝑞 = 1.5 is incorrect. Ensuring ductility of connections 
in timber structures is a fundamental aspect of good practice in their design, reason why high-performance 
connections able to develop huge plastic deformations have been developed [160]. It is also fundamental to 
respect minimum distances between dowelled connectors in order to avoid brittle failure of timber [148]. In 
order to ensure ductility of connection, with large cyclic deformations and a stable energy dissipation, some 
failure modes evidenced by past experimental tests of hold-downs and angle brackets subjected to tension 
force must be avoided. For example, tensile failure of the net cross section of the metal sheet of hold downs 
(Figure I.1-22.a) should be avoided, as well as pull-through of the anchoring bolt (Figure I.1-22.b) and 
withdrawal of the nails respectively for wall-to-foundation and wall-to-floor angle brackets (Figure I.1-22.c) 
may be prevented. 
 
   
(a) (b) (c) 
Figure I.1-22 – Brittle failure mechanisms of typical CLT connections: (a) tensile failure of the net cross section of the 
metal sheet of hold downs, (b) pull-through of the anchoring bolt of wall-to-floor angle brackets and (c) withdrawal of 
the nails of wall-to-foundation angle brackets (image credits: Follesa et al. [113]). 
 
Ductility of connections 𝜇 is usually defined on a conventional basis as the ratio between ultimate and yielding 
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There is currently no common agreement in the procedure to define the yielding displacement 𝑣𝑦 and different 
methods exist for its determination, like the one proposed in EN 12512 [161], the one by Kobayashi & 
Yasumura [162] and the method presented in ASTM E2126 [163]. This inhomogeneity in the determination 
of the yielding point of connections leads as a consequence to misalignment in the definition of ductility 
parameter for a same connection typology as pointed out by Munoz et al. [139]. 
Ductility capacity of connections is also strongly correlated to the impairment of connection strength Δ𝐹, that 
in the European standard EN 12512 [161] is defined as the difference between the strength measured at 1st and 
3rd loading cycles for a given displacement amplitude 𝑣. An extensive discussion about ductility and force 
impairment evaluation for hold-down and angle bracket connections has been reported by Gavric et al. [102]. 
A novel method that resembles in some aspect the short procedure of EN 12512 [161] to determine the ductility 
class of dowel-type connections is the one proposed in the revised version of the standard EN 14592 [164]. 
The ductility behavior of connections is determined through tests carried out on the fasteners. Three low cycle 
ductility classes (S1, S2 and S3) are defined as a function of the minimum bending angle α𝑐 (Table I.1-3) that 
dowel-type connector can reach for three reversed cyclic loadings at constant amplitude (Figure I.1-23.a).  





where 𝑑 is the nominal diameter of the shank. In order to comply with a ductility class, the fastener must satisfy 
the following performances in tests carried out on a standardized test setup (Figure I.1-23.b) without failure: 
i. a bending angle α𝑐 = 20° must be reached in monotonic loading conducted prior to cyclic test; 
ii. a bending angle at least equal to a value α𝑐 correspondent to a low-cycle ductility class (Table I.1-3) 
must be reached; 
iii. an ultimate bending angle α𝑢 equal to 45° and 30° respectively for shanks with diameter less or greater 
than 8 mm must be reached; 
iv. the residual bending moment 𝑀𝑟𝑒𝑠 read at α𝑢 must be greater or equal to 80% of the average yielding 
moment from monotonic test. 
  
(a) (b) 
Figure I.1-23 – EN 14592 [164]: (a) cyclic loading protocol and (b) test setup (image credits: Izzi et al. [165]). 
 
Table I.1-3 – Low cycle ductility classes accordingly to EN 14592 [164]. 
Low cycle ductility class αc 
S1 α 
S2 1.5 α 




The procedure of revised EN 14592 [164] and EN 12512 [161] differ in the following aspects: 
• EN 14592 [164] requires the achievement of either minimum strength and deformation performances 
at monotonic and cyclic loading conditions, while EN 12512 [161] only requires attainment of 
minimum strength performances for cyclic conditions; 
• EN 12512 [161] has an incremental load history whose amplitude is function of the yielding 
displacement at monotonic test. 
Izzi et al. [165] carried out a series of 200 tests on self-tapping screws to evaluate their ductility accordingly 
to revised EN 14592 [164], founding that low-diameter screws (𝑑 = 6 mm) belong to class S2, high-diameter 
screws (𝑑 = 10 mm) belong to high ductility class S3. Screws with an intermediate diameter 𝑑 = 8 mm have 
the potential to be assigned to a low cycle ductility class S3, but tests highlighted inappropriate failures on the 
final monotonic ramp to α𝑢. 
Casagrande et al. [166] proposed a new methodology to evaluate the ductility 𝜇 of connections taking into 
account for impairment of strength 𝛥𝐹  between the 1
st and 3rd loading cycles due to cyclic loadings. 
Accordingly to the current version of Eurocode 8 [111], “the dissipative zones shall be able to deform 
plastically for at least three fully reversed cycles at a static ductility ratio of 4 for ductility class Medium 
(DCM) structures and at a static ductility ratio of 6 for ductility class High structures (DCH), without more 
than a 20% reduction of their resistance”. This sentence is anyway likely to two different interpretations: (i) 
the impairment of resistance is referred to the loss of resistance of the 1st cycle backbone due to softening 
behavior, (ii) the reduction of resistance is due to strength degradation 𝛥𝐹 between 1
st and 3rd loading cycle 
(Figure I.1-24.a). Casagrande states that the right interpretation is the latter, therefore he derives a new model 
to define the interaction between the strength degradation and the ductility capacity. The impairment of 








where 𝐹3(𝑣) and 𝐹1(𝑣) are respectively the force of the 3
rd cycle and 1st cycle backbone force for a given 










it is possible to derive a linear relationship between the impairment factor 𝜂deg  and the dimensionless 
displacement ?̃? (Figure I.1-24.b): 
𝜂𝑑𝑒𝑔(𝑣) = 𝑎(?̃? − 1) + 𝜂𝑑𝑒𝑔,?̃?=1, ?̃? ∈ [0; 𝑣?̃?] (I.1-9) 
where 𝑎 is the slope of the linear interpolating curve and represents the influence of the slip amplitude on the 
impairment of strength. In order to take into account for the impairment of strength between the 1st and 3rd 
cycle 𝛥𝐹, a degradation ultimate displacement 𝑣𝑢,𝑑𝑒𝑔 is introduced: 
𝑣𝑢,𝑑𝑒𝑔 = 𝑚𝑖𝑛[𝑣𝑢; 𝑣(𝜂𝑑𝑒𝑔 = 𝜂𝑑𝑒𝑔,𝑙𝑖𝑚)] (I.1-10) 
where 𝜂deg,lim ∈ [0; 1]  is the limit value of the impairment strength factor. The yielding and ultimate 
displacement 𝑣𝑦  and 𝑣𝑢  can be derived accordingly to EN 12512 [161], Kobayashi & Yasumura [162] or 
ASTM E2126 [163]. It is finally checked if the impaired 1st cycle backbone connection has a proper softening 




≥ 𝑓𝑑𝑒𝑔,𝑙𝑖𝑚 (I.1-11) 
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where 𝐹𝑁 is the nominal strength. In case the inequality is not satisfied, it is necessary to consider a lower 
value of 𝑣𝑢,𝑑𝑒𝑔 respect to the one resulting by Equation (I.1-10). If it is not possible to satisfy the inequality 
(I.1-11) even through the reduction of 𝑣𝑢,𝑑𝑒𝑔 the connection should be considered inappropriate for dissipative 




Figure I.1-24 – Evaluation of ductility of connections accordingly to Casagrande et al. [166]: (a) impairment of strength 
between the 1st (red) and 3rd (blue) backbone curves and (b) impairment of strength factor vs. dimensionless slip 
amplitude (images credits: Casagrande et al. [166]). 
 
I.1.3.2.2 Calculation models 
Current version of Eurocode 5 [110] still lacks in calculation method for dowelled connections for CLT, 
because of the cross-layered characteristics that make this material behaving quite differently from other 
wooden materials like solid timber (ST) and glulam (GLT). For this reason, the design methods provided by 
codes and standards, that to-date are based on Johansen theory [167], need a review and harmonization process 
to take into account for the peculiar characteristics of CLT due to its internal structure. The only analytical 
models for design of dowel-type connections in CLT with dowel-type fasteners are given by Blaß [74], that 
provides a modified formulation for embedment strength of timber and corrective factors to be applied to 
Johansen’s formulas [167]. It should be anyway noticed that some adjustment to this model may be needed, 
since it has been validated employing CLT panels with layer thickness much lower than the one usually 
adopted nowadays [168]. Specific rules for dowel-type connections used in CLT structures are necessary since 
they present two peculiarities respect GLT and ST. Actually, for all laminated timber structures (CLT and 
GLT), the position of the fastener on the side or narrow face heavily influences the behavior of connections. 
On the other hand, gaps and stress reliefs in CLT laminations can significantly affect embedment and 
withdrawal strength. 
Both embedment and withdrawal capacity are strongly influenced by timber density of CLT panel 𝜌𝑘, that for 
connections installed on the narrow face can be considered equal to the characteristic value of lamination 𝜌𝑙,𝑘, 
while for connectors on the side face it can be considered equal to 1.1 ⋅ 𝜌𝑙,𝑘. 
An extensive overview on calculation methods for dowel-type connections in CLT structures is reported by 
Ringhofer et al. [53]. The main aspects are summarized in the following, and the reader is referred to [53] for 




the side and on the narrow face, therefore the mechanical behavior for and laterally- axially-loaded dowel-type 
connectors will be shown respectively in Section I.1.3.2.2.1 and I.1.3.2.2.2 distinguishing between the two 
cases. When a connector is placed on the side face, in order to reduce the possibility that the fastener is inserted 
only on gaps, the fastener should penetrate for at least 3 layers.  
I.1.3.2.2.1 Laterally-loaded connections 
For smooth dowels and thigh-fitting bolts on side face a model to derive the characteristic embedment 
resistance 𝑓ℎ,𝑘,𝐶𝐿𝑇 has been proposed by Blaß & Uibel [169]: 
𝑓ℎ,𝑘,𝐶𝐿𝑇 =
32(1 − 0.015 𝑑)







where 𝑑 is the connector nominal diameter and β is the load-grain angle. 
The abovementioned authors also proposed a formulation for axially-loaded profiled nails and self-tapping 
screws on side face, even if it must be noted that it is valid for layers thickness 𝑡𝑙 ≤ 9 mm, therefore a revision 
to current commercial layer thicknesses (20, 30 and 40 mm) is necessary: 







The usage of smooth dowels, tight-fitting bolts or profiled nails on the narrow face of CLT panels is not 
advisable [53]. Anyway, Blaß & Uibel [169] propose a conservative formulation to derive the embedment 
strength of laterally-loaded smooth dowels and self-tapping screws: 






The same authors give a formulation for profiled nails and self-tapping screws: 







where 𝑑 is the shank outer diameter. 
I.1.3.2.2.2 Axially-loaded connections 
When a connector is inserted in the narrow face of CLT panels, there is the possibility that it presents the axis 
parallel to grain direction or that it is placed on a gap. In add, in a whole connection placed on the narrow face 
(e.g. corner joints), there is the possibility that each connector can present different conditions of orientation 
respect to grain direction and insertion in gaps. Dowel-type connectors placed on narrow face can be subjected 
to in-plane or out-of-plane lateral loading condition, where the last case is more problematic because brittle 
failure for tension perpendicular to grain can occur. A stochastic-mechanical multivariate model describing 
the load-displacement behavior of self-tapping screws in the narrow face of CLT to the vary of shank-grain 
angle α has been derived by Brandner et al. [170]. The model, that can also be used to derive stiffness and 
displacements, has shown a great influence of 𝛼 on withdrawal performance of self-tapping screws on narrow 
face of CLT panels. 
Different equations can be used to derive the characteristic withdrawal strength 𝑓𝑎𝑥,𝑘 of axially-loaded self-
tapping screws, respectively accordingly to Eurocode 5 [110] (Equation (I.1-16)), Blaß & Uibel [169] 
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where 𝑑 is the connector nominal diameter, 𝑙𝑒𝑓 is the effective inserted thread length, 𝛼 is the thread-grain 
angle,  is the primary insertion angle ( = 0° for screws inserted in the narrow face and = 90° for screws 
inserted in the side face) and where: 
𝑘𝑑 = 𝑚𝑖𝑛 (
𝑑
8
; 1) , 𝑑 𝑖𝑛 [𝑚𝑚] (I.1-19) 
𝑘𝑎𝑥,𝑘 = {
1.00,    𝑖𝑓 𝛼 ∈ [45°, 90°]
0.64 𝑘𝑔𝑎𝑝,𝑘 +
1 − 0.64 𝑘𝑔𝑎𝑝,𝑘
45
  𝛼, 𝑖𝑓 𝛼 ∈ [0°, 45°]
 (I.1-20) 
𝑘𝑔𝑎𝑝,𝑘 = {




1.00    𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑆𝑇
1.00    𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝐶𝐿𝑇, 𝑁 ≥  3
1.13    𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝐺𝐿𝑇, 𝑁 ≥  5
 (I.1-22) 
𝑘𝑝 = {
1.10                     𝑖𝑓 𝛼 ∈ [0°, 90°]
1.25 − 0.05 𝑑        𝑖𝑓 𝛼 = 0
 (I.1-23) 
The model by Eurocode 5 [110] (Equation (I.1-16)) - derived for types of timber other than CLT - and the one 
by Blaß & Uibel [169] result to have a similar approach, while the equation proposed by Ringhofer et al. [171] 
(Equation (I.1-18)) introduces new features, with a density correction factor 𝑘𝑝 (Equation (I.1-23)), a system 
factor 𝑘𝑠𝑦𝑠  (Equation (I.1-22)), a factor that takes into account for gaps and stress reliefs 𝑘𝑔𝑎𝑝  (Equation 
(I.1-21)) and noticing that 𝑙𝑒𝑓 is no longer a parameter influencing the withdrawal strength. 
For screws placed in the side face, the formulation by Ringhofer et al. [171] (Equation (I.1-18)) gives higher 
values of the withdrawal resistance 𝑓𝑎𝑥 respect to the other two. On the contrary, the formulation by Ringhofer 
et al. [171] (Equation (I.1-18)) gives more conservative results for connections mounted on the narrow face, 
therefore its application is advisable in this case. 




3.1 𝑐𝑜𝑠2 + 𝑠𝑖𝑛2
 (I.1-24) 
This approach gives more conservative results respect to the nonlinear empirical formula proposed by 
Sandhaas & Görlacher [172] for solid timber (ST) structures, given by: 
𝑓𝑎𝑥 = 3.60 ⋅ 10
−3 𝜌1.38 (I.1-25) 
I.1.3.2.2.3 Effective number and minimum spacings 
The models reported in Section I.1.3.2.2.1 and I.1.3.2.2.2 refer to a single connector, therefore, when 
calculating the resistance of a whole connection, group effects should be considered, for example through the 
coefficient 𝑛𝑒𝑓 that gives a fictious effective number of connectors. The resistance reduction is due to brittle 
failure modes that could rise, see Table I.1-4. In order to prevent such failures, minimum spacings between 
connectors and edge distances are given in Blaß & Uibel [169] and are summarized in Table I.1-5 and Table 
I.1-6 respectively for axially- and laterally-loaded connections. 
If minimum spacings are fulfilled, it is not necessary to reduce the connection resistance for laterally loaded 
dowel type connections mounted on the side face, thanks to a high capacity of redistribution given by natural 
reinforcement given by orthogonal layers of CLT material. On the contrary, when laterally loaded dowel type 





For axially-loaded self-tapping screws, Brandner et al. [23] propose the following equation to calculate the 





where 𝑅 is the number of penetrated CLT layers, 𝑛𝑖  is the number of screws and 𝐹𝑎𝑥,𝑟𝑒𝑓,𝑖  is the reference 
withdrawal capacity per layer. 
I.1.3.2.3 Capacity design of connections 
The correct design of connection is a key-aspect in the application of capacity design to buildings seismically 
dimensioned with force-based methods. Capacity design criterion, studied since 70s in New Zealand by Park 
& Paulay for RC structures [173], makes use of overstrength factors, defined as the ratio between the design 
value of the 95th percentile of the ductile element and the design value of the characteristic strength (5th 
percentile) of the ductile element valuable by practitioners through analytical models available on literature 
and codes. In addition, an overdesign factor should be considered, defined as the ratio between the designed 
strength of ductile element and the design seismic demand on it [114]. Capacity design assumes a fundamental 
role to guarantee structural ductility of timber structures, since, differently from concrete and steel structures, 
timber members outside the dissipative zones located in the connections do not have non-linear capacities 
[148]. 
Capacity design rules prescribe that design strength of brittle elements 𝐹𝑅𝑑,𝑏 must be greater or equal to the 
design strength of ductile parts 𝐹𝑅𝑑,𝑑 multiplied by an overstrength factor γRd. In add, accordingly to Follesa 
[113, 174] and Izzi [168], 𝐹𝑅𝑑,𝑑 should be divided by a strength degradation factor β𝑆𝑑 due to cyclic loading, 
defined as ratio between force obtained at 3rd 𝐹𝑚𝑎𝑥(3𝑟𝑑) and 1









⋅ 𝐹𝑅𝑑,𝑑 ≤ 𝐹𝑅𝑑,𝑏 (I.1-28) 
However, Trutalli et al. [87] underline how the cyclic strength reduction is already considered in the definition 
of the behavior factor according to EC8 [111], therefore it is not necessary to take into account for the strength 
degradation factor 𝛽𝑆𝑑. 
Current codes, like EC8 [111] and Italian NTC 2018 [112], lack in the definition of overstrength factors to 
apply capacity design to timber structures, while New Zealand Timber Standard NZS3603:1993 [121] gives a 
value of 2. More informations about capacity design applied to timber structures and relative overstrength 
factors must therefore be found in scientific literature. 
Accordingly to Izzi et al. [168], the overstrength factor γ𝑅𝑑 can be seen as the product between two sub-factors, 
γ𝑎𝑛 considering the underestimation of effective bearing capacity of connection due to analytical models given 
by codes or standards, and γ𝑠𝑐  due to the experimental scattering between 5% (characteristic) and 95% 
percentile resistance: 
𝛾𝑅𝑑 = 𝛾𝑠𝑐 ⋅ 𝛾𝑎𝑛 (I.1-29) 
Both sub-coefficients usually result to be quite high, on one hand because the statistical variability of traditional 
connections resistance (described by sub-coefficient γ𝑠𝑐) is usually remarkable, and on the other hand because 
the actual peak strength of fasteners often exceeds a lot the corresponding analytical value usually derived 
accordingly to Johansen [167]. 
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Table I.1-4 – Failure types and behavior for axially- and laterally-loaded dowel-type connectors. 
Loading condition Failure type Behaviour Failing material 
Lateral Embedment Ductile (Pinching) Timber 
 Yield in bending Ductile Steel 
 Block shear, row shear, plug shear Brittle Timber 
 Tension perpendicular to grain (splitting) Brittle Timber     
Axial Withdrawal Ductile Timber 
 Head-pull-through Brittle Timber 
 Fastener tension Ductile Steel 
 Fastener buckling Limited ductility Steel and Timber 
 Tension perpendicular to grain (splitting) Brittle Timber 
  Block shear and row shear Brittle Timber 
 
 
Figure I.1-25 – Minimum spacings and end-distances for self-tapping screws (image credits: Ringhofer et al. [53]). 
Table I.1-5 – Spacings for dowel-type fasteners for laterally loading condition in CLT according to Blaß & Uibel [169]. 











Narrow 10 𝑑 3𝑑 12 𝑑 7 𝑑  5𝑑 
Nails* Side (3 + 3 𝑐𝑜𝑠 β)𝑑 3𝑑 (7 + 3 𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝛽)𝑑 6 𝑑 (3 + 4 𝑠𝑖𝑛 β)𝑑 3𝑑 
Dowels 
Side (3 + 2 𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝛽)𝑑 3𝑑 5 𝑑 𝑚𝑎𝑥{4𝑑 𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝛽 ; 3𝑑} 3 𝑑 3𝑑 
Narrow 4 𝑑 3𝑑 5 𝑑 3 𝑑  3𝑑 
* Profiled (annual ringed) nails 
Table I.1-6 – Spacings for dowel-type fasteners for axially loading condition in CLT as a function of thread-grain angle 
α according to Plüss & Brandner [175]. 
α 𝑎1 𝑎2 
0° 2.5 𝑑 5𝑑/2.5𝑑a 
45° 5 𝑑  
90° 7 𝑑  
0°|90° 7 𝑑  
45°|45° 7 𝑑  




Gavric et al. [176] remarked how, during some of the tests on connections [102] and CLT wall systems [77] 
carried out within the SOFIE project [42], some brittle failures were observed, for example tearing failure of 
steel plate for hold downs with too many nails or bolt pull-through and nails withdrawal in angle brackets 
subjected to tension. Starting from the observation of these failure modes, the authors give prescriptions 
necessary to guarantee ductility for CLT walls that adopt traditional connections with dowel-type fasteners. 
Prescriptions are given at all scale-levels, from single connection, to wall system until building level. It is 
remarkable that, when the hold-down is not tested to verify the compliance with capacity design criteria, partial 
nailing is suggested in order to assure a the occurrence of plastic hinges on connections prior to the tearing 
failure of steel plate [87]. As a general rule, at least one plastic hinge on dowel connectors must be attained, 
therefore failure modes a, c, f and j/l of Figure I.1-26 should be prevented. 
Many authors have studied the application of capacity design criteria to timber structures in recent years, to 
mention a few Ottnehaus [122], Loss [177], Brühl [178] and Dickof [179]. Comprehensive studies of capacity 
design of typical metal connectors for CLT structures (viz. hold-downs, angle-brackets, self-tapping screws 
for corner joints and annual-ringed nails) have been carried out by Fragiacomo [114], Sustersic [180], Gavric 
[102] and Izzi [168], whose results in terms of overstrength factor γ𝑅𝑑 are synthetized in Table I.1-7. 
It is possible to observe that the values given by the various authors are not totally in accordance with the 
provisions of the upcoming revision of EC8 [113], that furnish a unique value γ𝑅𝑑 = 1.3 for connections in 
CLT structures. 
 
Figure I.1-26 – Failure modes of steel-to-timber dowelled joints (image credits: Blaß et al. [59]). 
 
Table I.1-7 – Values of overstrength factors γRd for different connection types usually employed for CLT buildings for 
different loading conditions by author. 
Connection type Load direction 
Fragiacomo [114] 
and Sustersic [180] 
Gavric [102] Izzi [168] 
Hold-down 
Axial  1.3  
Shear  1.25-1.38(2)  
Angle bracket 
Axial 1.2-1.9(1) 1.23(3)-1.44(4)  




perpendicular CLT panels 
1.6   
Single annual-
ringed nails 
Withdrawal   1.8(5)-2.0(6) 
Shear parallel to face 
lamination 
  1.3(5)-1.8(6) 
Shear perpendicular to face 
lamination 
  1.5(5)-2.3(6) 
a Values for a group of nails could be lower, since the values are derived for single nails 
1 Lower values for greater nails diameter 
2 Value that depends on connection configuration 
3 Wall-to-foundation connections 
4 Wall-to-floor connections 
5 Characteristic strength calculated from standards 
6 Characteristic strength calculated from experimental tests 
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In order to guarantee a global ductile seismic response of the building, capacity design criterion must be 
adopted not only looking at wall systems behavior, but also at the whole box-like mechanism typical of this 
type of buildings. For this reason, it is necessary to guarantee an overstrength to panel-to-panel floor 
connections in order to guarantee their rigidity and allow for dissipation in the dissipative zones localized in 
lateral-resistant wall systems [114]. 
Many innovative connections have been proposed in the last years in order to fulfill capacity design 
requirements (Section I.1.2.4.2), and an adaption of traditional angle brackets to avoid brittle failures has been 
analyzed by D'Arenzo et al. [181]. 
I.1.3.2.4 Coupling models 
So far as strengths both in axial and shear directions are considered in the design of traditional hold-down and 
angle-bracket connections, it would be recommendable to consider a coupled resistance domain. Actually, 
mutual interaction between forces in the two directions determine a decrease of the maximum resistance that 
could be reached by connection if loaded in uniaxial conditions. Moreover, it should be noted that the analytical 
models provided by codes and standards (e.g. Eurocode 5 [110]) or by academic literature (e.g. formulations 
by Blaß [74]) apply to uniaxial lateral loading conditions. Similarly, tests on connections, often taken as 
reference for calibration of numerical models, are usually carried out with uniaxial loading conditions (e.g. 
[46, 102, 182]). Noticing that CLT walls subjected to horizontal seismic actions determine a combination of 
axial and lateral forces on connections, models to take into account coupling interaction are necessary. Codes 
and standards do not consider the phenomenon, and only ETAs (e.g. ETA-06/0106 [183] and ETA-11/0086 
[184]) furnish a simple elliptical coupling criterion. Academic research has recently been conducted to have a 
deeper insight into this topic, both with experimental campaigns, (e.g. Pozza et. al. [185] and by Liu and Lam 
[186, 187]) and advanced parametric numerical simulations by Izzi [188]. Pozza et al. also developed a novel 
hybrid force-displacement based approach to take into account for coupling phenomena of hold-down [83] and 
angle-bracket [82] connections. This model has been successfully employed to create a new design tool 
illustrated in Section II.3. The authors also showed the feasibility of this coupling criterion for numerical 
modelling, adopting a more refined coupling approach respect to elliptic one based on ETAs usually adopted 
for numerical modelling (e.g. Rinaldin et al. [104] and D’Arenzo et al. [181]). Further details on coupling 
methods are also reported in Section II.1.5. 
I.1.4 Numerical modelling of CLT buildings 
The fast development in recent years of more and more advanced finite element analysis tools has allowed the 
spread of numerical modelling as a tool for the analysis of structures, both for research and design purposes. 
An important aspect when dealing with numerical modelling is the adoption of strategies that allow the 
outcomes of the model to reliably predict the effective structural behavior, and this aspect is even more 
important for a novel technology like the CLT one. In the following an overview of the state-of-the-art of 
modelling strategies for CLT structures (Section I.1.4.1) and methodologies usually adopted to model CLT 
panels (Section I.1.4.2) and mechanical connections (Section I.1.4.3) is given. Since it is out of the scope of 
this thesis, for a state-of-the-art review of modelling criteria used for panel-to-panel interaction the reader is 
referred to Izzi et al. [54]. 
I.1.4.1 Modelling strategies 
Different modelling strategies have been adopted in the last years for the seismic analysis of CLT buildings, 
most of them being advanced tools for research purposes (research oriented models), while some of them are 
more simple modelling strategies (design oriented models) used by practitioners to design structures with an 




Numerical models to reproduce the behaviour of CLT wall systems can be distinguished in three different 
approaches (Figure I.1-27): phenomenological [83, 104, 140, 189], component-level [146, 147, 190] and hybrid 
[96, 146, 147, 150]. All these approaches can be profitably employed for linear and nonlinear analyses of CLT 
structures depending on whether a design-oriented or research-oriented activity is carried out [191]. 
Component-level modelling approach [56, 104, 105] is based on the reproduction of the structural response of 
all the single components of the structural system, i.e. connections and timber panels. This approach is suitable 
to reproduce the response of a CLT structure with any panel configuration but in order to take into account for 
second order effects (e.g. out of plane movements) or friction phenomena it requires the adoption of specific 
strategies that increase difficulty of modelling with this strategy. Since connections play a fundamental role in 
the definition of the behavior of CLT structures, the accuracy of their numerical modelling is a key-factor to 
guarantee the reliability of the model, and a list of researches carried out in the last decade on this topic is 
reported in [192]. 
Phenomenological modelling approach reproduces the global behavior of the CLT wall system (i.e. force-
displacement curve and cumulative energy over time of the entire CLT wall system) disregarding the behaviour 
of its components (i.e. panels and connections). It is an approach that is relatively easy, since by simply 
calibrating the global constitutive law of the model it is possible to include secondary effects and friction 
phenomena. It has anyway a huge drawback constituted by the representativity of the model that is restricted 
to only the configuration of the panel used to calibrate the model. Therefore, to analyze another geometry of 
the CLT panel or another configuration of connections the calibration of a new model is necessary.  
Hybrid modelling approach corresponds to a component level model where connections are calibrated so that 
the whole model can reproduce the global response of the CLT wall system. This approach can be considered 
belonging to the more general category of phenomenological ones. This is a reliable modelling approach [106] 
that overcomes the problems highlighted for the component-level approach, since it takes onto account for 
friction phenomenon and second order effects, but it keeps the strong limitation of the phenomenological 
approach, i.e. the dependency of the calibration on the geometry and arrangement of the wall system. For this 
reason, since it is more complex than a phenomenological approach and it keeps its limitations, this approach 
will not be further analyzed in this work, focusing the attention on component (Section I.2) and 
phenomenological (Section I.3) approaches. 
It is in add possible define another type of modelling approach for multi-storey CLT buildings named 
distributed connection model. It has recently been proposed by Christovasilis et al. [190] for linear analyses 
where connections can be modelled with planar finite elements whose mechanical characteristics are calibrated 
in order to reproduce the stiffness of connections. It is possible to reconduct this modelling approach in the 
general component-level category, representing de facto a design-oriented simplification of the method for 
practitioners. 
These modelling approaches can be performed with linear or non-linear models depending on the desired 
accuracy of the numerical outcomes and on the scope of the analysis. For example, practitioners usually model 
linearly the structures (design-oriented modelling strategy [56, 152]), unless it is an unusual and complex 
structure, while researchers are also interested in non-linear models in order to investigate unknown aspects 
through detailed modelling (research-oriented modelling strategy [48, 140]). The former strategy is used to 
create simple numerical models to design low-and mid-rise CLT buildings, the latter is mainly used by 
researchers to have a deeper insight into seismic performances and the limits of CLT mid- and high-rise 
buildings. Non-linear behavior of timber CLT structures subjected to high-amplitude lateral loads is mainly 
due to friction phenomena and plastic behavior of connections [81] (Section I.1.2.4).  
  





























Figure I.1-27 – Schematic representation of modelling techniques for a CLT wall: component-level and 
phenomenological approaches with linear and non-linear constitutive laws (image readapted from Pozza et al. [191]). 
 
I.1.4.2 Modelling of CLT panels 
CLT wall panels are usually modelled as elastic elements through one of the three following approaches. The 
first one consists in modelling the panel as a lattice grid (e.g. [96, 140, 147, 191, 193], see also Section I.2.4.2), 
solution that is the best for computational efficiency and time required for modelling but has the major 
drawback of not furnishing the stress pattern on the panel. The second approach consists in the employment 
of shell elements, adopting multi-layer finite elements (e.g. in Section I.2.4.1.3.1) or a homogenization 
approach (e.g. [14, 104, 194]) based on the theory of Blaß & Fellmoser [195]. In the third approach the CLT 
panel is modelled using 3D solid elements [153]. The latter is the most suitable method when high accuracy 
of results on stress distribution of panels is required (for example when the panel presents openings), while the 
second one is the best compromise between accuracy and computational effort.  
I.1.4.3 Modelling of connections 
Modelling of connections is a key-factor when numerical analyses of CLT structures and timber structures in 
general are carried out, since the seismic behaviour of this kind of structures is strongly influenced by the 
behaviour of mechanical connections. Depending whether a linear or non-linear analysis is required, 
connections are modelled with springs or links using linear or multi-linear constitutive laws (e.g. Pinching4 
and SAWS constitutive laws [196]). While linear modelling can only predict the initial elastic working range 
of connections, nonlinear modelling is necessary when also the analysis of hysteretic behaviour is required. 




for tension actions while angle-brackets only for shear actions [153, 191], and (ii) a biaxial approach where 
connections resist both in axial and shear direction (each one with its own constitutive law) [14, 98, 193]. 
When a biaxial approach is adopted, it is also possible to take into account for coupling effects on resistance 
of connections due to interaction between forces in the two directions, e.g. analyses carried out by Rinaldin et 











In this Section component-level numerical modelling approach will be critically analyzed 
highlighting potentialities and drawbacks. The aim is to gain a deeper insight in the modelling 
approach illustrating strategies and ploys to guarantee the maximum reliability of results both when 
linear and non-linear models are adopted. For linear analyses, a parametric spectral analysis on a 
reference seismically-designed multi-storey CLT building has been carried out. For non-linear 
analyses, the experimental cyclic tests carried out at CNR-IVALSA within the SOFIE project - after 
a preliminary phase of interpretation of the experimental dataset, necessary to identify the 
peculiarities of the test procedures - are used as a comparative basis to assess the quality of the 
numerical results. In linear analyses connections have been modelled through elastic springs with 
stiffness derived from both analytical methods of Eurocode 5 and experimental tests, and the main 
outcomes describing the dynamic behavior of the structures have then been analyzed in terms of 
principal elastic period, inter-storey drifts and forces acting on connections. For non-linear analyses 
connections have been modelled with multi-linear hysteretic constitutive laws calibrated on 
experimental results through an energetic approach, and outcomes are analyzed in terms of both 
global behavior of the wall system and local response of connections. Results show that the non-
linear modelling approach could be a feasible and reliable method to reproduce the seismic behavior 
of CLT panel provided that the behavior of each individual component is properly calibrated. 
 
Some parts of this section are included in L. Franco, L. Pozza, A. Saetta, M. Savoia, D. Talledo, Strategies for structural 
modelling of CLT panels under cyclic loading conditions, Eng. Struct. 198 (2019) 109476. 
doi:10.1016/j.engstruct.2019.109476 and L. Pozza, M. Savoia, L. Franco, A. Saetta, D. Talledo, Effect of different 
modelling approaches on the prediction of the seismic response of multi-storey CLT buildings, Int. J. Comput. Methods 
Exp. Meas. 5 (2017) 953–965. doi:10.2495/CMEM-V5-N6-953-965 
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I.2.1 Chapter contents 
The current chapter firstly provides a description of the state-of-the-art of component-level modelling strategy 
for the prediction of the seismic response of multi-storey CLT buildings (Section I.2.2), analyzing peculiarities, 
advantages and drawbacks. The study has been conducted on references structures shown in Section I.2.3.1 
and I.2.4.1 respectively for linear and non-linear analyses. A deep focus on linear (Section I.2.3.2) and non-
linear (Section I.2.4.2) component-level modelling approaches is then given. Their outcomes will then be 
analyzed and compared in order to define advantages and limits of the modelling strategy. 
I.2.2 Modelling strategy description 
Multi-storey Cross-Laminated Timber (CLT) buildings have become increasingly common over the last 
decades thanks to easiness, sustainability, rapidity of execution, as well as high structural static and seismic 
performances. However, since this innovative material is also used in seismic-prone areas, the assessment of 
numerical modelling and analysis of CLT buildings under seismic actions and cyclic behaviour of CLT wall 
systems is still a relevant research topic within the structural engineering field since results available in 
literature on different modelling approaches are quite heterogeneous. Among the different modelling 
approaches available to study the seismic behaviour of CLT buildings, the one for components is the most 
flexible and therefore profitably used by many researchers in recent years to study buildings with CLT wall 
elements. This Section provides a deep focus on linear (Section I.2.3.2) and non-linear (Section I.2.4.2) 
component-level modelling approaches, usually adopted respectively by practitioners and researchers for the 
prediction of the seismic response of multi-storey CLT buildings. Their outcomes will then be analyzed and 
compared in order to define advantages and limits of different modelling strategies. Linear and non-linear 
modelling approaches have been studied critically analyzing the outcomes of structures taken as reference, that 
will be described in the following. 
Component-level modelling approach [56, 104, 105] is based on the reproduction of the structural response 
(linear or non-linear) of all the single components of the structural system, i.e. connections and timber panels. 
In add, friction phenomena between panels or between panel and foundation can be modelled through contact 
elements. This method requires the calibration of the constitutive law for each component based on the results 
from experimental test, advanced numerical simulations or on proper analytical assessments. For instance, 
modelling of CLT panel behavior can be performed from experimental tests [197–201] or can be assessed 
using suitable analytical and numerical models capable of accounting for the panel layering [27, 28, 202–204]. 
It is worth noting that when the connection is modelled as the smallest component of the CLT panel-connection 
system, this means that the whole connection is modeled using a phenomenological approach, without the 
explicit modelling of fasteners, embedment behavior of timber and cold-formed steel plates. It is also possible 
to carry out component-level numerical analyses where each of these parts are modelled separately, e.g. [188]. 
Connections can be implemented with two different approaches in component-level models: (i) the uniaxial 
one, where connection resists only in the direction exhibiting the highest strength and stiffness, and (ii) the 
biaxial one, where the connection exhibits strength and stiffness both in the strong and the weak directions. 
The tension-shear interaction in typical hold-down and angle bracket connections has been tested 
experimentally and modelled numerically in [82, 83, 103, 185]. Since previous studies have shown that 
uniaxial models give inaccurate results when compared with experimental evidences [153, 191], the present 
work focuses on biaxial modelling strategies. 
Concerning linear component-level analyses, the data required for the component-level approach are the CLT 
panel’s elastic mechanical properties (Young and shear moduli) and the elastic stiffness of connections 𝑘𝑠𝑒𝑟. 
Elastic mechanical properties of CLT panels are easily available in literature [77, 100]. These walls are usually 




mean values of the modulus in the parallel and perpendicular direction to the grain, corresponding to the glued 
crosswise-alternated layers of the panel. Sometimes an orthotropic material model is adopted, e.g. [107]. 
As regards the values of elastic stiffness to be assigned to connections, two different approaches can be 
adopted. The first one refers to the prescriptions of Eurocode 5 [110] concerning the calculation of the sliding 
modulus (𝑘𝑠𝑒𝑟) of a nailed steel-timber connection. The second method is based on the linearization of the 
force-displacement curve obtained from experimental tests on the single connection elements. 
Results available in literature [56] show that stiffness estimations obtained using the formulation proposed by 
Eurocode 5 [110] overestimate the actual elastic stiffness of the connection defined by the experimental tests. 
This could be due to the fact they only consider the deformability of dowel-type connectors disregarding that 
the actual stiffness of the joint is given by the in-series contribution of nailing, metal plate and base anchor 
[102]. This last aspect represents a strong limitation in the applicability of linear analyses with linear 
component-level approach, since it requires the validation of the analytical stiffness with experimental tests, 
which are not always available for all type of connectors. 
Concerning non-linear component-level analyses, non-linearity in CLT structures is due to the connections 
behaviour since the timber panel reacts elastically thanks to its relatively high resistance and stiffness. 
Consequently, component-level non-linear analysis requires the calibration of the constitutive law used to 
reproduce the non-linear behaviour of connections. It is therefore necessary to define the force-displacement 
law that characterizes the behaviour of the connection, whose parameters can be obtained from uniaxial 
experimental tests (monotonic or cyclic) performed on individual devices. Of course, in component-level 
models for wall assemblies, the mechanical characterization of individual connections is a crucial issue for a 
reliable calibration. Tests on CLT connections have been carried out by many authors [43, 182, 205–207]. An 
extensive review of the main outcomes of experimental tests on CLT connection system can be found in [54]. 
Another significant aspect in the calibration of the connection’s behavior is the adoption of a reliable multi-
linearization method of the load-displacement curve, e.g. [139], capable of accurately reproduce the elastic 
and the post-elastic behavior, the load bearing and the displacement capacity. In the case of non-linear analyses 
under cyclic loadings, it is also necessary to calibrate the hysteretic behavior of the connection (including the 
pinching effect). As for the frictional phenomena between the wall panels and the foundation, the calibration 
phase generally involves the definition of the friction coefficient which is however complex, and sometimes 
requires simplified assumptions [153, 208]. When experimental tests cannot be carried out, connection’s 
response can be studied using advanced numerical models able to simulate the wood-connection interaction 
[188, 209]. However, these models cannot be used in ordinary design, being generally complex and 
computationally demanding. Analytical models for connection’s characterization [110, 167] can be employed 
only in the case of linear analyses, which require a limited number of parameters (e.g. elastic stiffness and load 
bearing capacity). Finally, there exist different approaches from the multi-linearization method, e.g. Flatscher 
[210] who provides a mathematical model which allows to represent both the pre- and post-peak linear and 
non-linear behavior of the load-displacement curve with a good approximation. 
In summary, the component-level approach is suitable to reproduce the response of a CLT structure with any 
geometry and panel configuration assembled employing connection elements previously calibrated by means 
of specific experimental tests. However, results obtained with the component-level approach are reliable only 
if the displacement field on the connections during full-scale tests of CLT shear wall is similar to that 
considered in the tests on individual components and used in the calibration phase (e.g., absence of secondary 
effects due to the local failure mechanism of shear wall connections, as extensively discussed in Section 
I.2.4.2.5). 
The main drawback of component-level modelling approach is that it generally requires a laborious calibration 
of the elements that reproduce the structural behaviour of connections (both for linear and nonlinear analyses). 
The advantage is that, once calibration phase is completed, it is possible to simulate the structural behaviour 
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of any structure assembled with the connections that have been calibrated, regardless of the geometrical 
configuration of the wall and the connections’ arrangement. 
In summary, the component-level approach is suitable to reproduce the response of a CLT structure with any 
geometry and panel configuration assembled employing connection elements previously calibrated by means 
of specific experimental tests. However, results obtained with the component-level approach are reliable only 
if the displacement field on the connections during full-scale tests of CLT shear wall is similar to that 
considered in the tests on individual components and used in the calibration phase (e.g., absence of secondary 
effects due to the local failure mechanism of shear wall connections, as extensively discussed in Section 
I.2.4.2.5).  
Moreover, component-level models for connections can be implemented in numerical models following two 
different approaches: (i) the only uniaxial behavior is considered in the direction exhibiting the highest strength 
and stiffness, (ii) the biaxial behavior, in both strong and weak directions, is considered. The tension-shear 
interaction in typical hold-down and angle bracket connections has been tested experimentally and modelled 
numerically in [82, 83, 103, 185].  
The analyses carried out in this work to study strategies to reliably employ component-level approach to model 
the seismic behaviour of CLT multi-storey buildings have been carried out on reference structures described 
in the following respectively for linear (Section I.2.3.1) and non-linear (Section I.2.4.1) analyses. 
I.2.3 Linear analysis 
I.2.3.1 Reference structure description 
For linear analyses, carried out with Straus7 FEA software [211], the behaviour of a bracing shear wall of a 
mixed CLT wall-heavy frame building (Section I.1.2.2.4) with increasing number of storeys and Peak Ground 




Figure I.2-1 – Multi-storey building considered as reference structure for linear analyses: (a) layout of the building with 
the areas of relevance for the calculation of vertical loads acting on CLT shear walls in X (blue pattern) and Y (orange 
pattern) directions (measurements in meters) and (b) isometric view of the 6- storey configuration. 
 
2-, 4- and 6-storey mixed CLT-heavy frame timber building configurations were considered as reference 
structures for the linear analyses carried out both with component-level (Section I.2.3.2) and phenomenological 




increasing levels of PGA=0.15 g-0.25 g-0.35 g characterized by the design ULS spectra according to Italian 
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Figure I.2-2 – Design spectra and spectral parameters for the three seismicity levels considered and for SLS and ULS 
conditions. 
Connections have been designed for each building configuration adopting a linear static analysis (LSA) [111] 
in conjunction with the iterative procedure proposed by Polastri & Pozza [152]. Since the configuration is 
regular, a behaviour factor 𝑞 = 2 was adopted (see Section I.1.3.1). 
In order to determine the actions necessary to design the connections, the seismic mass and vertical loads of 
the area of relevance of the shear wall must be evaluated. For each floor a dead load 𝐺 = 4.50 kN/m2 and a 
live load 𝑄 = 3.00 kN/m2 (except for roof level) have been considered, with combination factors 𝜓 = 0.0 for 
snow action (roof) and 𝜓 = 0.6 for live loads acting on floors. Table I.2-1 lists, for each building configuration 
and storey, the seismic mass 𝑀, the corresponding vertical loads 𝑊 and the thickness of the CLT panels 𝑡.  
 
Table I.2-1 – Seismic mass 𝑀 and vertical load 𝑊 at each level for building configurations considered for linear 
analyses. 
level 
2-storey 4-storey 6-storey 
M W t  M W t  M W t  
[t] [kN/m] [mm] [t] [kN/m] [mm] [t] [kN/m] [mm] 
1 28.90 18.90 100 28.90 18.90 160 28.90 18.90 200 
2 20.64 13.50 80 28.90 18.90 120 28.90 18.90 200 
3    28.90 18.90 100 28.90 18.90 160 
4    20.64 13.50 80 28.90 18.90 120 
5       28.90 18.90 100 
6       20.64 13.50 80 
 
Connections were designed considering their resistance only in the strong direction [96] through equilibrium 
equations at each storey [48], following a design-oriented approach usually adopted by practitioners to design 
multi-storey CLT buildings. This assumption can be considered acceptable for safe quick design of these 
buildings, since stiffness and load-bearing capacity of angle brackets in axial direction is quite lower than hold-
downs [48, 102]. In add, shear stiffness and strength of hold-downs are very low [83]. 
The strength of dowel-type hold-down and angle bracket connections was evaluated according to Johansen 
theory, as reported in different standards, e.g. Eurocode 5 (EC5) [110], or in the specific product approval 
certificates. In order to evaluate the stiffness of connections, both the formulation presented in EC5 [110] for 
estimation of 𝑘𝑠𝑒𝑟 and available experimental tests on the same connections [56] were considered. Table I.2-2 

















ULS - PGA=0.15 g
SLS - PGA=0.15 g
ULS - PGA=0.25 g
SLS - PGA=0.25 g
SLS - PGA=0.35 g
ULS - PGA=0.35 g
d
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significantly overestimates the elastic stiffness of the connection [152]. For this reason, the experimental values 
of stiffness should be adopted for an accurate analysis of a CLT building.  
 
Table I.2-2 – Main mechanical parameters of connections elements. 
Connection type 




stiffness kser  
Experimental elastic 
stiffness kel  
Hold-down WHT340 42.00 kN 20987.81 N/mm 5704.81 N/mm 
Hold-down WHT440 63.40 kN 31481.72 N/mm 6608.75 N/mm 
Hold-down WHT620 85.20 kN 54568.31 N/mm 13247.18 N/mm 
Angle bracket TCF200 22.20 kN 31481.72 N/mm 8479.13 N/mm 
Angle bracket TTF200 35.50 kN 31481.72 N/mm 8211.60 N/mm 
* values obtained assuming 𝑘𝑚𝑜𝑑 = 1.1 and 𝛾𝑀 = 1 
 
The resulting type and number of connections at each level is reported for all the considered configurations in 
Table I.2-3. It can be observed that the number of connections at the bottom of the CLT panels increases for 
increasing number of storeys and for increasing level of seismic intensity. 
 
Table I.2-3 – Connection pattern at each level for the considered case studies configurations. 
PGA level 
2-storey 4-storey 6-storey 






0 2 WHT340 5 TTF200 4 WHT620 9 TTF200 9 WHT620 13 TTF200 
1 1 WHT340 5 TCF200 3 WHT440 8 TTF200 7 WHT620 13 TTF200 
2   2 WHT340 6 TTF200 5 WHT620 11 TTF200 
3   1 WHT340 5 TCF200 3 WHT620 9 TTF200 
4     2 WHT440 7 TTF200 






0 2 WHT620 9 TTF200 8 WHT620 15 TTF200 18 WHT620 23 TTF200 
1 2 WHT340 8 TCF200 5 WHT620 14 TTF200 14 WHT620 22 TTF200 
2   3 WHT440 10 TTF200 10 WHT620 20 TTF200 
3   2 WHT340 8 TCF200 6 WHT620 16 TTF200 
4     4 WHT440 11 TTF200 






0 3 WHT620 11 TTF200 11 WHT620 20 TTF200 25 WHT620 31 TTF200 
1 2 WHT340 10 TCF200 7 WHT620 18 TTF200 19 WHT620 29 TTF200 
2   5 WHT440 13 TTF200 13 WHT620 26 TTF200 
3   2 WHT340 11 TCF200 8 WHT620 21 TTF200 
4     4 WHT620 15 TTF200 
5     2 WHT440 11 TCF200 
 
I.2.3.2 Numerical modelling of the multi-storey building 
In this Section linear component-level modelling approach is analyzed. The elastic plane model (Figure I.2-3) 
has been built with the purpose of faithfully reproduce the dynamic seismic behavior of a multi-storey CLT 
wall system through the modelling of single components (i.e. CLT panels and connections). To do this, panels 
have been modelled using elastic isotropic plate elements, while connections have been modelled as linear 
springs with stiffness in both axial and shear direction equal to the experimental one. For connections a uniaxial 
model has been adopted, i.e. only the resistance in their strong direction has been considered. A modulus of 
elasticity 𝐸 = 5685 𝑀𝑃𝑎 and a Poisson modulus 𝑣 = 0.35 have been assigned to CLT panels. Two lumped 
masses calculated from the vertical loads acting on the building (Table I.2-1) are placed at the top of each CLT 







Figure I.2-3 – Component-level linear model: (a) schematic representation and (b) pictures of the finite element model 
for the 2-storey building configuration.  
 
The elastic constitutive laws assigned in the two main directions of connections are uncoupled (i.e. the strength 
and stiffness of connection in one direction is not affected by forces acting in the other direction), because 
coupling models for connections available in literature have been derived for non-linear constitutive laws (e.g. 
[82, 83]) and are mainly intended for research-oriented modelling approaches. Linear numerical models, on 
the other hand, are design oriented simplified models that facilitate simplicity for practitioners at slight expense 
of accuracy of results, it is therefore meaningless complicating this linear model with complex coupling laws. 
CLT panels were modelled with isoparametric four-node quadrilateral membrane finite elements, with an 
equivalent isotropic material whose mechanical properties were averaged between the longitudinal and 
transversal direction. 
Spectral analyses were carried out for all the configurations considered in the parametric study, and results in 
terms principal elastic periods (𝑇1), forces on connections (𝑣 and 𝑁) and inter-storey drifts (𝑑𝑖−𝑠) and inter-
storey slip displacement (𝑑𝑠𝑙) are shown in the following. Table I.2-4 shows the obtained values of principal 
elastic periods 𝑇1 together with the estimation proposed by Eurocode 8 (EC8) [111]. It can be observed that 
for the 4- and 6-storey building configurations the values of elastic period 𝑇1 is much greater than the analytical 
prediction proposed by EC8 [111]. The difference is due to the fact that the stiffness of the CLT wall is highly 
influenced by the stiffness of connections, and as previously observed (Table I.2-2) the effective measured 
stiffness during tests on connections is significantly lower than the one obtainable from analytical formulations 
of EC5. A further evidence of this aspect is represented by the decreasing gap between 𝑇1 given by numerical 
analyses and the one evaluated by EC8 [111] for increasing PGA, and it is due to the increasing number of 
connections that increments the global stiffness of connection system. 
 
Table I.2-4 – First period T1 for each analyzed building configuration. 
T1 PGA=0.15 g PGA=0.25 g PGA=0.35 g 
[s] EC8 Component-level EC8 Component-level EC8 Component-level 
2-storey 0.20 0.75 0.20 0.57 0.20 0.53 
4-storey 0.34 1.33 0.34 1.06 0.34 0.98 
6-storey 0.46 1.83 0.46 1.59 0.46 1.51 
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As expected, it is possible to observe that both the base shear per unity of length 𝑣 and uplift forces 𝑁 increase 
both incrementing the seismic intensity and the number of storeys (Table I.2-5). 
 
Table I.2-5 – Base shear forces per unit of length v and base uplift force N for each analyzed building configuration. 
Forces at the base 
PGA=0.15 g PGA=0.25 g PGA=0.35 g 
v N v N v N 
[kN/m] [kN] [kN/m] [kN] [kN/m] [kN] 
2-storey 14.32 18.11 32.38 90.83 48.22 191.28 
4-storey 21.92 25.16 43.98 129.09 62.96 320.02 
6-storey 23.96 41.58 51.82 179.47 72.6 438.88 
 
The maximum SLS inter-storey drift along the height of the building 𝑑𝑖−𝑠,𝑚𝑎𝑥 (i.e. the difference between the 
value of the horizontal displacement measured at the floor level and the one measured at the lower storey) and 
the maximum value of inter-storey slip displacements 𝑑𝑠𝑙,𝑚𝑎𝑥 are analyzed. This last parameter is obtained 






 of the CLT panel with dimensions 𝐵x𝐻, where 𝑑𝑢𝑝,𝑙 and 𝑑𝑢𝑝,𝑟 are uplift displacements at 
left and right corner of the wall system (Figure I.2-4). Values of 𝑑𝑠𝑙,𝑚𝑎𝑥 are reported as a percentage respect 
to the inter-storey height (Table I.2-6). 
 
 
Figure I.2-4 – Schematic representation of the displacement contributions to inter-storey drift di-s. 
 
It is important to derive also the inter-storey slip 𝑑𝑠𝑙, since it gives information on pure shear behaviour of 
CLT wall systems separating it from the rocking mechanism. Actually, the total shear behavior is equal to: 









(a)  (c)   
Figure I.2-5 – Spectral analysis for 6-storey building configuration and PGA=0.35 g: (a) results of in terms of 
horizontal displacements, with underlined the opposite sliding directions of (b) lower and (c) upper springs. 
 
Table I.2-6 – Maximum percentage inter-storey drift di-s,max and inter-storey sliding displacement dsl,max for each 
analyzed building configuration. 
Maximum inter-storey displacements 
PGA=0.15 g  PGA=0.25 g  PGA=0.35 g  
di-s,max dsl,max di-s,max dsl,max di-s,max dsl,max 
2-storey 0.17% 0.05% 0.33% 0.09% 0.34% 0.09% 
4-storey 0.25% 0.05% 0.47% 0.09% 0.49% 0.08% 
6-storey 0.27% 0.05% 0.56% 0.08% 0.58% 0.07% 
 
Table I.2-7 – Inter-storey sliding displacement dsl of 2-storey building with maximum values underlined. 
dsl - 2-storey building configuration 
Floor level PGA=0.15 g PGA=0.25 g PGA=0.35 g 
Storey n° 1 0.05% 0.09% 0.09% 
Storey n° 2 0.00% 0.03% 0.03% 
 
Table I.2-8 – Inter-storey sliding displacement dsl of 4-storey building with maximum values underlined. 
dsl - 4-storey building configuration 
Floor level PGA=0.15 g PGA=0.25 g PGA=0.35 g 
Storey n° 1 0.05% 0.09% 0.08% 
Storey n° 2 0.02% 0.05% 0.04% 
Storey n° 3 -0.01% 0.01% 0.02% 
Storey n° 4 -0.03% -0.03% -0.03% 
 
Table I.2-9 – Inter-storey sliding displacement dsl of 6-storey building with maximum values underlined. 
dsl - 6-storey building configuration 
Floor level PGA=0.15 g PGA=0.25 g PGA=0.35 g 
Storey n° 1 0.05% 0.08% 0.07% 
Storey n° 2 0.02% 0.04% 0.03% 
Storey n° 3 0.01% 0.02% 0.02% 
Storey n° 4 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 
Storey n° 5 -0.02% -0.03% -0.03% 
Storey n° 6 -0.04% -0.07% -0.07% 
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From the obtained results (Table I.2-6) it is possible to observe that, similarly to base shear per unity of length 
𝑣 and uplift forces 𝑁 analyzed in the previous paragraph, the maximum inter-storey drift 𝑑𝑖−𝑠,𝑚𝑎𝑥 grows with 
the increment of the seismic intensity and the number of storeys of the building. On the contrary, for the 
maximum pure sliding inter-storey drift 𝑑𝑠𝑙,𝑚𝑎𝑥  it can be observed that it decrements with the increasing 
number of storeys. To have a deeper insight on the behavior of the sliding contribution between panels, its 
value 𝑑𝑠𝑙 is reported for each building configuration and each floor in Table I.2-7-Table I.2-9. It is possible to 
observe that the lower-floors connections have a sliding deformation 𝑑𝑠𝑙 in the same direction as the inter-
storey drift displacement 𝑑𝑖−𝑠, and its value tend to decrement and also reverse its sign for upper storeys, so 
the sliding direction in the upper CLT shear walls can be opposite to the inter-storey drift 𝑑𝑖−𝑠,𝑚𝑎𝑥 (Figure 
I.2-5). This result is in accordance with the expected reduction of shear forces acting on CLT walls for upper 
floors. In all cases, the maximum value of the inter-storey slip 𝑑𝑠𝑙,𝑚𝑎𝑥 has been measured at the lower floor, 
while the maximum value of the inter-storey drift 𝑑𝑖−𝑠,𝑚𝑎𝑥 has always been observed at the highest storey. 
Besides, the sliding contribution 𝑑𝑠𝑙,𝑚𝑎𝑥 is much lower than the inter-storey drift global value 𝑑𝑖−𝑠,𝑚𝑎𝑥, which 
means that most part of the lateral deformation of CLT shear wall is due to uplift forces rather than to shear 
forces transmitted between upper and lower panels. 
I.2.4 Non-linear analysis 
I.2.4.1 Reference structure description 
In recent years, several experimental test programs were carried out on individual connections, CLT wall 
systems, and full-scale buildings. Remarkable results were obtained at University of Ljubljana (Slovenia), 
where CLT shear walls were tested varying loading and boundary conditions [98]. Similarly, FPInnovations 
(Canada) performed tests to determine the structural properties and seismic resistance of CLT shear walls and 
small-scale 3D structures [45]. Failure mechanisms of large shear wall systems were also studied by many 
authors in the past [77, 100, 101]. In addition, connections between walls, as well as between wall and 
horizontal elements (floor or foundation) have been studied to develop a capacity-based design approach for 
CLT structures [46, 102].  
In the following, the experimental campaign carried out within the SOFIE Project, e.g. [44, 77, 102, 212], is 
thoroughly analyzed and then used as the reference for non-linear analyses carried out with component level 
(Section I.2.4.2) and phenomenological (Section I.3.4) approaches. The main reason for which this 
experimental campaign is the most proper one for being a reference in a comparative analysis of different 
numerical modelling strategies, is that most of the experimental measures conducted during the tests are 
available in the literature. In particular, together with the results at the global level (i.e., the force-displacement 
curve and the cumulative energy), all the results at the local level (e.g., uplift and slip displacements) are also 
reported. 
In the following, after a description of the experimental setup (Section I.2.4.1.1), a preliminary analysis and 
interpretation of the experimental results of tests carried out on CLT wall systems at CNR-IVALSA National 
Research Council - Trees and Timber Institute during the SOFIE project (Italy), extensively illustrated in [77, 
212, 213], has been conducted in order to correctly define the component behavior and the consequent global 
and local responses of the shear walls tested in that project (Section I.2.4.1.2). A significant disagreement 
between recordings of global and local displacements is underlined, whose causes have been investigated 
(Section I.2.4.1.3). 
 
I.2.4.1.1 Description of the experimental setup adopted within the SOFIE project 
Wall system configurations I.1, I.2 and I.3 tested at CNR-IVALSA within SOFIE project [77] have been 




CLT panel with height 𝐻  = 2950 mm, width 𝐿  = 2950 mm and thickness 𝑡=85 mm, and each one is 
characterized by different vertical load conditions and layouts of connections. Wall I.1 is anchored to a rigid 
steel profile, representing the wall foundation, with 2 hold-downs and 2 angle brackets, whereas walls I.2 and 
I.3 are anchored with 2 hold-downs and 4 angle brackets. The vertical load is equal to q=18.5 kN/m for walls 
I.1 and I.2, and q=9.25 kN/m for wall I.3. The hold-down connections are Simpson HTT22 [214], fastened to 
the CLT shear wall with 12 annular ring nails with 4 mm diameter each, and anchored to the foundation with 
one 16 mm diameter bolt. The angle brackets are BMF 90x48x3x116 [183], fastened to the wall with 11 annular 
ring nails, 4 mm diameter, and anchored to the foundation with one 12 mm diameter bolt. 
The experimental setup, described in [77], applies the vertical load to the wall system through four rollers 
placed on a steel profile used to connect the CLT panel with the horizontal hydraulic actuator anchored to the 
steel reaction frame (Figure I.2-6). The load was kept constant during the tests, thanks to translational and 
rotational degrees of freedom of rollers. In addition, horizontal rollers were installed in order to avoid out-of-
plane movements of the top of the walls, while none of these devices was installed at the bottom side. 
Measurement instruments were installed on the wall panels in many positions [77], as depicted in Figure I.2-6 
and summarized in Table I.2-10. 
Connections similar to those adopted in the wall experimental setup were tested during an extensive 
experimental campaign conducted at CNR-IVALSA. The angle brackets adopted in the connection [102] and 
in the full-scale wall tests [77] were identical (BMF90x116x48x3 [183]), whereas two different hold-downs 
were used in the connection tests (WHT540 type) [102] and in the full-scale wall tests (HTT22 type) [77].  
 
Figure I.2-6 – Shear wall test setup and instrument position [77]. 
 
Table I.2-10 – Quantities measured during the tests of the walls. 
Tag Quantity measured 
F Load cell 
dtop,meas Imposed horizontal top displacement 
dup,l Bottom-left corner uplift 
dup,r Bottom-right corner uplift 
dsl Relative sliding between the lower steel profile and the CLT panel 
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I.2.4.1.2 Data interpretation of cyclic experimental tests and failure mode analysis 
An accurate analysis of the deformation and failure modes of the shear walls showed that secondary 
deformation effects occurred in angle bracket connections due to out-of-plane displacements of the wall base, 
reducing strength with respect to the ideal behavior of connections subject to displacements only in the plane 
of the wall. Therefore, this out-of-plane effect, that at a first glance could seem only secondary in affecting the 
cyclic behavior of the wall system, has on the contrary a notable impact on the structural response of the tested 
wall systems that have not been transversally restrained at the base. These phenomena, that however could 
also occur in real situations (mainly when the connection system is not accurately designed), considerably 
reduce the angle bracket shear strength with respect to the one obtained from tests on individual connections 
under controlled (usually uniaxial) loading conditions. Actually, it is worth noting that the experimental setup 
of tests on connections usually allows for large displacements up to the maximum strength capacity without 
showing any out-of-plane behavior. Therefore, if connections exhibit an out-of-plane behavior during global 
wall tests, the connection test cannot be considered effectively representative of the actual behavior that the 
connection exhibits during the global wall test. 
As for the failure modes of the three walls, wall I.1 failed by sliding, due to rupture of angle brackets, while 
walls I.2 and I.3 exhibited a mixed rocking-sliding failure. More details on the wall behavior at failure can be 
found in [77]. 
The deformed configuration at failure evidenced an out-of-plane movement at the base of the walls (see Figure 
7 of [77] or Figure 12 of [48]) due to the absence of horizontal restraints at the bottom of the wall and to the 
adoption of connections along one side of the wall only, with a consequent load eccentricity due to the distance 
between the bolt of the angle bracket and the plane of the timber panel (Figure I.2-7.a). This eccentricity 
induces a secondary moment on the connection system between wall and angle bracket. Since only one bolt 
was used to fix the bottom plate of angle brackets to the foundation, only the withdrawal capacity of the nails 
can withstand the secondary moment (Figure I.2-7.b). 
It is worth noting that this effect is generally inhibited if the panel is equipped with connections on both sides, 
or in experimental tests on walls with individual connections but if panel out-of-plane displacements are 




Figure I.2-7 – Out-of-plane behavior of angle brackets caused by secondary moment due to eccentricity between wall 




I.2.4.1.3 CLT shear walls experimental tests: global and local measurements 
In this Section, the experimental outcomes of the three tests on CLT shear walls are deeply examined, 
comparing the data obtained at the global level (i.e. global force-displacement curve of the wall) with those at 
the local level (i.e. uplift and slip displacements, inducing deformations at the connection level). Only by 
performing both the comparisons, i.e. at global and local levels, the actual cyclic response of the CLT panel 
connection systems can be fully understood and profitably used as a reference for the development of accurate 
and reliable numerical models able to capture all the different features of CLT panel connection system 
behavior. 
The first aspect to be dealt with is the definition of an actual top displacement time history, in the following 
named 𝑑𝑡𝑜𝑝. Specifically, the wall top displacement can be decomposed in three contributions (see Figure 
I.2-8, where H and L are respectively the height and the width of the panel): 
𝑑𝑡𝑜𝑝 = 𝑑𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑘 + 𝑑𝑠𝑙 + 𝑑𝑝𝑎𝑛𝑒𝑙   (I.2-2) 
where: 
- drock is the top displacement of the wall due to rocking, derived from experimental measurements 
according to the following equation: 





where dup,l and dup,r are the experimental uplifts of the left and right corner of the wall respectively 
(Figure I.2-8.a); 
- dsl is the base sliding displacement of the CLT wall (Figure I.2-8.b); 
- dpanel is the elastic top displacement due to the shear and the bending deformability of the CLT panel 
(Figure I.2-8.c). It was not measured during the test but can be estimated by means of analytical and 
numerical models (see Section I.2.4.1.3.1). 
 
  
(a) (b) (c) 
Figure I.2-8 – Horizontal displacement components of the wall system due to: (a) rocking; (b) sliding; (c) panel elastic 
deformation. Sign convention: horizontal displacement positive towards right direction; vertical displacement positive 
upward. 
 
The comparison between the displacement dtop,meas experimentally measured and dtop obtained as the sum of 
the three displacement contributions drock, dsl and dpanel is reported and critically discussed below. 
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I.2.4.1.3.1 Elastic top displacement of the panel 
In the present Section, some analytical and numerical models with different levels of complexity are presented 
and compared in order to provide a reliable estimation of the panel deformability, which was not measured 
during the tests. All the models consider a fixed restraint condition at the base (Figure I.2-8.c); in Finite 
Element (FE) models, the top applied force has been distributed along the upper nodes of the mesh.  
The total horizontal displacement of the panel top is given by a shear term and a bending contribution: 
𝑑𝑝𝑎𝑛𝑒𝑙 = 𝑑𝑠ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑟 + 𝑑𝑏𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔 (I.2-4) 
As for the shear contribution, the analytical model developed at Graz University of Technology [202, 215, 
216] (“Graz model” for simplicity in the following) has been adopted. The shear stiffness is evaluated by 
considering two different mechanisms: mechanism I takes into account the shear deformation 𝛾1 of each layer, 
whereas mechanism II considers the deformation 𝛾2 due to relative torsional displacement between glued 
adjacent layers. 
Therefore, the overall top displacement of the panel due to shear deformation can be obtained as: 














]𝐻  (I.2-5) 
where t* is the ideal thickness of the CLT panel (i.e., the overall thickness of all ideal Representative Volume 
Sub Elements [202], that is always smaller than or equal to the geometric thickness of the CLT panel), 𝐿 the 
panel width, 𝐺0,𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 the mean shear modulus of the boards, 𝐹 the horizontal force acting at the top of the 
panel, a the width of the lamellas and 𝑡𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 the average thickness of the lamellas. The top displacement of the 
panel due to bending can be simply calculated adopting the gamma method ([110]), accounting for the layered 











with 𝑛𝑣𝑙 is the number of layers with vertical grain direction and 𝑡𝑙 the thickness of the individual layer. 
The mechanical parameters assumed in the analysis, according to [217], are 𝐸0,𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 =  11000 MPa and 
𝐺0,𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 = 690 MPa. The resulting elastic stiffness of the panel is:  
𝑘𝑝𝑎𝑛𝑒𝑙−𝐺𝑟𝑎𝑧 𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙 = 𝐹/𝑑𝑝𝑎𝑛𝑒𝑙 = 41.27𝑘𝑁/𝑚𝑚 (I.2-8) 
A similar result is obtained by means of a refined Finite Element model, named “orthotropic layered model” 
in the following, with the layered shell element implemented in SAP2000 [218] and an orthotropic material 
model.  
It is worth noting that, during the experimental campaign, the mechanical properties of the CLT panels were 
not characterized, therefore in this work the values of the elastic (𝐸, 𝐺) and Poisson’s (𝜈) moduli have been 
selected according to [217]: 𝐸𝐿 = 11000  MPa, 𝐸𝑅 = 𝐸𝑇 = 370  MPa, 𝐺𝐿𝑅 = 𝐺𝐿𝑇 = 690  MPa, 𝐺𝑅𝑇 = 50 
MPa, 𝜈𝐿𝑅 = 𝜈𝐿𝑇 = 0.44 and 𝜈𝑅𝑇 = 0.64, where the subscripts 𝐿, 𝑅, 𝑇 indicate, respectively, the Longitudinal, 
Radial and Tangential direction of timber material. The obtained stiffness is equal to 41.60 kN/mm, in good 
agreement with the outcome of the Graz model. The simplified model adopted in [104], which assumes elastic 
isotropic plane-stress behavior with averaged mechanical properties (𝐸 =  5685 MPa and ν = 0.35, with a 
resulting shear modulus 𝐺 equal to 2106 MPa), predicts a panel stiffness equal to 67.53 kN/mm, which is about 
60% larger than the two previous results. 
In the following, a stiffness value consistent with that obtained with Graz model has been adopted, which is in 
good agreement with the one obtained with the orthotropic layered FE model. With this value of stiffness, it is 




I.2.4.1.3.2 Evaluation of the actual top displacement history  
The value of the top horizontal displacement of the panel at each moment of the load history 𝑑𝑡𝑜𝑝,𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠 
experimentally measured is compared with the three displacement contributions 𝑑𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑘, 𝑑𝑠𝑙 and 𝑑𝑝𝑎𝑛𝑒𝑙. 
Figure I.2-9 to Figure I.2-11 show the three displacement components and their percentage with respect to the 
measured value of top displacement 𝑑𝑡𝑜𝑝,𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠, for the peak of each half cycle of the cyclic loading test. 
Comparing the results for the three walls, it can be noted that the sliding contribution is larger for panel I.1 
than for I.2 and I.3, with the latter exhibiting a larger rocking contribution. As expected, for all the 
configurations, the percentage contribution of the panel deformation to the total displacement decreases with 
increasing cycle’s amplitude, being the plastic deformations localized mainly on the connections. However, 
the main outcome is that, in all cases, the sum of three displacement contributions 𝑑𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑘, 𝑑𝑠𝑙 and 𝑑𝑝𝑎𝑛𝑒𝑙 is 
significantly smaller than the top displacement of the wall measured during tests, 𝑑𝑡𝑜𝑝,𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠. Actually, such a 
significant gap means that there is some additional component of the total displacement which has not been 
taken into account. A possible hypothesis considers the presence of some spurious and unintentional sliding 
phenomenon between the base steel profile and the concrete foundation in the setup, labeled as 𝑑𝑠𝑝𝑢𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑢𝑠. In 
this case, at each instant of the load history, the actual top displacement of the wall 𝑑𝑡𝑜𝑝 differs from the top 
displacement 𝑑𝑡𝑜𝑝,𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠 measured during the test. Such an actual horizontal top displacement 𝑑𝑡𝑜𝑝 represents 
a modified experimental displacement history, Equation (I.2-9), which will be assumed as the reference in the 
following comparison with the numerical simulations. 
𝑑𝑡𝑜𝑝 = 𝑑𝑡𝑜𝑝,𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠 − 𝑑𝑠𝑝𝑢𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑢𝑠 = 𝑑𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑘 + 𝑑𝑠𝑙 + 𝑑𝑝𝑎𝑛𝑒𝑙   (I.2-9) 
where all symbols are those previously defined. 
Table I.2-11 reports the positive and negative peaks of the actual horizontal top displacement load history 
𝑑𝑡𝑜𝑝. In order to interpret the results more easily, in Table I.2-11 the actual top displacement 𝑑𝑡𝑜𝑝 history has 
been graphically divided into three displacement ranges for small, medium and high amplitude cycles, 
represented in violet, yellow and green colors’ area, respectively. This graphical subdivision will be adopted 
for all the results of non-linear component-level approach. 
I.2.4.2 Numerical modelling of CLT shear walls 
This Section gives a deep focus on different strategies used to create reliable nonlinear component-level models 
able to reproduce the CLT-system cyclic behavior both at the local and global level. The experimental tests 
carried out at CNR-IVALSA within the SOFIE project [77], after a preliminary phase of interpretation of the 
experimental dataset necessary to identify the peculiarities of the test procedure (Section I.2.4.1), are used to 
validate the quality of numerical results. 
Validations of non-linear component models are generally performed by simulating the experimental tests on 
CLT shear walls and then comparing the global load-displacement curve and the cumulative or dissipated 
energy obtained from the numerical simulation with the analogous data obtained from experimental tests [44, 
153, 191]. The capability of the model to capture also the local behavior of the individual components is 
generally omitted. This represents a significant lack in the use of this modelling approach because, if the model 
is not able to reliably reproduce the local response but only captures the global behavior, the use of component 
modelling becomes meaningless. Indeed, despite of the expensive calibration of the various components, the 
coherence with the experimental results is ensured only at the global level, similar to that achieved with a 
phenomenological or hybrid model. 







Figure I.2-9 – Wall I.1: displacement contribution to total lateral deflection: (a) individual contributions compared with 







Figure I.2-10 – Wall I.2: displacement contribution to total lateral deflection: (a) individual contributions compared 
with the measured displacement; (b) percentage relative to the horizontal top displacement measured in the 








Figure I.2-11 – Wall I.3: displacement contribution to total lateral deflection: (a) individual contributions compared 
with the measured displacement; (b) percentage relative to the horizontal top displacement measured in the 
experimental test dtop,meas. 
 
The present Section aims to give a further improvement in the knowledge of non-linear component modelling 
approach, investigating the capability of reproducing both global and local responses of CLT shear walls. In 
particular, we refer to “global” response as the load-displacement curve and cumulative energy of the wall and 
“local” response as displacements at the level of individual components (i.e. axial and transversal 
displacements of hold-downs and angle brackets). 
Numerical strategies for model calibration and validation are presented and discussed, and sensitivity analyses 
have been performed with respect to the most important parameters of the model. Finally, numerical model 
results are critically compared with the experimental outcomes, showing that the global results of tests on CLT 
walls and corresponding failure modes can be captured accurately only taking into account the reduction of 
load bearing capacity of angle brackets due to out-of-plane movements of the CLT wall system. 
The obtained outcomes demonstrate that non-linear component-level approach could be a feasible and reliable 
method to accurately reproduce the cyclic behavior of CLT wall systems, also at a local level, provided that 
every single component is properly calibrated. It is in add pointed out the necessity of a correspondence in the 
experimental behavior of tested connections used for calibration and the actual behavior that they will develop 
in the global wall system subjected to cyclic actions. 
This Section focuses on the strategies to be adopted in order to obtain reliable results at both the global and 
local level with a non-linear component-level modelling approach. It is worth noting that, only by a proper 
calibration of the component-level model, the actual behavior of the CLT structure and of its components can 
be profitably assessed. 
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1st cycle 0.05 -0.32 0.09 -0.30 0.09 -0.30 
2nd cycle 1.50 -3.37 1.46 -2.69 1.41 -2.68 
3rd cycle 4.83 -5.69 4.38 -4.62 3.92 -4.20 
4th cycle 4.82 -5.85 4.50 -4.69 3.86 -4.28 
5th cycle 4.82 -5.92 4.59 -4.71 3.87 -4.29 
6th cycle 6.67 -7.96 6.33 -6.56 5.23 -5.88 
7th cycle 6.78 -8.07 6.45 -6.63 5.22 -6.02 
8th cycle 6.81 -8.13 6.50 -6.69 5.17 -6.09 
9th cycle 15.62 -16.77 13.51 -14.20 12.18 -13.61 
10th cycle 16.00 -17.01 13.73 -14.40 12.45 -13.86 
11th cycle 16.16 -17.17 13.94 -14.56 12.56 -13.98 
12th cycle 34.69 -34.53 28.56 -31.47 28.27 -31.38 
13th cycle 36.18 -35.46 30.02 -31.99 30.08 -31.86 
14th cycle 37.03 -35.58 31.09 -32.45 30.66 -32.08 
15th cycle 41.66   48.52 -50.24 48.87 -50.53 
16th cycle     52.02 -51.81 52.80 -51.45 
 
I.2.4.2.1 Modelling assumptions 
The numerical model has been created with an approach based on the strategy proposed in [191] within the 
OpenSees framework [219]. In particular, the wall is first modelled as an elastic truss lattice grid capable of 
reproducing correctly the panel deformability estimated in accordance with the Graz Model. Moreover, the 
connections (i.e. both hold-downs and angle brackets) are simulated as zero-length uncoupled multi-spring 
elements with the OpenSees hysteretic constitutive law named Pinching4 [220]. Their laws were properly 
calibrated from the experimental tests on the connections carried out at CNR-IVALSA Trees and Timber 
Institute [102, 212], see Section I.2.4.2.2. It is worth noting that, for well-designed connections with ductile 
behavior, strength and stiffness degradation at large deformations becomes no longer crucial. On the contrary, 
the pinching effect on cyclic behavior cannot be neglected, since it significantly affects the energy dissipation 
capacity [106, 221, 222]. Accordingly, force and stiffness cyclic degradation phenomena are not numerically 
modelled in this work, since for the examined connection elements their effect is negligible in the typical 
displacements range of a structure subjected to seismic action [153]. 
The interaction between the bottom of the wall and the rigid steel profile at the base is modelled using a 2D 
node-to-segment contact element named SimpleContact2D with the constitutive law “ContactMaterial2D” in 
the OpenSees framework [219]. The parameters of the constitutive law are the tensile strength 𝑓𝑡, the cohesive 




values are 𝑓𝑡 = 𝑐 = 0.0 MPa, 𝐺 = 5.0 ∙ 10
5 MPa and 𝜇 = 0.20, a realistic value for timber-to-smooth-steel 
interface [223, 224]. In order to assess the influence of the friction coefficient on the response of the wall, 
sensitivity analyses have been carried out with different values of friction coefficient ranging from 0 to 0.4, 
see Section I.2.4.2.4.1. 
I.2.4.2.2 Components calibration 
The individual components of the model were calibrated using the experimental tests carried out on the 
connections at IVALSA Trees and Timber Institute [102, 212]. Each connection type (i.e., angle brackets and 
hold-downs) was tested under cyclic loading, both in axial and lateral direction. Six specimens were tested for 
each configuration. In the following, the load-displacement curves of all tests are dealt with, except for one of 
the angle brackets loaded in the lateral direction whose results can be considered an outlier. 
As far as the backbone curve of the constitutive law is concerned, the six parameters defining the characteristic 
points (𝑃𝑦1, first yielding, 𝑃𝑦2, second yielding, and 𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥, peak point) were calibrated for each connection 
(i.e. angle brackets and hold-downs) with the energy-balance criterion proposed in [83]. The slope 𝑘4 of the 
softening branch was then calculated imposing an energy balance between numerical and experimental curve 
in the post-peak range of displacements, according to [82]. Finally, the various parameters were averaged to 
obtain a mean curve for each connection (i.e. angle brackets and hold-downs) and each direction of loading 
(i.e. lateral and axial). 
Regarding the hysteretic behavior of the Pinching4 law (see Figure I.2-12), the slope of branches 1 and 4 is 
equal to 𝑘𝑢𝑛𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑, according to the approach detailed in [83], while the slopes 𝑘𝑝𝑖𝑛,𝑢𝑝 and 𝑘𝑝𝑖𝑛,𝑙𝑜𝑤 of branches 
2 and 5 are set in order to fit the experimental mean pattern. The slope 𝑘𝑟𝑒𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑 of the reloading branches 3 and 
6 is determined imposing an energy balance between the numerical and experimental curves, for complete 




Figure I.2-12 – Schematic representation of the parameters defining the hysteretic behavior of the OpenSees Pinching4 
law [219], for a general connection (angle bracket or hold-down) under: (a) axial; (b) shear loading, starting from 
experimental data. 
 
The results of the abovementioned calibration phase are shown in Figure I.2-13 for all the connections, where 
the model linearized curves using average data are represented in bold. A significant scattering of experimental 
data in the force-displacement curves is observed, particularly significant for the hold-down connections 
loaded in the axial direction. 
 







Figure I.2-13 – Results of the calibration of hysteretic law of connections: (a) hold-down loaded in the axial direction; 
(b) hold-down loaded in lateral direction; (c) angle bracket loaded in the axial direction; (d) angle bracket loaded in 
lateral direction. 
 
I.2.4.2.3 Numerical Results 
The results of numerical simulations for the three walls subjected to experimental tests are presented in the 
following. In order to have a deeper insight on the reliability of the proposed model, results are compared with 
the experimental outcomes not only in terms of global response (force-displacement curve), but also 
investigating the local response of each component (i.e. connection displacements). In all the following graphs, 
as previously mentioned, the shading colors correspond to the three different working ranges of the connections 
according to Table I.2-11. 
At the global level, Figure I.2-14 shows, for all the walls, a good agreement between experimental and 
numerical results in terms of force-displacement curves (Figure I.2-14.a) and cumulative energy (Figure 
I.2-14.b). In detail: 
- Wall I.1 – The peak force is overestimated by 17%, while the corresponding peak displacement is well 
captured; 
- Wall I.2 – The peak force and the corresponding peak displacement are well captured, but the 
experimental and numerical curves show significant differences in the post peak range; 










Figure I.2-14 – Comparison between numerical simulations and test results, global behavior in terms of: (a) force-
displacement curve; (b) cumulative energy. 
 
As for the cumulative energy, numerical results generally underestimate the experimental value of about 20-
30%, similarly to other numerical models adopted to simulate these tests and reported in the literature [153, 
208]. This could be ascribed to the adopted constitutive laws, which cannot represent exactly the actual 
hysteretic behavior (i.e., the dissipative capacity) of the CLT panel-connection system. 
At the local level, Figure I.2-15 shows the comparison between experimental and numerical results in terms of 
uplift (Figure I.2-15.a) and slip (Figure I.2-15.b) displacements of the connections, for all the walls. In all 
cases, an excellent agreement between numerical and experimental results can be observed in the small 
amplitude cycles range (i.e. violet region). On the contrary, for medium and especially for high amplitude 
cycles (i.e. yellow and green regions) the uplift is significantly overestimated and consequently, the slip 
displacement is underestimated. 







Figure I.2-15 – Comparison between numerical simulations and test results, local behavior in terms of: (a) uplift 
displacement; (b) slip displacement. 
 
I.2.4.2.4 Sensitivity analyses 
In order to motivate the differences between numerical and experimental responses evidenced in Section 
I.2.4.2.3, some sensitivity analyses were conducted, considering the variability of friction coefficient, 
connections constitutive law parameters and post peak slope. 
In the following, the numerical simulations described in the previous Section I.2.4.2.3 for the three walls are 





I.2.4.2.4.1 Effect of the friction coefficient values 
The first parameter that could affect the local and global responses of the wall system is the friction coefficient 
at the interface between the CLT panel and the base steel profile. Two limit conditions of null and high friction 
(i.e. 𝜇 =  0.00 and 𝜇 =  0.40 respectively) are examined and compared with the value adopted in the reference 
solution (i.e. 𝜇 = 0.20). Figure I.2-16 to Figure I.2-18 show, for the three walls, the comparison between the 
results obtained assuming the different levels of friction in terms of: (a) force-displacement curve; (b) 
cumulative energy; (c) uplift displacement; (d) slip displacement. 
Regarding shear wall I.1 (Figure I.2-16), it can be observed that all the results obtained with 𝜇= 0.40 are not 
significantly different from those with 𝜇 = 0.20 (reference). On the contrary, the case with 𝜇 = 0.00 fits better 
the experimental response, apart from the cumulative energy which is remarkably underestimated. Indeed, in 
this case the small amplitude cycles exhibit a marked pinching, due to the absence of friction. 
As for shear walls I.2 and I.3 (Figure I.2-17 and Figure I.2-18), adopting different values of the friction 
coefficient, the difference is almost negligible. This can be due to the peculiar failure mode for these walls, 
mainly related to rocking effect. For these walls, adopting a null value of friction coefficient gives slightly 
better predictions of local displacements. However, in the following, the value of 𝜇 =  0.20 is adopted, 𝜇 =
 0.00 representing a limit condition with no clear physical meaning. Moreover, the results show that the 




Figure I.2-16 – Sensitivity analyses for Wall I.1. Comparison for different levels of friction coefficient: (a) force-
displacement curve; (b) cumulative energy; (c) uplift displacement; (d) slip displacement. 
 





Figure I.2-17 – Sensitivity analyses for Wall I.2. Comparison for different levels of friction coefficient: (a) force-




Figure I.2-18 – Sensitivity analyses for Wall I.3. Comparison for different levels of friction coefficient: (a) force-




I.2.4.2.4.2 Effect of the connections mechanical responses 
As mentioned in Section I.2.4.2.2, the reference model is based on the constitutive laws obtained by averaging 
all the available experimental results. In order to account for the effect of the variations in the mechanical 
response exhibited experimentally by the various connections, two additional numerical simulations were 
carried out. The first one considers the strongest connections in the axial direction with the weakest ones in 
lateral direction (named BW where B stands for Best and W for Worst), selected among all the tested hold-
downs and angle brackets. The second numerical model assumes the weakest connections in the axial direction 
and the strongest ones in the lateral direction (named WB).  
Figure I.2-19 to Figure I.2-21 depict the results obtained with the two models at the global (i.e. force-
displacement curve and cumulative energy) and local (i.e. uplift and slip displacements) levels, compared with 
the response of the reference model and the experimental results. Generally, the former model induces a sliding 
behavior, while the latter induces the rocking behavior of the examined walls. 
Similarly to the reference model, both two configurations underestimate the slip displacement and overestimate 
the uplift. Therefore, the variability of mechanical properties of connections cannot fully explain the offset 




Figure I.2-19 – Sensitivity analyses for Wall I.1. Comparison between results of the numerical models “BW” and 
“WB”: (a) force-displacement curve; (b) cumulative energy; (c) uplift displacement; (d) slip displacement. 
 





Figure I.2-20 – Sensitivity analyses for Wall I.2. Comparison between results of the numerical models “BW” and 




Figure I.2-21 – Sensitivity analyses for Wall I.3. Comparison between results of the numerical models “BW” and 




I.2.4.2.4.3 Effect of the hold-down axial post-peak slope 
The third aspect that may affect the predictive capacity of the numerical model in representing the experimental 
response of the shear walls is the modelling of the post-peak behavior of the hold-down connections.  
Figure I.2-22 and Figure I.2-23 show the effect of assuming two different values of the post-peak slope 𝑘4 of 
the hold-down loaded in the axial direction, compared with those adopted for the reference model, in terms of 
global force-displacement curve, cumulative energy, uplift and slip displacement for all the three shear walls. 
The reference results (continuous red line) refer to a post-peak slope 𝑘4, WHT540=-3.02 kN/mm, obtained by 
averaging the tests carried out on WHT540 hold-downs (depicted in Figure I.2-13). It is worth noting that this 
kind of hold-down connection [184] was used for tests on connections [102], while the hold-downs adopted in 
the global shear wall test [97] were HTT22 type [214]. Even if these two connections exhibit a similar behavior 
in the pre-peak region [44, 102], the slopes of the softening branches are different [102, 225]. Therefore, the 
second value assumed in the analyses for the post-peak slope is the one of a typical HTT22 hold-down, [225], 
i.e. 𝑘4,𝐻𝑇𝑇22≃-1.35 kN/mm (dotted blue line). Finally, a sub-horizontal softening branch (𝑘4 = −0.25 
kN/mm) is also considered in order to simulate a limit case often assumed in literature, e.g. [153] (dotted purple 
line). 
The comparative results show that adopting different values of the post-peak slope of the hold-downs loaded 
in the axial direction provides negligible differences at the local level, i.e. uplift and slip displacements. At the 
global level, a lower value of stiffness 𝑘4 allows to capture slightly better the experimental evidences in the 
post peak range (i.e., for high-amplitude cycles) with respect to the reference model, both in terms of global 
force-displacement and cumulative energy for wall I.2 and I.3, Figure I.2-22 and Figure I.2-23, respectively. 
Results concerning the wall I.1 are not reported, since in this case the post-peak range is not reached.  
It is finally worth noting that, similarly to the previous sensitivity study, differences in the post peak slope 




Figure I.2-22 – Sensitivity analyses for Wall I.2. Comparison adopting different post-peak slopes of hold-downs loaded 
in the axial direction: (a) force-displacement; (b) cumulative energy; (c) uplift displacement; (d) slip displacement. 





Figure I.2-23 – Sensitivity analyses for Wall I.3. Comparison adopting different post-peak slopes of hold-downs loaded 
in the axial direction: (a) force-displacement; (b) cumulative energy; (c) uplift displacement; (d) slip displacement. 
I.2.4.2.5 Out-of-plane displacement of the walls 
The significant difference between numerical and experimental results, clearly evidenced by the different 
relative contributions of rocking and sliding movements to the total displacement at the top of the wall - 
especially for medium and high amplitude cycles - needs some deeper investigations in order to be justified. 
By observing the deformed configurations of the three CLT wall systems at the end of the experimental tests 
(see Figure 7 of [77] or Figure 12 of [48]), it is evident that a significant out-of-plane movement occurred at 
the wall base due to the absence of an adequate constraint (Figure I.2-7), with a consequent reduction of the 
shear strength and stiffness of the angle brackets. This experimental evidence was not considered in 
experimental data interpretation, nor in the numerical models definition by the researches published in the 
literature [44, 104, 153]. 
In order to overcome this drawback, the reduction of shear strength of angle brackets due to the out-of-plane 
movements will be taken into account in the following. To this aim, the shear force acting on the angle bracket 
inducing the connection failure when subjected to a out-of-plane additional movement must be evaluated first. 
In the following, a simple analytical model, that assumes the timber panel as rigid, is proposed. According to 
the failure mechanism schematically depicted in Figure I.2-7, the vertical metal plate rotates almost rigidly 
around its right corner, and the withdrawal forces in the nails assume a linear distribution along the steel plate 
(Figure I.2-7.b). The maximum load capacity of the angle bracket is achieved when withdrawal strength of 
nails, evaluated according to [185], is attained in the nails themselves along the left row. It is then possible to 





where 𝑀𝑅 is the resisting moment due to the withdrawal strength of the nail system and 𝑒 is the eccentricity of 




The evaluated value, 𝑉𝑅 = 14.24 kN, is significantly smaller than the strength of the angle bracket in shear 
obtained from the test on the single connection, i.e. about 26 kN (see Figure I.2-13.d). This difference indicates 
that the connection strength in the global wall test degrades of 45% respect to the full value. 
In order to take the shear strength reduction of angle brackets into account, their constitutive law has been 







 corresponding respectively to first yielding point 𝑃𝐼,𝑦1, to second yielding point 




= (1 − 𝑑𝑂𝑂𝑃)𝐹𝑖            for 𝑖 = 𝑦1, 𝑦2,𝑚𝑎𝑥 (I.2-11) 
The damage variable 𝑑𝑂𝑂𝑃, equal to 0.45, according to the analytical model previously described is assumed 
constant for all levels of shear forces acting on the connections. Of course, this is an approximation, since the 
shear strength degradation of the connection should be lower for smaller shear forces, as it influences the value 
of the withdrawal force. Despite this aspect, the assumed simplification can be considered acceptable, since it 
affects only small amplitude cycles. 
Figure I.2-24 to Figure I.2-26 show the results obtained with the constitutive law including damage, Equation 
(I.2-11) (marked with tag “Dmg”), compared with the experimental tests and the reference model outcomes.  
As expected, for small amplitude cycles (i.e. the violet region), the reference model captures better the 
experimental response both at the global and local level (i.e. force-displacement curve and cumulative energy, 
as well as uplift and slip displacements), proving that in this region the out-of-plane effect is negligible; the 
response obtained with Dmg model can however still be considered acceptable. On the contrary, for medium 
and high amplitude cycles (i.e. yellow and green region), only the results obtained with the damaged 
constitutive law are in excellent agreement with the experimental ones, both at the local and at the global level, 
except for the cumulative energy in wall I.3. 
(a) (b) 
(c) (d) 
Figure I.2-24– Wall I.1. Results including the damaged law for angle brackets: (a) force-displacement curve; (b) 
cumulative energy; (c) uplift displacement; (d) slip displacement. 





Figure I.2-25 – Wall I.2. Results including the damaged law for angle brackets: (a) force-displacement curve; (b) 




Figure I.2-26 – Wall I.3. Results including the damaged law for angle brackets: (a) force-displacement curve; (b) 










Between the two modelling approaches mainly used to study the seismic behavior of CLT multi-storey 
buildings, namely component-level and phenomenological, the latter one is the most promising for 
practitioners thanks to its easiness. In this Section phenomenological numerical modelling approach 
will be critically analyzed highlighting its potentialities and drawbacks. The aim is to gain a deeper 
insight both in the seismic behaviour of CLT superstructures and in modelling strategies to be 
adopted within this modelling approach in order to guarantee the maximum reliability of results. The 
study has been conducted adopting both linear and non-linear plane analyses. Strategies and ploys 
to create both linear and non-linear phenomenological models are described in depth. In the first 
case, a parametric linear spectral analysis on a reference multi-storey CLT building has been carried 
out, while for non-linear analyses the cyclic behavior of CLT wall systems tested at CNR-IVALSA 
within the SOFIE project has been numerically reproduced. For linear analysis equivalent modulus 
of elasticity able to reproduce the same dynamic behavior of linear component-level models studied 
in Section I.2.3.2 have been derived, allowing to obtain a modelling approach that is at the same 
time reliable and easy to use for practitioners. Non-linear phenomenological models have been 
calibrated in order to fit both force-displacement and cumulative energy over time curves of CLT 
wall systems taken as reference structures. Results showed that models can predict very well the 
cyclic behavior of these structures, demonstrating that phenomenological non-linear approach is 
promising both for practitioners that want to design CLT multi storey buildings with a quite refined 
model and for researchers. 
 
Some parts of this section are included in L. Pozza, M. Savoia, L. Franco, A. Saetta, D. Talledo, Effect of different 
modelling approaches on the prediction of the seismic response of multi-storey CLT buildings, Int. J. Comput. Methods 
Exp. Meas. 5 (2017) 953–965. doi:10.2495/CMEM-V5-N6-953-965 
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I.3.1 Chapter contents  
The current Section firstly provides a description of the state-of-the-art of phenomenological modelling 
strategy for the prediction of the seismic response of multi-storey CLT buildings (Section I.3.2), analyzing 
peculiarities, advantages and drawbacks. A deep focus on linear (Section I.3.3) and non-linear (Section I.3.4) 
phenomenological modelling approaches is then given. Their outcomes will then be analyzed and compared 
in order to define advantages and limits of the modelling strategy. The study has been conducted on references 
structures already shown in Section I.2.3.1 and I.2.4.1 respectively for linear and non-linear analyses. 
I.3.2 Modelling strategy description 
Phenomenological modelling approach reproduces the global behavior of the CLT wall system (i.e. force-
displacement curve and cumulative energy over time of the entire CLT wall system) disregarding the behaviour 
of its components (i.e. panels and connections). It is intended to reproduce the response of the whole wall 
system or building using the global experimental force-displacement curve to calibrate the model. The 
advantages of the phenomenological approach mainly concern the simplicity and the possibility of modelling 
the behavior of the wall by using global parameters, whose calibration will include all the phenomena involved, 
like friction between the components and at the boundary interface, as well as secondary effects that cannot be 
evaluated by tests on the individual components. Moreover, global tests on the whole wall are enough to 
calibrate the numerical model, without the need for testing every individual component, and it is worth noting 
that tests on timber structures can be easily performed thanks to specimen low weight and loading forces if 
compared to traditional building materials. The main drawback of the phenomenological approach is the 
representativeness of the model, that is limited to the wall configuration used to calibrate the model. Therefore, 
it is not suitable to study structural systems composed of walls with different geometrical configurations or 
connection arrangements or subject to very different loading conditions. Examples of phenomenological 
modelling of timber construction systems are given in [83, 104, 140, 189]. 
Linear phenomenological models, usually adopted by practitioners, are carried out through the definition of an 
equivalent modulus of elasticity to be assigned to walls, so that the displacement obtained from the model 
equals the ones obtained from experimental tests or advanced analyses. 
Non-linear phenomenological models, usually adopted by researchers, require the numerical outcome to fit the 
force-displacement curve and the hysteretic behaviour of the wall (e.g. global energy dissipation over time 
curve). 
I.3.3 Linear analysis 
In this Section the linear phenomenological modelling strategy is analyzed. The elastic plane model (Figure 
I.3-1) has been created with the purpose of reproducing the dynamic seismic behavior of a multi-storey CLT 
wall system without modelling the connections. To obtain this, an equivalent modulus of elasticity 𝐸𝑒𝑞 of the 
CLT panel has been derived through an optimization procedure that aims at minimizing the difference, in terms 
of mean square errors, of the ULS horizontal story displacements obtained respectively with the linear 
component-level (Section I.2.3.2) and phenomenological models. Actually, the latter modelling strategy is 
more refined than the phenomenological, therefore the results obtained from component-level models can be 
considered as a reference. 
Spectral analyses were carried out for all the configurations considered in the parametric study, and results in 
terms principal elastic periods (𝑇1), forces on connections (𝑣 and 𝑁) and inter-storey drifts (𝑑𝑖−𝑠) and inter-
storey slip displacement (𝑑𝑠𝑙) are shown in the following. The resulting values of the equivalent modulus of 
elasticity times the wall thickness 𝐸𝑒𝑞  ⋅ 𝑡 are reported in Table I.3-1. The equivalent modules represent a 




simplicity and computational efficiency. From the obtained values it is possible to observe that the parameter 
𝐸𝑒𝑞  ⋅ 𝑡 increases with the number of storeys of the building and with the seismic intensity, and it is higher for 




Figure I.3-1 – Phenomenological linear model: (a) schematic representation and (b) pictures of the finite element model 
for the 2-storey building configuration.  
 
Table I.3-1 – Equivalent modulus of elasticity for walls of phenomenological model for each configuration and 





Eeq ∙ t 
[N/mm] 





 2-storey 5.00E+04 4.00E+04     
4-storey 1.15E+05 8.64E+04 7.20E+04 5.76E+04   





 2-storey 7.50E+04 7.60E+04     
4-storey 1.60E+05 1.44E+05 1.20E+05 1.04E+05   





 2-storey 9.00E+04 8.80E+04     
4-storey 1.92E+05 1.56E+05 1.40E+05 1.20E+05   
6-storey 3.00E+05 3.00E+05 2.56E+05 2.04E+05 1.80E+05 1.52E+05 
 
From the analysis of the results of the first vibration period 𝑇1 (Table I.3-2) it is possible to observe that, 
similarly to what has been observed for linear component-level approach (Section I.2.3.2), the prediction by 
EC8 underestimates the value of the principal elastic period 𝑇1, that results more than twice bigger in the 
numerical outcomes, and the gap between numerical and Eurocode values increments for lower seismic 
intensity of the site and with higher number of storeys of the building. The reasons of this discrepancy are the 
same seen for linear component-model (Section I.2.3.2). 
As expected, it is possible to observe that the base shear per unity of length 𝑣 and uplift forces 𝑁 increase both 
incrementing the seismic intensity and the number of story (Table I.3-3). 
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Table I.3-2 – First period T1 for each analyzed building configuration. 
T1 PGA=0.15 g PGA=0.25 g PGA=0.35 g 
[s] EC8 Phenomenological EC8 Phenomenological EC8 Phenomenological 
2-storey 0.20 0.76 0.20 0.59 0.20 0.54 
4-storey 0.34 1.30 0.34 1.05 0.34 0.98 
6-storey 0.46 1.81 0.46 1.58 0.46 1.50 
 
Table I.3-3 – Base shear forces per unit of length v and base uplift force N for each analyzed building configuration. 
Forces at the base 
PGA=0.15 g PGA=0.25 g PGA=0.35 g 
v N v N v N 
[kN/m] [kN] [kN/m] [kN] [kN/m] [kN] 
2-storey 15.16 34.03 32.21 170.65 48.08 318.37 
4-storey 22.12 64.17 45.36 329.23 66.20 610.03 
6-storey 23.61 110.59 49.10 477.38 80.33 863.16 
 
In Table I.3-4 the maximum inter-storey drift 𝑑𝑖−𝑠,𝑚𝑎𝑥  and the maximum sliding inter-storey slip 
displacements 𝑑𝑠𝑙,𝑚𝑎𝑥  have been derived and analyzed. The slip displacements 𝑑𝑠𝑙  have been derived 
accordingly to Equation (I.2-1) where the uplift rotation of the CLT panel 𝜑 has been calculated as the mean 
rotation value of each node of the plate element of the i-th storey. Similarly to what has been observed for 
linear component-level modelling strategy (Section I.2.3.2), the maximum inter-storey drift 𝑑𝑖−𝑠,𝑚𝑎𝑥 
increments with the seismic intensity and the number of storeys of the building and the inter-storey slip 
displacement 𝑑𝑠𝑙,𝑚𝑎𝑥 decrements increasing the number of storeys. To have a deeper insight on the behavior 
of the sliding contribution between panels, its value 𝑑𝑠𝑙 is reported for each building configuration and each 
floor in Table I.3-5 - Table I.3-7. Also in this case it is possible to observe a decrease in the sliding 𝑑𝑠𝑙 for 
upper floors, but differently to what has been found for component-level linear model, upper floors tend to a 
zero value without a reversal of sign. The result is in accordance with the expected reduction of shear forces 
acting on CLT walls for upper floors. In all cases, the maximum value of the inter-storey slip 𝑑𝑠𝑙,𝑚𝑎𝑥 has been 
measured at the lower floor level, while the maximum value of the inter-storey drift 𝑑𝑖−𝑠,𝑚𝑎𝑥 has always been 
observed at the highest storey. Besides, the sliding contribution 𝑑𝑠𝑙,𝑚𝑎𝑥 is much lower than the inter-storey 
drift global value 𝑑𝑖−𝑠,𝑚𝑎𝑥, which means that most part of the lateral deformation of CLT shear wall is due to 
uplift forces rather than to shear forces transmitted between upper and lower panels, and the rocking 
contribution increases for upward floors. 
 
Table I.3-4 – Maximum percentage inter-storey drift dmax and inter-storey sliding displacement dsl,max for each analyzed 
building configuration. 
Maximum inter-storey displacements 
PGA=0.15 g  PGA=0.25 g  PGA=0.35 g  
di-s,max dsl,max di-s,max dsl,max di-s,max dsl,max 
2-storey 0.14% 0.09% 0.32% 0.13% 0.33% 0.13% 
4-storey 0.23% 0.06% 0.45% 0.09% 0.46% 0.09% 
6-storey 0.26% 0.05% 0.53% 0.07% 0.55% 0.07% 
 
Table I.3-5 – Inter-storey sliding displacement dsl of 2-storey building with maximum values underlined. 
δsl - 2-storey building configuration 
Floor level PGA=0.15 g PGA=0.25 g PGA=0.35 g 
Storey n° 1 0.09% 0.13% 0.13% 




Table I.3-6 – Inter-storey sliding displacement dsl of 4-storey building with maximum values underlined. 
δsl - 4-storey building configuration 
Floor level PGA=0.15 g PGA=0.25 g PGA=0.35 g 
Storey n° 1 0.06% 0.09% 0.09% 
Storey n° 2 0.02% 0.04% 0.05% 
Storey n° 3 0.01% 0.03% 0.03% 
Storey n° 4 0.00% 0.02% 0.03% 
 
Table I.3-7– Inter-storey sliding displacement dsl of 6-storey building with maximum values underlined. 
δsl - 6-storey building configuration 
Floor level PGA=0.15 g PGA=0.25 g PGA=0.35 g 
Storey n° 1 0.05% 0.07% 0.07% 
Storey n° 2 0.01% 0.03% 0.03% 
Storey n° 3 0.01% 0.02% 0.03% 
Storey n° 4 0.01% 0.02% 0.02% 
Storey n° 5 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 
Storey n° 6 0.01% 0.00% 0.00% 
I.3.4 Non-linear analysis 
In this Section non-linear phenomenological modelling strategy is analyzed. The CLT shear-wall, where a 
hinge- and a slider-type constraint are assigned respectively to the left and the right base node, has been 
modelled as a plane lattice grid with truss finite elements with non-linear diagonals (Figure I.3-2). 
 
Figure I.3-2 – Schematic representation of non-linear phenomenological model. 
 
The cyclic load history 𝑑𝑡𝑜𝑝 derived in Section I.2.4.1.3.2 from the experimental survey carried out at CNR-
IVALSA [77] has been assigned to the top right node. The non-linear Pinching4 constitutive model available 
in OpenSees framework [219] was adopted for non-linear diagonals and has been gauged so that the numerical 
model can represent with a good approximation the experimental CLT shear wall global behavior, optimizing 
the shape of the backbone envelope and minimizing the difference between numerical and experimental 
dissipated energy. It is important noticing that experimental force-displacement charts may present 
asymmetrical patterns between positive and negative displacement field. Nevertheless, the non-linear 
diagonals have been modelled with a symmetrical constitutive law since asymmetry in the behavior of CLT 
walls is attributable to stochastic errors that should not be systematically included into a numerical model. 
Results (Figure I.3-3-Figure I.3-5) show a very good matching between numerical and experimental results 
both for force-displacement curve and cumulative energy over time. It can only be pointed out a slight 
underestimation (with 7 %) and overestimation (with 15 %) of cumulative energy for respectively little and 
great loading cycles. 
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It is worth noting that the phenomenological model is able to take into account for the out-of-plane behavior 
of the tested panel (Section I.2.4.1.2) without requiring additional expedients like it has been necessary for 
component-level approach (I.2.4.2.5). Phenomenological model is therefore able to faithfully represent the 
global response of the wall, also confirming the capability of the Pinching4 constitutive law [219] in 
representing the CLT shear-walls cyclic response. 
  
(a) (b) 
Figure I.3-3 – Comparison between numerical and experimental results of phenomenological non-linear model in terms 
of (a) force-displacement and (b) cumulative energy curves for wall I.1 tested at CNR-IVALSA [77]. 
  
(a) (b) 
Figure I.3-4 – Comparison between numerical and experimental results of phenomenological non-linear model in terms 
of (a) force-displacement and (b) cumulative energy curves for wall I.2 tested at CNR-IVALSA [77]. 
  
(a) (b) 
Figure I.3-5 – Comparison between numerical and experimental results of phenomenological non-linear model in terms 

















































































































This Section reports a summary of the main findings about numerical modelling strategies for CLT 
buildings discussed in the first Part of the thesis. Advantages and drawbacks on the adoption of 
component-level or phenomenological modelling approaches have firstly been discussed. The choice 
whether to use the one or the other approach depends on the scope: while the latter is easier, the 
former one is preferable for buildings with many different wall configurations. A comparison 
between component-level and phenomenological linear models has been then carried out, showing 
that the latter overestimates uplift forces, hence caution must be paid if this modelling strategy is 
used to design connections of CLT walls subjected to uplift mechanism. The principal period of the 
analyzed building obtained from linear numerical models has been compared with the value assessed 
by Eurocode 8, showing a high discrepancy and highlighting therefore the need for a revision of 
codes provisions for CLT buildings. From linear dynamic simulations it has also been observed that 
the lateral deformability may be the dimensioning parameter for CLT multi-storey buildings in 
seismic-prone areas. From a comparison between non-linear models it resulted that 
phenomenological approach can fit better the cumulative energy but, on the other hand, component-
level approach can predict with more accuracy the force-displacement behavior of CLT wall systems. 
Finally, it has been remarked that component-level approach gives reliable results as long as the 
tests on single components used for calibration reflect their behavior in the global wall system, 
otherwise strategies to adapt their constitutive law to their actual behavior must be adopted. 
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I.4.1 Chapter contents 
In this first Part of the Thesis modelling strategies for CLT shear walls have been deeply analyzed. In particular, 
for the two most common modelling approaches used by researchers and practitioners, namely component-
level and phenomenological ones respectively analyzed in Section I.2 and Section I.3, the main aspects relating 
linear and non-linear modelling have been investigated. This Chapter reports a summary of the main findings 
and a comparison between the results obtained with the two modelling approaches. Section I.4.2 reports a 
comparison between component level, phenomenological and hybrid modelling approaches in order to identify 
advantages and drawbacks. Section I.4.3 compares results between linear models, while in Section I.4.4 a 
comparison between the results of non-linear models is shown.  
I.4.2 Comparison between component level, phenomenological and 
hybrid modelling approaches 
A comparison between component-level (Section I.2) and phenomenological (Section I.3) approaches is 
carried out in order to highlight advantages and drawbacks of each (Table I.4-1). Also hybrid approach (see 
Section I.1.4.1) is reported for completeness. 
Component-level numerical models are the most complex to create, calibrate and use between the three 
approaches, but they are the most powerful ones since they allow to analyze every configuration of CLT walls 
regardless of geometrical configurations, connections arrangements and vertical loads acting on them. They 
can also take into account for friction forces if the model includes contact elements with frictions laws such as 
the Coulomb one. They can also include secondary order effects, like out-of-plane movements of the laterally-
loaded wall system, if expedients are implemented within the laws that define the behavior of components, for 
example by scaling the constitutive laws of connections like has been seen in Section I.2.4.2.5. 
Phenomenological models are easier to use than component-level ones and they usually are less-time 
consuming. They anyway suffer of strong limitations respect to component-level modelling, mainly 
represented by the fact that numerical outcomes are bound to a specific configuration of the wall system used 
to calibrate the model, therefore this approach is suitable only to analyse CLT buildings with a modular 
repetition CLT walls with same arrangement of connections and vertical loads. If buildings with heterogeneous 
panel geometries or connections arrangements have to be numerically analysed, component-level modelling 
approach is the most suitable for the purpose. 
Hybrid modelling approach offer the same potentialities of phenomenological models but with slightly higher 
difficulty of usage, therefore it has not been dealt with in this work. 
 
Table I.4-1 – Comparison between component-level phenomenological and hybrid modelling approaches in terms of 
advantages and drawbacks. 
Advantages Component-level Phenomenological Hybrid 
Independence from geometrical configuration ✓   
Independence from connection's arrangement ✓   
Independence from vertical load ✓   
Inclusion of friction forces ✓ ✓ ✓ 
Inclusion of second order effects ✓
*
 ✓ ✓ 
Easiness  ✓ ✓
**
 
* Strategies to take into account for second order effects are necessary, see Section I.2.4.2.5. 





I.4.3 Comparison between linear models 
A comparison between results of linear analyses carried out with respectively component-level (Section 
I.2.3.2) and phenomenological (Section I.3.3) modelling approaches is carried out in the following. All the 
fundamental parameters to describe the dynamic behavior of the analyzed structures have been considered and 
critically analyzed, namely fundamental period 𝑇1 (Figure I.4-1), inter-storey drift 𝑑𝑖−𝑠,𝑚𝑎𝑥  (Figure I.4-2), 
base shear per unity of length 𝑣 (Figure I.4-3) and uplift forces 𝑁 (Figure I.4-4). Comparisons have been 
performed both (i) to the vary of the number of storeys of the building (2, 4 and 6-storeys) considering the 
maximum seismic intensity (PGA=0.35 g), and (ii) to the vary of seismic intensity for the 6-storey building 
configuration. Results to the vary of building configuration for the other two values of PGA and to the vary of 
PGA for the other two building configurations are herein omitted for sake of brevity since the conclusions that 
can be drawn are the same. 
For all the parameters it is possible to observe a very good agreement between the two modelling approaches, 
except for uplift forces 𝑁. For component-level approach, uplift forces are read from the internal force of the 
model element that represents the connection. On the other hand, for phenomenological models this value is 
obtained by integration of tensile stresses at the edge of the wall. Hence, the lever arm between uplift and 
compression forces at the CLT panel bottom interface is lower in the case of phenomenological approach (𝑎) 
respect to the component-level one (𝐴), as shown in Figure I.4-5. For this reason, to withstand the same 
horizontal seismic force, phenomenological approach has to exert a greater uplift force respect to the 
component-level one to resist rocking mechanism. Caution should therefore be paid in the design of 
connections when a phenomenological approach is adopted, since uplift forces tend to be overestimated. 
Comparison in terms of principal elastic period 𝑇1 (Figure I.4-1) show a very good agreement between the two 
strategies for all the building configurations and the seismic intensities, confirming the fact that the assumption 
of an equivalent modulus of elasticity 𝐸𝑒𝑞 can perfectly assess the dynamic behavior of multi-storey timber 
structures. Red bars on histograms highlight the big gap between the analytical provision of the principal elastic 
period given by Eurocode 8 [111] and the actual obtained values. This fact emphasizes on one hand the 
necessity of a review of the formulation given by Eurocodes to derive 𝑇1 for multi-storey CLT buildings, and 
on the other hand the need to properly assess the stiffness of connections to correctly derive the values of 
fundamental vibration period. The percentage gap between 𝑇1 predicted by EC8 and the one assessed through 
numerical models increase with the number of storeys of CLT buildings, while it decreases with the seismic 
intensity. For all the building configurations numerically analyzed with a seismic intensity PGA=0.35 g, the 
fundamental period 𝑇1 falls over the spectral plateau (𝑇1 > 𝑇𝐶), with the difference 𝑇1 − 𝑇𝐶 that increases with 
the number of storeys of the building, while Eurocode provisions on the other hand give a dynamic behavior 
into the constant spectral acceleration branch (𝑇𝐵 < 𝑇1 < 𝑇𝐶 ). This means that high CLT multi-storey 
buildings benefit from reduced induced seismic action given a seismic intensity of the site (PGA), but their 
global deformation increases, therefore lateral deflection of higher CLT buildings may be the dimensioning 
key-parameter for this kind of structures. This supposition is also confirmed giving a look at maximum inter-
storey drifts 𝑑𝑖−𝑠,𝑚𝑎𝑥 (Figure I.4-2), where it is possible to notice that higher CLT multi-storey buildings in 
seismic-prone areas with higher PGAs can exceed the inter-storey drift limit of 5 ‰ imposed by EC8 [111]. 
Red columns on histograms of Figure I.4-2 represent the slip contribution 𝑑𝑠𝑙,𝑚𝑎𝑥 to inter-storey drift, and it 
is possible to observe that its percentage contribution on the total maximum measured inter-storey drift 
displacement 𝑑𝑖−𝑠,𝑚𝑎𝑥 increments decreasing the number of storeys but it is anyway an exiguous value. 
In conclusion, it is worth noting that lateral flexibility of CLT multi-storey buildings can be the dimensioning 
factor, since the maximum lateral displacement allowed by EC8 [111] can be exceeded. It is therefore 
paramount to carry out more studies on seismic drift demand on multi-storey CLT buildings, similarly to 
investigations presented by Demirci et al. [226] that provided formulas to derive inter-storey and maximum 
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roof drifts to the vary of joint density, building aspect ratio, behaviour factor, principal period of the structure 
and frequency content of the earthquake action. 
 
  
   0.20 0.34 0.46     0.46 0.46 0.46 
   0.53 0.98 1.51     1.83 1.59 1.51 
   0.54 0.98 1.50     1.81 1.58 1.50 
(a) (b) 
Figure I.4-1 – Comparison between linear modelling strategies in terms of principal elastic period T1 (a) to the vary of 
building configuration for PGA=0.35 g and (b) to the vary of PGA level for 6-storey building configuration, with TB 




 3.40 4.86 5.81  
  
 2.74 5.61 5.81 
 0.93 0.81 0.73   0.49 0.75 0.73 
  
 3.30 4.61 5.46  
  
 2.58 5.29 5.46 
 1.30 0.90 0.71   0.46 0.73 0.71 
(a) (b) 
Figure I.4-2 – Comparison between linear modelling strategies in terms of maximum inter-storey drift di-s,max (a) to the 
vary of building configuration for PGA=0.35 g and (b) to the vary of PGA level for 6-storey building configuration. 


















































































   48.22 62.96 72.60     23.96 51.82 72.60 
   48.08 66.20 80.33     23.61 49.10 80.33 
(a) (b) 
Figure I.4-3 – Comparison between linear modelling strategies in terms of base shear per unity of length v (a) to the 
vary of building configuration for PGA=0.35 g and (b) to the vary of PGA level for 6-storey building configuration. 
 
  
   191.28 320.02 438.88     0.00 179.47 438.88 
   318.37 610.03 863.16     110.59 477.38 863.16 
(a) (b) 
Figure I.4-4 – Comparison between linear modelling strategies in terms of uplift force N (a) to the vary of building 




Figure I.4-5 – Comparison between linear modelling strategies in terms of uplift force N (a) to the vary of building 
configuration for PGA=0.35 g and (b) to the vary of PGA level for 6-storey building configuration (image credits: 
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I.4.4 Comparison between non-linear models 
The main findings of the investigations carried out on non-linear component-level (Section I.2.4.2) and 
phenomenological (Section I.3.4) modelling approaches and a comparison between them is presented in the 
following. 
Analyses carried out on non-linear component-level approach showed that only by correctly modelling the 
local mechanical behavior of connections, taking into account for their actual failure modes and deformations 
in the global structure, it is possible to obtain a reliable numerical prediction of the structural response of CLT 
wall systems. Component-level approach requires an accurate comprehension of all the characteristics of the 
connection system because of the sensitivity of this approach to the numerical calibration of constitutive laws 
of its components. It can actually happen that the connection inserted in the global CLT wall system shows a 
different behavior from the one observed during tests carried out on the single connection. For instance, the 
wall system could develop out-of-plane displacement when subjected to lateral loads, as in the SOFIE project 
cyclic tests on CLT walls, and as a consequence also connections are subjected to out-of-plane movements. 
Anyway, tests carried out on single connections, usually adopted as reference to calibrate the components of 
the numerical model, do not develop out-of-plane displacements, as for connections tests of SOFIE project. 
The component-level model must take into account for this incongruity of behavior when the connections are 
calibrated, otherwise the simulation will give unreliable and misleading results, especially in the prediction of 
local uplift and slip displacements, as evidenced by the sensitivity analyses carried out in this work. In other 
words, component-level approach gives reliable results as long as the tests on single components used for 
calibration reflect their behavior in the global wall system [227]. If it does not happen, strategies to adapt the 
constitutive law of components to their actual behavior in the global system must be adopted. It has been shown 
that a simple damage model that takes into account the reduced strength in angle brackets due to out-of-plane 
movements can be effectively used to model this phenomenon. 
On the other hand, phenomenological non-linear approach is able to take into account for friction and second-
order effects without requiring any specific strategy, since the global behavior of the model is not function of 
local mechanisms at component level, but the global law is already calibrated to take into account for all the 
phenomena that govern the wall system behavior. Anyway, despite simplicity, the representativeness of results 
is only limited to the wall configuration used for calibration. 
Therefore, both models can predict global behavior in terms of force-displacement curve and cumulative 
energy with excellent results, but which approach is the best choice to be adopted on the seismic analysis of a 
CLT building depends on the purpose. If a modular building has to be studied, phenomenological could be the 
right choice for easiness, while for with a lot of CLT wall system configurations (both in shapes and 
connections type and arrangement) a more general component-level approach could be preferable. 
Comparison between the results obtained from the two different modelling strategies show that, for all the 
three analyzed wall system configurations, phenomenological approach can fit better cumulative energy 
(Figure I.4-6.b), but on the other hand component-level approach can predict with more accuracy the force-









Figure I.4-6 – Comparison between non-linear modelling strategies in terms of (a) force-displacement and (b) 
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Analytical models capable of describing the mechanical behavior of CLT wall systems subjected to 
horizontal loads are necessary in order to provide tools that can easily be used by practitioners for 
the seismic design of CLT buildings avoiding overdesign due to lack of knowledge about this novel 
constructive technology. Scope of this Section is to give an overview on the state-of-the-art of 
analytical design methods for platform-frame CLT walls subjected to horizontal loads. These 
methods, available in the scientific literature and handbooks, are characterized by heterogeneity of 
hypotheses, thus not giving to practitioners an unambiguous effective support in the design of CLT 
multi-storey buildings. As a result, often design methods vary among practitioners. In the following, 
the different methods available on scientific literature to derive shear strength of CLT shear walls 
will be compared in terms of basic assumptions, in order to define advantages and drawbacks that 
can help practitioners to find the best method that suits the design of a CLT structure. Their limits 
will also be highlighted pointing out the necessity of an enhancement of available methods in order 
to meet the requirements of modern design criteria for structures. 
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II.1.1 Chapter contents 
In this Chapter a state-of-the-art of analytical methods to predict the lateral resistance of CLT wall systems is 
reported. Methods for monolithic and coupled CLT walls are presented in Section II.1.2 and II.1.3. The main 
limits of the described models will be illustrated in Section II.1.4. Finally, in Section II.1.5 an overview on 
coupling methods for connections will be given. 
II.1.2 Methods for strength assessment of monolithic CLT shear walls 
Different analytical models characterized by different levels of complexity [1] have been developed in the last 
years for the evaluation of the shear capacity of CLT walls. These models can be subdivided between methods 
that disregard ([2, 3]) or consider ([4, 5]) the axial strength of angle-bracket connections against rocking 
kinematics of the shear wall. All these models consider the CLT panel as rigid and most of them do not take 
into account the interaction between axial and lateral strength of connections. 
The lateral load-carrying capacity of CLT shear walls is simply assumed as the minimum between the 
horizontal force corresponding to two independent failure mechanisms, namely (i) the rocking and (ii) the 
sliding kinematics given by respectively the axial and lateral strength of connections. An extensive comparison 
between analytical models to predict both strength and stiffness of CLT shear walls in platform-frame 
configuration has been carried out by Lukacs et al. [1, 6] 
In this Section an overview of the different analytical methods available on scientific literature – to author’s 
knowledge – for the design of lateral in-plane response of CLT single-storey monolithic platform-frame wall 
systems loaded with an upper horizontal force is presented (Figure II.1-1.a). For balloon frame or multi-panel 
CLT wall systems the reader is referred to literature, e.g. respectively the model by Chen & Popovski [7] and 
the one by Sandoli et al. [8], since both topics are out of the scope if this thesis.  
For all the models, connections do not give neither strength nor stiffness contribution in compression, timber 
do not resist to tension and CLT panel is considered rigid, vis. no bending and shear elastic deformations are 
considered. Two types of constitutive laws for axial tensile resistance of connections are considered: (i) an 
elasto-brittle (labelled as “El-Br”) and a (ii) constant one (labelled as “Const”) if the relationship between the 
axial strength 𝑁𝑖 and displacement 𝛿𝑁,𝑖 of the i-th connection is respectively linear or constantly equal to the 
yielding strength 𝑁𝑖,𝑦,0 (Figure II.1-1.b). Since no plastic behavior for connections is considered in none of the 
models presented in this sub-section, force redistribution among axially-loaded connections for their plastic 
behavior and redundancy is not allowed. A more refined model developed in Section II.3 will also take into 
account for this aspect. In the shear direction connections have a constant constitutive law, with a resistance 
equal to the yielding one 𝑉𝑖,𝑦,0  for every value of the shear displacement 𝛿𝑉,𝑖 . Three alternative coupling 
criteria are assumed for connections with a biaxial resistance: (i) rectangular (labelled as “Rect”), (ii) linear 
(labelled as “Linear”) and (iii) elliptic (labelled as “Elliptic”), see Section II.1.5 for further details. 
The bottom ground timber interface can deform to either one of three following constitutive laws (Figure 
II.1-1.b and .c): (i) rigid material (labelled as “Rig”) that develops no strains in the compressed area (with the 
compressive force 𝐹𝑐 being concentrated in the corner), (ii) a stress-block (labelled as “Str-Bl”) with a smeared 
uniform compressive stress in the compressed area equal to the maximum one 𝑓𝑐 and (iii) an elasto-brittle one 
(labelled as “El-Br”) with 𝑓𝑐 reached only at the compressed corner. All the methods consider a rigid support, 
work within the hypothesis of bottom plane section and, except for the one from Pei et al. [5], they consider 
the lateral resistance of the wall 𝑉 as the minimum between the one horizontal force that activates a rocking 
mechanism of the wall system 𝑉𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑘 (correlated to the uplift displacement 𝑑𝑢𝑝 of the wall system) and the one 
associated to sliding failure 𝑉𝑠𝑙 (correlated to the slip displacement 𝑑𝑠𝑙 of the wall system), accordingly to: 




The strength that connections can develop is uniaxial (labelled as “Uni”) or biaxial (labelled as “Bi”) if the 
resistance in their secondary direction (vis. shear direction for hold-downs and axial direction for angle 
brackets) is respectively disregarded or considered. 
Table II.1-1 and Table II.1-2 respectively show and compare the assumptions and the two shear strength 
components of Equation (II.1-1) for different design methods available in literature that will be synthetically 
illustrated in the following. Table II.1-2 shows the formulations for a monolithic wall system large 𝑙, high ℎ 
and thick 𝑡, anchored to ground floor through 𝑛 connections, 𝑛𝐴𝐵  angle-brackets (AB) placed among 𝑛𝐻𝐷 
lateral hold-downs (HD) evenly distributed among the two edges of the CLT panel. The reference 
configuration used to illustrate the various models is represented in Figure II.1-2, where connections 1 and 6 
are hold-downs and connections 2 to 5 are angle brackets. Each i-th connection is placed at a distance 𝑥𝑖 from 
the compressed corner, has an uncoupled axial stiffness 𝑘𝑁,𝑖,0 and the parameter 𝑛𝑖 stands for the number of 
connections placed in same position 𝑥𝑖. A horizontal force 𝑉 at the top of the wall and a vertical distributed 
load 𝑞 are present, while dead load of CLT panel is disregarded for all the models, therefore the resulting 
vertical force is equal to 𝑁 = 𝑞 ⋅ 𝑙. The models that include friction contribution to shear sliding strength 𝑉𝑠𝑙 
consider a Coulomb model with a coefficient of friction 𝜇. In the formulations by Reynolds et al. [4] 𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑥 is 
the number of connections active in tension.  
Schickhofer et al. [9] propose three different solutions to derive the lateral resistance of CLT wall systems. 
The first one #1 (Figure II.1-3.a) assumes a linear distribution of tension and compression stresses, and a 
fictious position of tensioned hold-down on the balance point of the tensioned area assumed having an 






12 ⋅ 𝐹 ⋅ ℎ
 (II.1-2) 
The second model #2 proposed by Schickhofer (Figure II.1-3.b) considers gap opening without considering 
tensile strength of connections while the third one #3 (Figure II.1-3.c) also considers both gap opening and 
tensile strength of connections. The method #1 requires the iterative solution of a nonlinear equation in order 
to derive 𝑉𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑘, while the method #3 derives the rocking resistance as the minimum between the one related 














2𝑁(𝑁 + 𝑛𝐻𝐷 ⋅ 𝑁𝐻𝐷,𝑦,0) − 𝑁𝐻𝐷,𝑦,0
2 ⋅ 𝑛𝐻𝐷
3𝑓𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑓 ⋅ 1𝑚 ⋅ ℎ
 (II.1-3) 
𝑉𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑘,𝐼𝐼 =
𝑛𝐻𝐷 ⋅  𝑁𝐻𝐷,𝑦,0
6ℎ
(3𝑥1 − 𝑥) +
𝑁
6ℎ
(3𝑙 − 2 𝑥) (II.1-4) 
where 1𝑚 stays for a strip of one meter of the bottom interface of the CLT panel and 𝑥 is the neutral axis 
position to be derived accordingly to the following equation where t is the CLT panel thickness: 
𝑥 =
3𝑥1 ⋅ 𝑓𝑐 −√
3
𝑡 ⋅ √−8 𝑉𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑘,𝐼𝐼 ⋅ ℎ ⋅ 𝑓𝑐 ⋅ 𝑡 + 3𝑥1
2 ⋅ 𝑓𝑐
2 − 8𝑥1 ⋅ 𝑙 ⋅ 𝑓𝑐 ⋅ 𝑞 + 4𝑙




Sustersic & Dujic [10] (Figure II.1-3.d) consider a simple model where all connections resist both to shear and 
axial loads without considering reduction of resistance for interaction of forces in the two directions 
(rectangular coupling domain, see Section II.1.5). A rigid behavior of timber at the bottom interface is 
considered but, in order to take into account in a fictious way for the reduction of the vertical internal forces 
lever-arm due to plasticization of compressed timber, a coefficient 𝛽 ranging from 0.90 to 0.95 to move the 
rocking pivoting point of the panel from the corner inwards is assumed. The same assumption will also be used 
by Casagrande et al. [2]. Axial loads are linearly distributed along longitudinal direction with the connections 
subjected to maximum uplift reaching its yielding strength 𝑁𝐻𝐷,𝑦,0. Friction effect is considered to determine 
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the shear strength of CLT wall system, and both hold-down and angle bracket connections contribute to shear 
resistance. 
Also Pei et al. [5] (Figure II.1-3.e) consider all connections resisting in both axial and shear direction and a 
CLT panel behaving rigidly. Axial loads are linearly distributed along longitudinal direction with the 
connections subjected to maximum uplift reaching its yielding strength 𝑁𝐻𝐷,𝑦,0. Shear resistance 𝑉𝑠𝑙 is back-
designed after calculation of rocking resistance 𝑉𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑘, differently from all the other approaches here illustrated 
where 𝑉𝑠𝑙 is calculated independently from 𝑉𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑘. 
Waller-Novak et al. [11] (Figure II.1-3.f) present a simplified1 approach where only tensioned hold-downs 
resist to axial loads, while angle brackets resist to shear. A stress-block constitutive law for compressed timber 
is considered assuming a compressed zone 𝑥 =
𝑙
4
. Friction effect is considered to determine the shear strength. 
Gavric & Popovski [3] (Figure II.1-3.g and .h) proposed an approach that considers a CLT panel rigid in 
compression, all connections resisting to tension and only angle brackets resisting to shear. Since angle 
brackets are subjected to a biaxial tensional state, in order to take into account for the interaction between 
strengths in axial and shear directions two types of coupling criteria are considered (see Section II.1.5 for 

















≤ 1 (II.1-7) 
Tomasi et al. [12] (Figure II.1-3.i) considered a stress-block constitutive law for compressed timber at bottom 
interface extending for a length equal to 0.8 ⋅ 𝑥, where 𝑥 is the depth of neutral axis respect to the compressed 





0.8 𝑡𝑒𝑓 ⋅ 𝑓𝑐
 (II.1-8) 
where 𝑡𝑒𝑓 is the effective thickness given by the sum of the thickness of layers with vertically-oriented grains. 
Casagrande et al. [2] (Figure II.1-3.j) proposed a model with a CLT panel assumed rigid in compression, only 
hold-downs resisting to uplift forces and angle brackets resisting to shear. The compressive force 𝐹𝑐 is assumed 
acting on the compressive hold-down in a fictious way. 
Reynolds et al. [4] propose four different types of analytical models, each considering friction effects to 
calculate 𝑉𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑘. The first one #1 (Figure II.1-3.k) considers a triangular distribution of tensile forces acting on 
connections, with the one subjected to maximum uplift reaching the yielding strength 𝑁𝐻𝐷,𝑦,0. The second 
model #2 (Figure II.1-3.l) considers the panel as rigid in compression at the bottom, with all the connections 
yielded (constant constitutive law, Figure II.1-1.b) except for the ones closest to the compressed corner, and 
only these connections that are not resisting to tension are active in the shear direction. The third model 
proposed by Reynolds #3 (Figure II.1-3.m) assumes in a fictious way that the compression area is extended 
for a depth 𝑥 =
𝑙
3
 and that only the connections comprised within a distance 
𝑙
3
 from the uplifted corner resist 
to tension with a constant constitutive law. Finally, the fourth model proposed by Reynolds #4 (Figure II.1-3.n) 
assumes a constant and a stress-block constitutive law respectively for connections and timber with a depth of 
the neutral axis that, given 𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑥 the number of connections active in axial direction, is equal to: 
𝑥 =






1 The internal lever arm 𝑒 is assumed to be 𝑒 ≃ 𝑥1 −
𝑙
4
 while the correct value is 𝑒 = 𝑥1 −
𝑙
8




Table II.1-1 – Assumptions of different design methods for CLT shear-walls available in literature. 
Model 
Connections Constitutive laws 
Friction 
Resistance Coupling Timber* Connections 
Schickhofer et al. #1 (2010) [9] Uni   El-Br El-Br  




Schickhofer et al. #3 (2010) [9] Uni   El-Br El-Br  
Sustersic & Dujic (2012) [10] Bi Rect Rig El-Br ✓ 
Pei et al. (2013) [5] Bi Rect Rig El-Br  
Waller-Novak et al. (2014) [11] Uni   Str-Bl Const ✓ 
Gavric & Popovski #1 (2014) [3] HD: Uni - AB: Bi Linear[c] Rig El-Br  
Gavric & Popovski #2 (2014) [3] HD: Uni - AB: Bi Elliptic[c] Rig El-Br  
Tomasi et al. (2014) [12] Uni   Str-Bl Const  
Casagrande et al. (2016) [2] Uni   Rig Const  
Reynolds et al. #1 (2017) [4] Uni   Str-Bl El-Br ✓ 
Reynolds et al. #2 (2017) [4] 
Uni 
  Rig Const [a] ✓ 




Const [b] ✓ 
Reynolds et al. #4 (2017) [4] Uni   Str-Bl Const ✓ 
* At bottom interface 
[a] Connection closest to compressed corner has no shear resistance 
[b] Active axial resistance of connections only within a distance b/3 from tensioned corner of the shear wall 
[c] Only for angle-brackets 






Figure II.1-1 – Design approaches for CLT wall systems: (a) schematic representation of a model that disregards the 
resistance of connections in their secondary direction (image credits: Tomasi & Smith [13]), (b) elasto-brittle (red line) 
and constant (black line) constitutive laws for connections and (c) rigid (black line), stress-block (blue line) and elasto-
brittle (red line) constitutive laws for timber. 





























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































The models proposed by Sustersic [10], Pei [5] and the method #1 by Reynolds [4] assume that the CLT shear-
wall reaches its rocking resistance 𝑉𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑘 when the connection furthest from the compressed corner is yielded. 
Anyway, it must be noticed that in seismic-prone areas connections are usually arranged so that the furthest 
connection from the compressed corner (connection number 1 in Figure II.1-2) is a hold-down, while the 
connection closest to it is an angle bracket (connection number 2 in Figure II.1-2) characterized by a different 
and usually less performant constitutive law to axial loads. Therefore, even if not explicitly declared by authors, 
the aforementioned methods should be considered valid only if the failure of the angle bracket due to an axial 
displacement δ𝑁,2 exceeding the maximum yielding one δ𝑁,2,𝑦,0 is prevented. Hence, defined δ𝑁,𝐻𝐷,𝑦,0 and 
δ𝑁,𝐴𝐵,𝑦,0  the yielding displacement of respectively hold-down and angle bracket connections, the method 




𝑥2 + 𝛽 ⋅ 𝑙 − 𝑙
𝑥1 + 𝛽 ⋅ 𝑙 − 𝑙
 (II.1-10) 














On the other hand, methods #2 and #4 by Reynolds [4] are based on the assumption that all the connections 
subjected to tension are able to withstand their maximum resistance prior that the connection subjected to 
maximum axial displacement (connection 1 of Figure II.1-2) reaches its ultimate displacement. This condition 
is quite unrealistic and may lead to overestimation of effective wall resistance as pointed out in [1]. 
  
(a) (b) 
Figure II.1-2 – Schematic representation of models with (a) a stress block and linear constitutive law of axial forces and 
(b) with assumed a rigid behavior of compressed timber and a constant distribution of tensile forces on connections. 










Figure II.1-3 – Forces at bottom interface at rocking failure for each model: (a) Schickhofer #1, (b) Schickhofer #2, (c) 
Schickhofer #3, (d) Sustersic & Dujic, (e) Pei, (f) Waller-Novak, (g) Gavric & Popovski #1, (h) Gavric & Popovski #2, 




II.1.3 Methods for strength assessment of coupled CLT shear walls 
Casagrande et al. [14] developed a refined analytical model for the assessment of elastic behaviour (strength 
and stiffness) of multi-panel CLT wall systems adopting the minimum total potential energy principle. The 
model considers uniaxial resistance of connections, with hold-downs resisting only to tension and angle-
brackets only to shear. Therefore, the behaviour of connections is uncoupled, therefore rocking and sliding 
behaviour of wall systems are considered to be independent. Different kinematic models have been derived to 
the vary of the ratio between the axial stiffness of hold-downs and vertical joints between panels. 
Nolet et al. [15] proposed an analytical procedure to determine the elasto-plastic force-displacement behavior 
of coupled multi-panel CLT shear walls. The method allows for the prediction of ultimate strength and 
displacement of the wall system and the determination of sequence of yielding and failure of connections. 
Sandoli et al. [8] proposed an equivalent frame models to predict the lateral in-plane behavior of multi-panel 
CLT shear walls schematized as a cantilever beam fixed at the base through a rotational spring. The model 
was built in two versions: a more refined one that considers a rigid material behavior of timber at bottom 
interface, and a more refined one that considers timber deformability in compression. 
The analysis of coupled multi-panel CLT wall systems is anyway out of the scope of this thesis, therefore for 
further details of their analytical models the reader is referred to the scientific literature. 
II.1.4 Main limits of models for monotonic CLT shear walls 
The models for the prediction of strength of laterally-loaded CLT shear walls (Section II.1.2) present some 
limits. First of all, most of them (Table II.1-1) assume a uniaxial behaviour of connections, disregarding the 
fact that, especially for angle-brackets, considering a biaxial behaviour is necessary to correctly predict their 
strength and stiffness contribution to the wall system [16, 17]. When a biaxial model for connections is 
considered, the analytical methods - except for the one by Gavric & Popovski [3] - do not properly consider 
the coupling effects on strength of connections (see Section II.1.5). Many of them do not take into account for 
the ductile elasto-plastic behavior of compressed timber, fact that limits the effective strength capacity offered 
by this material. Some models are based on extremely simplified assumptions, especially the methods #1 and 
#2 by Schickhofer [9] where axial strength of connections is totally disregarded or considered in a fictious 
way. In add, all of them do not consider an elasto-plastic behavior of connections unlike experimental 
evidences (e.g. [18]). This fact does not allow for a redistribution of forces among connections subjected to 
tension after the first one has reached yielding strength, limiting the effective shear-wall capacity. Finally, all 
of them (except for method #3 by Schickhofer [9]) assume the rocking failure happening because of balanced 
tensile failure of connections and compressed timber, without considering other failure mechanisms.  
These assumptions and simplifications could lead to overdesign of CLT structures, reason why a more refined 
non-linear iterative model for the design of CLT wall systems that remove some of the limits just exposed has 
been implemented by Tamagnone et al. [19–21] adopting a multifailure criterion similar to the one adopted 
for the design of reinforced concrete structures. This model will be analysed in depth in Section II.2 and it will 
serve as background for the development of a furtherly advanced model illustrated in Section II.3. 
II.1.5 Coupling models for CLT connections 
When a biaxial tensional state for CLT connections is considered, vis. both its axial and shear strengths are 
considered, it should be necessary to consider that interaction between forces in the two different directions 
may decrease the maximum resistance respect to the case of uniaxial tensional state. In other words, hold 
downs and angle brackets subjected to a shear force are able to undergo an ultimate axial strength (and 
displacement) less than the value that could be measured when the same connection is subjected to pure 
traction. Similarly, these connections are able to furnish lower shear resistance and stiffness when subjected 
also to traction respect to the case where no axial loads are applied. Nevertheless, it is important noticing that 
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a combined axial and shear tensional state on connections is common for CLT wall systems subjected to 
seismic loads, but analytical models provided by codes and standards (e.g. Eurocode 5 [22]) or by academic 
literature (e.g. formulations by Blaß [23]) apply only to uniaxial lateral loading conditions. Similarly, tests on 
connections, often taken as reference for calibration of numerical models, are usually carried out with uniaxial 
load patterns (e.g. [13, 18, 24]). For this reason, in the last years there has been a growing interest in analyzing 
the behavior of connections subjected simultaneously to axial and shear loads. This mutual interaction 
phenomenon is usually referred to as coupling of connections strength and stiffness. Some experimental 
evidences of tests carried out in the last years have investigated this phenomenon, like the tests carried out by 
Pozza et al. at University of Bologna on hold-down connections subjected to monotonic and cyclic axial 
loadings to the vary of the imposed lateral displacement (Figure II.1-4) [25]. A similar experimental campaign 
on angle-brackets subjected to monotonic and cyclic lateral loads to the vary of the imposed axial 
displacements have been carried out by Pozza et al. [26]. Also Liu & Lam [27, 28] carried out experimental 
campaigns both on hold-downs and angle brackets to the vary of a constant force level applied on the other 
direction. Furthermore Izzi et al. [29] investigated the coupled behavior of CLT connections through advanced 




Figure II.1-4 – Coupling phenomenon on connections: decay of strength and stiffness of hold-down axially-loaded 
connections for different levels of imposed lateral displacements (LD, values in mm) for (a) monotonic and (b) cyclic 
loading conditions (image credits: Pozza et al. [25]). 
 
No design criteria to take into account for coupling phenomenon is available on codes and standards, and only 
ETAs (e.g. ETA-06/0106 [30] and ETA-11/0086 [31]) furnish a simple elliptical coupling criterion (Equation 
(II.1-7)). A coupling method derived from the elliptical criterion of ETAs has been presented by Rinaldin et 
al. [32]. The method applies a reduction of the backbone curve of constitutive laws of connections only once, 
when the domain boundary is first reached. The scaling of the backbone curve is carried out in terms of forces 
keeping constant the displacements. 
Pozza et al. recently developed a novel hybrid force-displacement based coupling method to take into account 
for coupling phenomena of hold-down [33] and angle-bracket [26] connections. The model takes into account 
for the modification of the constitutive law in the considered direction due to displacements in the secondary 
direction (Figure II.1-5.a). The model can predict both monotonic and cyclic behavior of connections also 
accounting for degradation of strength and stiffness. The formulation of the coupling model for axially-loaded 
hold-downs (HDs) subjected to lateral displacement and laterally-loaded angle brackets (ABs) subjected to 




displacement orthogonal respect to the direction of the constitutive law and subscript 0 stands for the reference 
configuration with no displacement applied in the perpendicular direction. The parameters 𝛼, 𝛽, 𝛾, 𝑚𝑖 and 𝑞𝑖 
for 𝑖 ∈ [1; 4]  have been calibrated through linear regression analysis of experimental results of tests on 
connections subjected to bidirectional tensional state (Figure II.1-5.b). 
 
Table II.1-3 – Hybrid force-displacement based coupling model formulation. 
  N-law for HD V-law for AB 
𝑃𝐼,𝑦1,𝑡 
𝛿𝑁,𝑦1,𝑡 = 𝛿𝑁,𝑦1,0 𝛿𝑉,𝑦1,𝑡 = 𝛿𝑉,𝑦1,0 
𝐹𝑁,𝑦1,𝑡 = 𝐹𝑁,𝑦1,0 𝐹𝑉,𝑦1,𝑡 = 𝐹𝑉,𝑦1,0 
𝑃𝐼,𝑦2,𝑡 
𝛿𝑁,𝑦2,𝑡 = 𝛼 ⋅ 𝛿𝑉,𝑡 + 𝛿𝑁,𝑦2,0 𝛿𝑉,𝑦2,𝑡 = (1 +
𝑚1
𝑞1
⋅ 𝛿𝑁,𝑡) 𝛿𝑉,𝑦2,0 
𝐹𝑁,𝑦2,𝑡 = 𝛽 ⋅ 𝛿𝑉,𝑡 + 𝐹𝑁,𝑦2,0 𝐹𝑉,𝑦2,𝑡 = 𝜅 (1 +
𝑚2
𝑞2
⋅ 𝛿𝑁,𝑡)𝐹𝑉,𝑦2,0  (𝑓𝑜𝑟  𝑡 > 0) 
𝑃𝐼,𝑚𝑎𝑥,𝑡 
𝛿𝑁,𝐹𝑚𝑎𝑥,𝑡 = 𝛿𝑁,𝐹𝑚𝑎𝑥,0 𝛿𝑉,𝐹𝑚𝑎𝑥,𝑡 = (1 +
𝑚3
𝑞3
⋅ 𝛿𝑁,𝑡) 𝛿𝑉,𝐹𝑚𝑎𝑥,0 





𝛿𝑁,𝑢,𝑡 = 𝛿𝑁,𝑢,0 𝛿𝑉,𝑢,𝑡 = 𝛿𝑣,𝑢,0 




Figure II.1-5 – Hybrid force-displacement based coupling method: (a) example of variation of the backbone envelope 
curve of axially-loaded hold-downs due to displacements in the secondary direction (subscripts 0 and t respectively 
stand for uncoupled and coupled conditions) and (b) example of linear regression analysis on experimental outcomes to 
derive the parameter δV,y,1 (first yielding shear displacement) of laterally-loaded angle brackets to the vary of axial 






II.2 State-of-the-art of advanced non-linear design 






The analytical design models for CLT shear walls showed in the previous Section II.1 suffer of some 
limitative assumptions, like constitutive laws of connections that do not properly consider the 
effective elasto-plastic-like behavior of connections. In add, most of them assume the rocking failure 
occurring with balanced tensile failure of both connections and compressed timber, without 
considering other possible failure mechanisms. In this Section an advanced method to derive V-N 
interaction domains available in literature is presented. The method determines the resistance of the 
CLT wall analyzing its failure conditions for five different sub-domains, similarly to the techniques 
adopted to derive interaction domains for reinforced concrete sections. The model has been 
developed for single-storey platform frame CLT walls connected at the bottom through hold-downs 
and angle brackets and assumes the rocking mechanism as the only failure mode disregarding shear 
failure of the wall system. This method will be used as basis for an enhanced method to derive 
interaction domains for CLT wall systems illustrated in Section II.3. 
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II.2.1 Chapter contents 
In this Chapter a promising design procedure developed by Tamagnone et al. [19–21] for the definition of the 
shear capacity of a CLT wall system is presented. This procedure allows to define the N-V interaction domains 
of the CLT shear wall, where N is the axial load - assumed positive in the case of compression - and V is the 
shear force acting on the wall. In Section II.2.2 the model assumptions and hypotheses will be illustrated, 
highlighting their main limits. In Section II.2.3 a stress distribution coefficient will be described. Finally, in 
Section II.2.4 the five sub-domains of the model and their relative formulations will be shown. 
II.2.2 Assumptions and hypotheses 
In order to derive the method to define the N-V interaction domains, different assumptions on the mechanical 
behavior of the components of the CLT wall system have been considered by Tamagnone et al. [19–21]. These 
hypotheses will be listed in the following highlighting, if any, their limits. 
The model has been developed referring to a platform-frame CLT wall system configuration (Section 
I.1.2.2.3), therefore a single-storey wall with a horizontal force applied at the top has been considered. 
Connections do not resist in compression and an elasto-plastic constitutive law has been assumed to describe 
their tensile behaviour (Figure II.2-1.b). Timber resists only in compression with a conservative elasto-brittle 
constitutive law (Figure II.2-1.c), despite timber subjected to compression stresses behaves in a ductile way 
[34]. By comparing Figure II.2-1.b and Figure II.2-1.c it is possible to observe that the constitutive law of 
timber is expressed in terms of stress vs. strains (σ-ε), while the one adopted for connections is a force vs. 
displacements (𝐹-𝑑) law. It is therefore necessary the adoption of a special coefficient 𝑘 of compressive stress 
distribution (see Section II.2.3) in order to convert compressive strain of timber 𝑐  into an equivalent 
displacement 𝑑𝑐. In this way, working within the hypothesis of plane sections for the bottom interface section 
of the CLT panel, it is possible to define different sub-domains (Section II.2.4) to the vary of the displacements 
of compressed corner and tensioned connections. 
The shear resistance of connections is assumed to be infinite, therefore no sliding failure of the wall system is 
considered regardless of the entity of the axial load 𝑁 applied at the top of the timber panel. It must be 
highlighted that this is a great limit of the method proposed by Tamagnone et al. [19–21], since for high values 
of 𝑁 a failure of the wall system associated to rocking kinematic is unlikely and, conversely, a sliding failure 
is expected. Assuming an infinite shear resistance of connections can therefore lead to unconservative results, 
on one hand because the effective resistance of the wall system can be overestimated for high values of the 
applied vertical load 𝑁, and on the other hand because disregarding the shear failure mechanism is unsafe since 
it is a brittle-type failure to which practitioners designing CLT structures in seismic-prone areas should guard 
against. A uniaxial stress state is considered for connections, therefore no coupling criteria have been 
considered. Contribution of friction on the shear resistance of the CLT wall system is disregarded on the safe 
side. Finally, the CLT panel is considered to behave rigidly, vis. no bending or shear lateral deformations are 
considered. It should be noted that anyway timber can deform (only) at its bottom interface accordingly to the 










Figure II.2-1 – Model by Tamagnone et al. [19–21]: (a) schematic representation of the: geometrical layout and force 
and displacement patterns, (b) constitutive law of connections and (c) timber. 
 
II.2.3 Definition of the stress distribution coefficient 
As previously stated, the model requires to convert the compressive strains of timber into displacements by 







where 𝜎𝑐(𝑦) is the compressive stress distribution on CLT panel along its height ℎ  and 𝑓𝑐  is the timber 
compressive strength. 
The distribution coefficient 𝑘 values have been obtained through FEM non-linear static analyses varying (i) 
the applied loads (ii) the height-to-length ratios and (iii) the support conditions considering both a rigid and a 
deformable support. The values, obtained respectively for walls subjected to an upper horizontal force 𝑉 and 
a bending moment 𝑀, are graphically represented for different panel geometrical ratios 
𝐻
𝑙
 in Figure II.2-1, 
where 𝑉ℎ stands for the overturning moment due to horizontal load 𝑉. 
 









Figure II.2-2 – Stress distribution coefficient k for CLT walls subjected to (a-b) horizontal force V and (c-d) bending 
moment M for (a-c) rigid and (b-d) CLT flexible supports (image credits: Tamagnone et al. [19]). 
 
II.2.4 Sub-domains definition and formulations 
In analogy with the analysis of reinforced concrete (RC) sections subjected to combined axial and bending 
forces, different sub-domains that describe all the failure modes that the bottom section of the CLT panel can 
undergo have been defined. In particular, the section can reach its strength capacity or because of failure of 
connections in tension, or since the maximum timber capacity in compression has been reached, or for a 
combination of these two failure states. 
The five sub-domains are defined as follows (Figure II.2-3.a): 
• sub-domain 1 (pure tension): at least one connection reaches its ultimate uncoupled displacement 
δ𝑁,𝑖,𝑢,0 and timber is not compressed; 
• sub-domain 2: the failure of the wall system happens for the attainment of ultimate displacement 
δ𝑁,𝑖,𝑢,0 of one of the connections, timber is compressed but with a compression stress at the corner σ𝑐 
lower than the ultimate one 𝑓𝑐; 
• sub-domain 3 (balanced failure): at least one of the connections is subjected to tension and timber 
reaches its ultimate resistant stress 𝑓𝑐; 
• sub-domain 4: stress at panel corner σ𝑐 is equal to 𝑓𝑐, none of the connections is subjected to tension 
and the corner opposite to the compressed one is uplifted; 
• sub-domain 5 (pure compression): timber attains its maximum resistant stress 𝑓𝑐 at the compressed 




The subscripts 0 stand for the uncoupled mechanical parameters of connections, since the model by 







Figure II.2-3 – Failure sub-domains: (a) sub-domains definition, (b) failure condition for sub-domains 1 and 2 for 
attainment of ultimate condition on furthest angle bracket and (c) furthest hold-down. 
 
Sub-domains 1,2 and 3 require an iterative solution because of non-linearity of constitutive law of the tensioned 
connections, while sub-domains 4 and 5 have a closed-form solution. It must be anyway noticed that the 
solutions at the boundaries between sub-domains 1-2 and 2-3 do not require iterations since the position of the 
neutral axis 𝑥 can be simply derived geometrically.  
Hold-down and angle-brackets connections are characterized by different ultimate failure displacements, 
respectively δ𝑢𝑙𝑡,𝑚𝑎𝑥 and δ𝑢𝑙𝑡,𝑚𝑖𝑛, with usually δ𝑢𝑙𝑡,𝑚𝑎𝑥 ≥ δ𝑢𝑙𝑡,𝑚𝑖𝑛 Therefore, for sub-domains 1 and 2 the 
failure can happen in one or the other connections as a function of their position and their mechanical 
characteristics. In particular, failure happens in angle-brackets if the following condition is satisfied (Figure 
II.2-3.b): 
𝑥 ≤ 𝑥𝑝 =
𝛿𝑢𝑙𝑡,𝑚𝑎𝑥 ⋅ 𝑥𝑚𝑖𝑛 − 𝛿𝑢𝑙𝑡,𝑚𝑖𝑛 ⋅ 𝑥𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝛿𝑢𝑙𝑡,𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 𝛿𝑢𝑙𝑡,𝑚𝑖𝑛
 (II.2-2) 
where 𝑥 is the position of the neutral axis (measured respect to the compressed corner and positive in the 
direction opposite to the applied horizontal force 𝑉 ) and 𝑥𝑚𝑖𝑛  and 𝑥𝑚𝑎𝑥  are the position of the farthest 
connection from the compressed corner having respectively δ𝑢𝑙𝑡,𝑚𝑖𝑛 and δ𝑢𝑙𝑡,𝑚𝑎𝑥 as ultimate condition.  
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If the value of 𝑥 is greater than the limit given in Equation (II.2-2) the failure of the wall in sub-domains 1 and 
2 happens for the attainment of ultimate conditions of hold-down 𝛿𝑢𝑙𝑡,𝑚𝑎𝑥 (Figure II.2-3.c) if the following 





where 𝑑𝑐,𝑢 is the ultimate timber compressive deformation. The condition (II.2-3) is necessary to guarantee 
that timber has not reached its ultimate condition in compression. 
Defined 𝑥𝑖 the position of the i-th connection from the compressed corner (Figure II.2-1.a), it is possible to 
define in the following the formulations for the five sub-domains. 
The axial deformation of the i-th connection δ𝑖 for sub-domains 1 and 2 is defined accordingly to Equation 






 𝛿𝑢𝑙𝑡,𝑚𝑖𝑛(𝑥𝑖 − 𝑥)
𝑥𝑚𝑖𝑛 − 𝑥
    𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑥 ≤ 𝑥𝑝
𝛿𝑢𝑙𝑡,𝑚𝑎𝑥(𝑥𝑖 − 𝑥)
𝑥𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 𝑥






The correspondent axial force 𝑁𝑖 acting on the i-th connection is equal to (Figure II.2-1.b): 
𝑁𝑖 = {
𝑁𝑖,𝑦,0    𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝛿𝑖 > 𝛿𝑁,𝑖,𝑦,0
𝑘𝑁,𝑖,0 ⋅ 𝛿𝑖     𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝛿𝑖 ≤ 𝛿𝑁,𝑖,𝑦,0
 (II.2-6) 
The compressive resultant force 𝐹𝑐 for sub-domains 2 and 3 is respectively given by Equation (II.2-7) and 
(II.2-8): 
𝐹𝑐 =




𝑓𝑐 ⋅ 𝑡 ⋅ 𝑥
2
 (II.2-8) 
where 𝜎c is the stress at the compressed corner and 𝑡 is the thickness of the CLT panel. 
The position of the neutral axis 𝑥 for sub-domains 1, 2 and 3 can be derived iteratively imposing the vertical 
equilibrium: 




where 𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑥 is the number of connections subjected to tension and 𝑊 is the dead load. 
For sub-domains 4 and 5 it is possible to derive 𝑥  in a closed form solution, respectively accordingly to 






𝑓𝑐 ⋅ 𝑡 ⋅ 𝑙
2
2(𝑓𝑐 ⋅ 𝑡 ⋅ 𝑙 − 𝑁 −𝑊)
 (II.2-11) 
It is therefore possible to derive the resistant shear force 𝑉 by imposing the equilibrium to rotation of the wall 






























2 𝜎𝑑 + 𝑓𝑐
𝜎𝑑 + 𝑓𝑐
) (II.2-13) 
where 𝜎d is the timber compression stress on the corner of the CLT panel opposite to the direction of the 
horizontal force 𝑉 (i.e. the left corner in Figure II.2-4), whose value can be derived accordingly to: 






Figure II.2-4 – Displacements and stresses distributions at bottom interface for sub-domain 5. 
 
Figure II.2-6 shows as case study the interaction domains and the correspondent five sub-domains obtained 
with the method by Tamagnone et al. [19] for walls I.1, I.2 and I.3 (Figure II.2-5) tested at CNR-IVALSA 
within the SOFIE project [35]. The three walls are characterized by the same geometry and connection 
arrangement while different vertical loads are applied (i.e. 9.25 kN/m for walls I.1.and I.2, and 18.5 kN/m for 
Wall I.3). It is possible to observe that for sub-domains 4 and 5 the two diagrams are coincident, since the CLT 
shear wall response is not function of connections behavior for that two dub-domains. The differences for the 
other three sub-domains are minimal for the N-V curve and it is possible to observe also a slight change of the 
boundary limits of the sub-domains. It is worth noting that for wall configuration I.1 the method by Tamagnone 
overestimates the effective strength measured in the experimental campaign while, on the contrary, the method 
is on the safe side for configurations I.2 and I.3. This is due to the fact that the analytical method disregards 
the shear failure of the CLT wall-system, and as pointed out in [35], while walls I.2 and I.3 are characterized 
by a combined rocking-sliding failure, wall I.1 fails because of shear, therefore its failure cannot be correctly 
captured by this model. This is one of the main limits of the model by Tamagnone that will be removed in the 
enhanced design method presented in the following chapter II.3. 
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(a) (b) 
Figure II.2-5 – Wall configurations (a) I.1 with 2 angle-brackets and configurations (b) I.2-I.3 with 4 angle-brackets 




Figure II.2-6 – Interaction domains of wall configurations (a) I.1 and (b) I.2-I.3 derived with the method proposed by 
Tamagnone et al. [19]. Dashed vertical lines delimit the boundaries of the five sub-domains. Dotted vertical lines are 






II.3 Interaction Domains for CLT Shear Walls with 






The seismic design of a CLT shear wall is currently based on the evaluation of the forces acting on 
the single components of the system. This can be performed by using linear or nonlinear numerical 
models requiring the implementation of the constitutive law of each individual component of the 
shear wall for the different loading condition. In the last years, alternative design procedures have 
been developed by many researchers to provide simplified design methods best suited for 
practitioners. One of the most promising is derived from the well-known cross-sectional analysis 
techniques currently adopted for reinforced concrete and is based on the N-V interaction domains. 
The present Section, starting from one of these design method of CLT shear wall based on the N-V 
interaction domain available in literature, proposes an enhanced procedure, which considers the 
ductile behaviour of the timber panel in compression and introduces the failure mechanism of the 
connection elements according to the most reliable axial-shear coupling criteria. The basic 
assumptions and the novelty aspects of the enhanced N-V interaction domain model are presented 
and discussed with special attention to the criteria adopted for the linearization of the connection 
load-displacement response and the correspondent multicriteria failure mechanisms. The reliability 
of the improved model is demonstrated by means of refined analyses exploiting the ultimate failure 
condition of the materials both in terms of strength and displacement capacity. Finally, the N-V 
domain for a case study CLT shear-wall is presented and the impact of the different basic 
assumptions on the results are discussed in comparison with the experimental outcomes. 
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II.3.1 Chapter contents 
The study presented in this Section aims at improving the model proposed by Tamagnone et al. [19] (Section 
II.2) to derive N-V interaction domains of CLT shear walls (where N and V are respectively the axial load 
assumed positive if in the case of compression, and shear force acting on the wall), considering more refined 
failure criteria of the CLT wall components in order to obtain more reliable results. Section II.3.2 reports the 
assumptions of the enhanced model. First of all an elastoplastic behavior of wood is considered instead of the 
linear one of the reference model by Tamagnone et al. [19]. In addition, the proposed model takes into account 
the coupling effect between the axial and lateral strength of connections, that has been proven to be crucial in 
defining the correct mechanical behavior of fastening system (i.e. hold-down and angle brackets) by different 
authors [4, 26, 33, 36]. Two bi-linearization methods (Section II.3.3.1) for the definition of the connections 
constitutive laws are implemented in the coupling axial-lateral strength model of connections ([26, 33]) in 
order to properly take into account the failure mechanism of the shear wall that is disregarded in the reference 
model [19]. The coupling methods adopted are presented in Sections II.3.3.2 and II.3.3.3. 
Finally, a comparison between the N-V domain for a case study CLT shear-wall, chosen among the ones tested 
at the CNR-IVALSA laboratory during the so called “SOFIE project” [35] is presented and the impact of the 
different basic assumptions on the results are discussed in comparison with the experimental outcomes (Section 
II.3.4). 
II.3.2 Assumptions 
The model has been developed on the basis of the one proposed by Tamagnone et al. [19] which adopts for 
the study of CLT walls the well-known cross-sectional analysis techniques developed for RC cross sections, 
e.g. [37]. In detail, the timber panel is considered as the compressed element (like concrete in RC sections) 
and the connections as the only tension-resistant elements (like steel bars in RC sections). According to this 
approach, CLT shear wall panel is considered as rigid body and in direct contact with the ground surface. 
Connections are modelled as uniaxial elastoplastic elements [19] capable of exploiting only tensile resistance, 
since the contribution of the connections to the compression strength of the system is assumed as negligible. 
The sectional analysis computes the resistant moment of the cross-section, which is then converted to shear 
force at top of the wall, by considering the entire wall height h and the actual boundary conditions (in this 
work, the wall is assumed to behave as a cantilever). 
In this Section various improvements are performed to the constitutive laws proposed in [19] in order to better 
describe both the behavior of the timber in compression and the response of the connection elements when 
subjected to coupled axial-shear actions. In particular, concerning the behavior of timber in compression, an 
elastic-perfectly-plastic (EPP) constitutive law is adopted, accordingly to the response observed in many 
experimental studies (e.g. [34]). This assumption not only reflects more realistically the mechanical behavior 
of the timber in compression, but also allows to better exploit its ductility capabilities. As far as the behavior 
of connections is concerned, both axial and lateral directions are considered by assuming proper coupled 
constitutive laws, since recent experimental tests carried out on hold-downs and angle-brackets demonstrated 
a significant correlation between the strength and stiffness in both strong and weak direction (e.g. [26, 33, 36]). 
In fact, neglecting this effect could provide an overestimation of the effective strength of the shear wall, 
possibly leading to wrong and unsafe results. 
A schematic representation of the model proposed in this work is depicted in Figure II.3-1, while Table II.3-1 
summarizes all the symbols used together with a brief description. The main assumptions used in the proposed 





Figure II.3-1 – Schematic representation of the proposed model: geometrical layout and force and displacement 
patterns. 
 
Table II.3-1 – List of symbols of Figure II.3-1 (alphabetical order). 
Symbol Description 
a Position of Fc respect to the compressed corner 
dc Displacement of the compressed corner of CLT panel 
dsl Global slip displacement of shear wall 
dup Global uplift displacement of shear wall 
Fc Compressive force of timber 
h Height of CLT panel 
l Length of CLT panel 
Ni Axial force on i-th connection 
V Horizontal force acting at the top of the shear wall 
Vi Shear force on i-th connection 
W Dead load of the CLT panel 
x Neutral axis position from compressed edge 
xi Position of i-th connection from compressed edge 
δN,i Axial displacement of i-th connection 
δV,i Lateral displacement of i-th connection 
 
Timber: modeled with an EPP behavior (Figure II.3-2.a), characterized by Young modulus 𝐸 , ultimate 
compressive stress 𝑓𝑐 and ultimate strain 𝑐,𝑢. The stress-strain law is mapped to a force-displacement (N-𝑑𝑐) 
law through the coefficient k, derived, coherently with [19], as a function of compressive stress distribution 
along the height of the panel ℎ. 
Connection elements: coupling between tensile and shear strengths of connections is considered according to 
both force-based approach, e.g. [32], and a more innovative hybrid force-displacement-based approach (in the 
following Hybrid Method), [26, 33]. Specifically, the axial behavior is modeled with an EPP constitutive law 
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(Figure II.3-2.b), defined by the three parameters: yielding force 𝑁𝑖,𝑦 , yielding displacement 𝛿𝑁,𝑖,𝑦  and 
ultimate displacement 𝛿𝑁,𝑖,𝑢. The shear behavior of the connections is also modeled through EPP law (Figure 
II.3-2.c), characterized by yielding force 𝑉𝑖,𝑦, yielding displacement 𝛿𝑉,𝑖,𝑦 and ultimate displacement 𝛿𝑉,𝑖,𝑢. 
The shear forces are transferred only by metal connections (Figure II.3-1) since the friction at the interface 
between the CLT panel and the ground surface could be neglected, e.g. [38]. It’s finally worth noting that the 
interaction domains are derived neglecting the buckling phenomena, which for high values of the vertical loads 
𝑁 could modify the failure mode of the CLT shear wall. 
 
 
(a)     (b)    (c) 
Figure II.3-2 – Constitutive laws for: (a) compressed timber at the bottom interface; (b) connections loaded in axial 
direction; (c) connections loaded in lateral direction. 
 
II.3.3 Multicriteria ultimate conditions 
Since the cross-section consists of different components and different materials, multiple failure modes should 
be considered to define the global ultimate strain profile corresponding to the conventional ultimate strength 
of the section. Therefore, the conventional failure is associated to the ultimate deformation profile that attains 
at least one of the two following conditions: i) failure of timber in compression; ii) failure of connection 
element (i.e. hold-down or angle bracket) in tension (ii-a) or in shear (ii-b).  
According to the basic model assumption of the N-V interaction domain (Section II.3.2), timber is assumed to 
fail in compression when the ultimate displacement 𝑑𝑐,𝑢 is reached, while for the definition of the connections 
failure, the axial-shear coupling is considered, [26, 33, 36]. As previously stated, in this work two different 
approaches characterized by increasing level of complexity are adopted, i.e. respectively a force-based and a 
hybrid force-displacement-based approach, and the results are critically compared. The two approaches are 
described in the following subsections II.3.3.2 and II.3.3.3, while the bi-linearization procedures of the 
experimental connections load-displacement curve used for the definition of the their constitutive law is briefly 
summarized in subsection II.3.3.1. 
II.3.3.1 Bi-linearization of uniaxial constitutive laws of connections 
The N-V diagram of a CLT wall can significantly be affected by the method adopted for the definition of the 
bilinear constitutive laws of the connection elements, [39]. Two different bi-linearization methods suitable to 
derive the parameters defining the corresponding bi-linear constitutive law (i.e. 𝑁𝑖,𝑦, 𝛿𝑁,𝑖,𝑦, 𝛿𝑁,𝑖,𝑢 for axially-
loaded connections, 𝑉𝑖,𝑦, 𝛿𝑉,𝑖,𝑦 𝛿𝑉,𝑖,𝑢 for laterally-loaded connections, Figure II.3-3) are adopted and compared 
in the present Section. Both the proposed criteria require a preliminary multi-linearization of the experimental 




The first criterion (Figure II.3-3.a), labelled as #1 in the following, considers the yielding point of the bilinear 
curve (𝑁𝑖,𝑦 , 𝛿𝑁,𝑖,𝑦  and 𝑉𝑖,𝑦 , 𝛿𝑉,𝑖,𝑦  respectively for axially and laterally loaded connections) matching the 
second yielding point (P2) of the backbone curve defined in [10,11] (dash-dot line in Figure II.3-3) and adopts 
a secant stiffness.  
The second criterion (Figure II.3-3.b), labelled as #2 in the following, sets the bilinear curve to the maximum 
strength of the connection 𝐹𝑚𝑎𝑥, that is equal to the force corresponding to point P3 of the backbone curve 
defined in [26, 33], and the stiffness is derived through an energy balance with the reference backbone. Both 
approaches define 𝑑𝑢 as the displacement corresponding to a reduction of 20% of the maximum strength 𝐹𝑚𝑎𝑥 
in the softening branch, accordingly to EN 12512 [40]. 
 
  
(a)      (b) 
Figure II.3-3 – Bi-linearization method (solid lines) and backbone curve (dash-dot line) defined by points P1-P4 
according to [26, 33]. (a) method 1 - #1; (b) method 2 - #2 
 
II.3.3.2 Force-based connection strength domain 
The force-based approach is currently used by design codes [22, 41] and by Technical Approval documents, 
e.g. [30] for the definition of the strength domain of connections subjected to biaxial loading condition. Two 
different strength domain formulation are available in literature and used in this work: an elliptical and a 
rectangular one, respectively represented in Figure II.3-4.a and Figure II.3-4.b. It is worth noting that, being 
the constitutive laws EPP, the failure and yielding domains in term of forces are exactly the same.  
The first formulation is the one recommended by the Technical Approval documents of the connection 
elements [30] and was firstly used in [32] for the development of a coupled tension-shear numerical model of 
the CLT connections. Accordingly to [30], the elliptical domain (𝑁𝑖 , 𝑉𝑖) schematized in Figure II.3-4.a is 











= 1 (II.3-1) 
where 𝑁𝑖,𝑦,0  and 𝑉𝑖,𝑦,0  represent respectively the maximum uniaxial axial and shear strengths of the 
connection. In detail, when the elliptical limit surface (in terms of forces) is reached at the point 𝑉𝑖,𝑦, 𝑁𝑖,𝑦, two 
different failure methods are proposed: in the first one, marked with a cross symbol in Figure II.3-4.a and 
named “Refined” in the following, the constitutive laws are scaled up to the 𝑁𝑖,𝑦  and 𝑉𝑖,𝑦  values, while 
maintaining the ultimate displacement as the same of the initial condition, as proposed in [32]. In the second 
case, marked with circular symbol in Figure II.3-4.a and named “Simplified” in the following, the constitutive 
laws are still scaled up to the 𝑁𝑖,𝑦 and 𝑉𝑖,𝑦 values, but reducing the ultimate displacements to the yielding one. 
The latter approach is simpler and more suitable for practitioners to design CLT shear-walls. It gives results 
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on the safe side, since the connection is considered failed (i.e. attainment of one of the multi-failure criteria) 
when the limit surface is firstly reached, disregarding the possible forces redistribution among the connections 
due to their ductile behavior. 
The rectangular domain is a basic approach typically used by practitioners in the design phase [4, 5] and in the 
numerical modelling [38, 42–45] of CLT structures to account for the biaxial strength of the connections. 
Differently form the elliptical domain, no interaction effects are accounted for, since the connection can exploit 
simultaneously both the maximum axial and shear strength. The rectangular domain depicted in Figure II.3-4.b 
is described by the following equations, where the symbols are the same as in Equation (II.3-1):  
𝑁𝑖 = 𝑁𝑖,𝑦,0 when −𝑉𝑖,𝑦,0 < 𝑉𝑖 < 𝑉𝑖,𝑦,0 
𝑉𝑖 = 𝑉𝑖,𝑦,0  ∨  𝑉𝑖 = −𝑉𝑖,𝑦,0 when 0 < 𝑁𝑖 < 𝑁𝑖,𝑦,0 
(II.3-2) 
Similarly to the case of elliptical domain, also for the rectangular one, the two previously introduced 
approaches are adopted: the “Simplified” one (circular symbol in Figure II.3-4.b) is based on the assumption 
that ultimate displacement corresponds to the yielding one, even if no scaling of constitutive law in terms of 
force is considered, while in the “Refined” one (cross symbol in Figure II.3-4.b) the ultimate displacement is 
assumed equal to the one defined in the initial condition. 
 
 
(a)        (b) 
Figure II.3-4 – Coupling force-based strength domain of connections: (a) Elliptical domain; (b) Rectangular domain. 
 
II.3.3.3 Hybrid force-displacement-based connection strength domain 
The Hybrid force-displacement–based approach described in this section is an innovative procedure to account 
for the axial-shear coupling effect and it is based on the formulation developed by some of the authors in [26, 
33]. According to this approach, the characteristic points of the connection constitutive laws in one direction 
are affected by the displacement reached in the orthogonal direction. Such an approach was derived from 
coupled experimental tests carried out on hold-down and angle brackets CLT connections [25, 26] and refers 
to the piece-wise linear function depicted in Figure II.3-3 for the definition of the coupling behavior in the two 
load-directions and characterized by the four points: first and second yielding points, P1 and P2, peak and 
ultimate points, P3 and P4. Since the general model for the definition of the N-V interaction domain of the CLT 
shear wall is based on a bi-linear schematization of the components, in this work the coupling model proposed 
in [26, 33] is adapted in order to allow the implementation of the bilinear connection constitutive laws 
described in Section II.3.3.1. Specifically, new regression equations that describe the influence of orthogonal 





It is worth noting that the coupling effect is more pronounced in the main working direction of the connection 
(i.e. axial for hold-down and lateral for angle bracket) [26, 33] therefore in the following only a uniaxial 
coupling behaviour is considered, i.e. the effects of lateral displacement on the axial constitutive law of hold-
down and of the axial displacement on the shear constitutive law of angle bracket are considered. The shear 
constitutive law of hold-down connections and the axial constitutive law of angle brackets will therefore be 
considered in their uncoupled formulation for the analyses carried out with the Hybrid coupling criterion. 
The coupled bi-linear constitutive laws are obtained for increasing values of the orthogonal displacement 
starting from the multi-linear envelopes reported in [26, 33], see Figure II.3-5.  
 
  
(a)      (b) 
  
(c)      (d) 
Figure II.3-5 – Coupled elasto-plastic constitutive laws (solid lines) and backbone curves (dashed lines) [26, 33] for 
different values of displacement in the orthogonal direction: axially-loaded hold-down connections calibrated with 
criterion (a) #1 and (b) #2; laterally-loaded angle bracket connections calibrated with criterion (c) #1 and (d) #2. 
 
From the results of the bi-linearization procedure it is possible to observe that for axially-loaded hold-down 
connections the yielding force decreases with increasing lateral displacement (Figure II.3-5.a and b), while for 
laterally-loaded angle bracket connections, no specific trend is evident (Figure II.3-5.c and d). In addition, for 
axially-loaded hold-down constitutive law bi-linearized with method #1 (Figure II.3-5.a), the stiffness 
increases with increasing lateral displacement, while it is almost constant if bi-linearization #2 is adopted 
(Figure II.3-5.b). 
The results of the linear regression analysis on the characteristic points are depicted in Figure II.3-6 to Figure 
II.3-8, where the relationships between the parameters that define the bi-linear laws (𝑁𝑖,𝑦, 𝛿𝑁,𝑖,𝑦, 𝛿𝑁,𝑖,𝑢 for 
axially-loaded hold-down connections, 𝑉𝑖,𝑦, 𝛿𝑉,𝑖,𝑦 𝛿𝑉,𝑖,𝑢 for laterally-loaded angle bracket connections) and the 
displacement in the orthogonal direction are reported. According to [26, 33], in order to define the parameters 
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defining the ratios 𝑟𝑖 = 𝑚𝑖/𝑞𝑖  (Table II.3-2). These ratios 𝑟𝑖  are representative of the variation of the 
mechanical properties for increasing orthogonal displacements.  
The model proposed in [26, 33] characterized with the bi-linear constitutive laws is defined by the following 
equations: 
𝑁𝑖,𝑦 = (1 + 𝑟1 ⋅ |𝛿𝑉|)𝑁𝑖,𝑦,0 (II.3-3) 
𝛿𝑁,𝑖,𝑦 = (1 + 𝑟2 ⋅ |𝛿𝑉|)𝛿𝑁,𝑖,𝑦,0 (II.3-4) 
𝛿𝑁,𝑖,𝑢 = (1 + 𝑟3 ⋅ |𝛿𝑉|)𝛿𝑁,𝑖,𝑢,0 (II.3-5) 
𝑉𝑖,𝑦 = (1 + 𝑟4 ⋅ 𝛿𝑁)𝑉𝑖,𝑦,0 (II.3-6) 
𝛿𝑉,𝑖,𝑦 = (1 + 𝑟5 ⋅ 𝛿𝑁)𝛿𝑉,𝑖,𝑦,0 (II.3-7) 
𝛿𝑉,𝑖,𝑢 = (1 + 𝑟6 ⋅ 𝛿𝑁)𝛿𝑉,𝑖,𝑢,0 (II.3-8) 
where the parameters with subscript 0 (i.e. the reference parameters 𝑁𝑖,𝑦,0 , 𝛿𝑁,𝑖,𝑦,0, 𝛿𝑁,𝑖,𝑢,0 , 𝑉𝑖,𝑦,0, 𝛿𝑉,𝑖,𝑦,0 , 
𝛿𝑉,𝑖,𝑢,0) are those defining the bi-linear constitutive laws of the connections loaded in uniaxial conditions (i.e. 
their value for a null displacement in the orthogonal direction).  
 
Table II.3-2 – Ratio 𝑟𝑖 of the coupling equations (II.3-3) - (II.3-8) for bi-linearization methods #1 and #2 derived from 
linear regression analysis. 
Ratio ri=mi/qi #1 #2 
r1 -0.0075 -0.0056 
r2 -0.0161 -0.0071 
r3 -0.0012 -0.0012 
r4 -0.0080 -0.0091 
r5 -0.0084 0.0116 
r6 0.0217 0.0217 
 
In the case of a CLT shear wall fastened with connections different from those adopted in [26, 33], the reference 
parameters must be evaluated referring to the bilinear curves obtained by performing specific experimental 
uniaxial tests in tension and shear on the angle bracket and hold-down connections employed in the CLT wall, 
as done in section II.3.4.2.2. 
From the results of regression analyses, it can be observed that yielding force reduces for increasing orthogonal 
displacement, in accordance with the outcomes obtained by using the reference backbone curve (see [26, 33]), 
for both the bi-linearization methods (Figure II.3-6). Yield displacement in axial direction decreases with 
increasing lateral displacement for both bi-linearization methods, while in lateral direction it decreases for bi-
linearization method #1 and increases for bi-linearization method #2 (Figure II.3-7). Finally, ultimate 
displacement in axial direction slightly decreases with increasing lateral displacement, while in lateral direction 













Figure II.3-6 – Regression analysis for axially-loaded hold-down (blue solid line and markers) and laterally-loaded 
angle bracket (light blue dashed line and markers) connections. Yielding force vs. displacement in the orthogonal 










Figure II.3-7 – Regression analysis for axially-loaded hold-down (blue solid line and markers) and laterally-loaded 
angle bracket (light blue dashed line and markers) connections. Yielding displacement vs. displacement in the 




Figure II.3-8 – Regression analysis for axially-loaded hold-down (blue solid line and markers) and laterally-loaded 
angle bracket (light blue dashed line and markers) connections. Ultimate displacement vs. displacement in the 
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II.3.4 Model calibration and validation 
II.3.4.1 Case study 
The shear wall configuration analyzed in this work (Figure II.3-9) presents a 5 layered 85 mm thick CLT panel, 
with two WHT540 hold-downs and four BMF 90x48x3x116 angle brackets whose mechanical characteristics 
are available in [18]. This shear wall is the one tested at the CNR-IVALSA mechanical laboratory within the 
SOFIE project with two different vertical load values q, equal to 18.5 kN/m and 9.25 kN/m respectively for 
configurations labelled as I.2 and I.3 [35]. The results of these tests have already been widely used to create 
and calibrate both numerical [16, 17, 38] and analytical [35] models. 
 
 
Figure II.3-9 – Case study CLT shear wall (measures in millimeters). 
II.3.4.2 Definition of model mechanical parameters 
In this section the model calibration is presented both in terms of timber and connection elements and the 
mechanical parameters assumed in the model are detailed. CLT panel is modelled through an equivalent 
homogenization approach [46], while connections mechanical characteristics are obtained with the two 
different bi-linearization criteria described in Section II.3.3.1. 
II.3.4.2.1 CLT panel 
The mechanical parameters of timber panel are the ones declared in [20], namely Young Modulus E=5700 
MPa (obtained using the equivalent homogenization approach proposed in [46]), timber density ρ=400 kg/m3 
and compressive strength fc=11 MPa. The ultimate deformation of timber is assumed equal to εc,u=0.05, 
accordingly to [47], observing that this value has been inferred from tests conducted on 5-layered 171.5 mm 
thick CLT panels (i.e. [48]). Finally, the distribution coefficient k is assumed equal to the value proposed in 
[19]. 
II.3.4.2.2 Connections 
The uniaxial experimental load displacement curves of hold-down and angle bracket connections tested at the 
CNR-IVALSA mechanical laboratory within the SOFIE project [18] are firstly multi-linearized according to 
the procedure described in [26, 33] in order to define the point P1, P2, P3 and P4 of the reference backbone. 
Then the obtained multilinear backbones are bi-linearized using the methods #1 and #2 presented in Section 
II.3.3.1. Figure II.3-10 reports, for each type of connection (hold-down and angle bracket) and each load 
direction (axial and lateral) the bilinear curves superimposed to the experimental load displacement cyclic 











Figure II.3-10 – Bi-linear curves obtained with calibration criterion #1 (red) and #2 (orange): (a) hold-down in axial 
direction: (b) hold-down in lateral direction; (c) angle brackets in axial direction; (d) angle brackets in lateral direction. 
 
The results of the bi-linearization of the connections experimental curves are reported in Table II.3-3, that lists 
the reference parameters (i.e. 𝑁𝑖,𝑦,0, 𝛿𝑁,𝑖,𝑦,0, 𝛿𝑁,𝑖,𝑢,0, 𝑉𝑖,𝑦,0, 𝛿𝑉,𝑖,𝑦,0, 𝛿𝑉,𝑖,𝑢,0) of the elasto-plastic constitutive 
laws, used in the global model to define the N-V interaction domain of the case study CLT shear wall. 
 
Table II.3-3 – Reference parameters of the constitutive laws of connections for bi-linearization methods #1 and #2. 
Parameter #1 #2 
Ni,y,0 31.86 kN 47.49 kN 
δN,i,y,0 6.89 mm 13.56 mm 
δN,i,u,0 24.18 mm 24.18 mm 
Vi,y,0 23.94 kN 26.68 kN 
δV,i,y,0 13.50 mm 15.58 mm 
δV,i,u,0 36.53 mm 36.53 mm 
 
As it was expected, bi-linearization method #1 is on the safe side, since it tends to underestimate the maximum 
strength of connections, while method #2 could lead to an overestimation of the strength of connections, but 
on the other hand it could underestimates the elastic stiffness of connections. However, in case of angle bracket 
loaded in the lateral direction, the two methods provide similar results both in terms of maximum strength and 
initial elastic stiffness since the connection load displacement curve is characterized by limited hardening in 















































































In this section the impact of the different hypotheses assumed for the model formulation (i.e. method of bi-
linearization, multi-failure criterion adopted, etc.) on the reliability of the N-V interaction domain is presented 
and critically discussed. Figure II.3-11.a and Figure II.3-11.b show the results, respectively for bi-linearization 
methods #1 and #2 in terms of:  
• the reference model proposed by Tamagnone et al.[19] (Reference, black line);  
• the proposed model enhanced considering the elastic-plastic behavior of timber in compression and 
with infinite shear strength of connections (“𝑉𝑦 = ∞”, grey line);  
• the proposed model accounting for the axial-shear coupling phenomena in the connection elements 
(magenta, green and blue curves respectively for Rectangular, Elliptical and Hybrid methods) 
implemented with Refined (solid lines) and Simplified (dashed lines) coupling criteria. 
It is evident the strong influence of the shear strength of connections on the effective strength of the shear wall 
horizontally limiting the N-V interaction domain at the maximum shear capacity of the connections themselves. 
The adoption of the EPP constitutive law for timber allows to obtain strengths of the shear wall higher than 
the one of the Reference model. The Simplified force-based approach gives lower strength of the shear wall 
with respect to the Refined one, since it disregards the force redistribution allowed by the ductility of the 
connections. 
It can then be noticed that the force-based coupling criteria and the Hybrid one differ only if at least one 
connection is loaded in tension, since when the base section of the shear wall is totally compressed, the 
behavior of the system is governed only by the uncoupled lateral strength of connections and the compressive 





Figure II.3-11 – Comparison between the different multifailure criteria, the reference model (black line) and the 
uncoupled model (grey line): (a) bi-linearization method 1 - #1; (b) bi-linearization method 2 - #2. 
 
II.3.4.3.1 Timber constitutive law effect 
The interaction domain obtained by considering an elastic-plastic behavior of timber in compression (“𝑉𝑦 =
∞”, grey line in Figure II.3-11) is almost symmetrical, while the model proposed by Tamagnone et al. [19] 
(Reference, black line in Figure II.3-11) provides a domain with a peak point shifted towards the left. In 
addition, the peak strength obtained with the EPP constitutive law is about 40% higher than the Reference one 





For small or negative values of the axial load 𝑁, the difference between the two domains is almost negligible, 
since the behavior of the shear wall is mainly governed by the strength of connections. On the contrary, the 
difference is significant for higher values of the axial load 𝑁, that corresponds to the typical compression force 
working range of CLT walls. 
II.3.4.3.2 Coupling criteria effect 
Independently from the adopted coupling criterion, the choice of the axial-shear strength interaction law of the 
connection is a key-aspect in the correct definition of the interaction domains of CLT shear walls. Actually, 
the models that disregard the axial-shear coupling (i.e. Reference and “𝑉𝑦 = ∞”) significantly overestimate the 
strength of the shear wall, since they do not consider the shear failure mechanism of connections. Looking 
more closely to the results obtained with the different coupling criteria (Figure II.3-11), it is possible to observe 
that: 
• for high levels of the axial load N, the lateral load-carrying capacity V of the shear wall is given by the 
lateral strength of connections, independently from the adopted coupling criterion. 
• for negative or very low levels of the axial load N, the elliptical method (both implemented in a Refined 
or Simplified way) gives lower load carrying capacity than the Hybrid one (Figure II.3-12). This 
behaviour is opposite when the shear failure mechanism of connections is activated within the Hybrid 
method: this occurs because this criterion penalizes the shear strength of connections more than the 
elliptical one (see Eq. (15b) of [26]). 
• the elliptical strength domain provides lower load carrying capacity V than the rectangular criterion, 
as it was expected since in the former hypothesis, the strength of connections is reduced due to 
coupling effect. 
• the Simplified models provide a lower load-carrying capacity with respect to the corresponding Refined 
formulations. This is because the Simplified approaches do not allow for plastic force redistribution in 
the connections, since they are considered failed once yielded. 
In general, the force-based Simplified models are on the safe side with respect to the Refined ones, and the 
Hybrid criterion is anyway the most precautionary, since it takes into account the axial-shear strength 
interaction, even for small values of displacement in the orthogonal direction. 
 
    
    
(a) (b) 
Figure II.3-12 – Comparison between the different criteria, the reference model (black line), the uncoupled model (grey 
line) and the experimental tests obtained within the SOFIE project ([35], wall I.2 and I.3) for low values of axial load N: 
(a) bi-linearization method 1 - #1; (b) bi-linearization method 2 - #2. 
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II.3.4.3.3 Bi-linearization method of connections constitutive laws effect 
Bi-linearization method #1 provides results that are on the safe side if compared to the ones obtained with 
method #2 (see Figure II.3-11.a and Figure II.3-11.b respectively), even if method #1 could excessively 
underestimate the effective strength of the shear wall. In order to verify which of the two bi-linearization 
methods provides the most reliable results, the experimental results obtained within the SOFIE project cyclic 
tests [35] for walls I.2 and I.3 is used as reference case. The reliability of these experimental results in terms 
of global response is also supported by the outcomes reported in [38]. 
As summarized in Table II.3-4, almost all the analyzed combinations of coupling methods and linearization 
criteria underestimate the experimental results, even if method #2 fits better the experimental outcomes than 
method #1, that systematically underestimates the effective strength of the shear wall irrespectively to the 
coupling criterion used. It is worth noting that this underestimation is probably due to the friction strength 
contribution that is disregarded in this work. 
 
Table II.3-4 – Percentage gap between numerical and experimental tests obtained within the SOFIE project ([35]), wall 
I.2 and I.3 for bi-linearization methods #1 and #2 to the vary of the bi-linearization method. 
Coupling criterion 
Configuration I.2 Configuration I.3 
#1 #2 #1 #2 
Rectangular Refined -20% 4% -30% -6% 
Elliptic Refined -33% -4% -44% -13% 
Hybrid -22% -9% -33% -12% 
Rectangular Simplified -20% 4% -32% -7% 
Elliptic Simplified -41% -21% -48% -28% 
 
Figure II.3-12, showing an enlargement of the initial region of Figure II.3-11, reports also the points 
corresponding to the failure of the two walls I.2 and I.3 [35]. Comparing experimental evidences with the 
various results obtained using the bi-linearization method #1, it is possible to observe that the lower differences 
are provided by the force-based method employing rectangular domain (with both the Refined and Simplified 
approaches) even if the Hybrid method ensures slightly higher differences. On the contrary, the force-based 
method employing elliptical domain shows higher differences with a significant underestimation of the wall 
capacity. This suggests that the use of elliptical domain in combination with the bi-linearization method #1 
should be avoided. 
Results are quite different when the bi-linearization method #2 is used, since the percentage differences 
reported in Table II.3-4 are significantly smaller, demonstrating the capability of this method in reproducing 
these experimental evidences. In this case, the elliptical Refined force-based method provides results similar 
to those obtained using the rectangular force-based and the Hybrid method. The elliptical Simplified force-
based method provides the worst results also in this case. 
II.3.5 Conclusions 
In this Section, a method for the design of CLT shear wall based on N-V interaction domain is proposed 
focusing particularly on the effects of the different criteria used for the definition of the failure condition of 
the wall components (i.e. timber panel and connections). Differently from other reference methods available 
in literature, the one developed in this work consider an elastoplastic behaviour of the timber panel and a 
coupled axial-shear behaviour of the connection elements to derive N-V interaction domains.  
In the first part of the research, the multicriteria ultimate conditions used for a reliable reproduction of the 
behaviour of the system is presented with particular regard to the elastoplastic behaviour of the timber panel, 
to the procedure adopted for the bilinearization of the connection constitutive laws and to the type of axial-




are considered and two different coupling approaches are analyzed. Specifically, the conventional force-based 
approach with elliptical and rectangular force domain (here implemented considering two different ultimate 
displacement capacities of the connections – Simplified and Refined) is compared with the more innovative 
Hybrid force-displacement-based one. The procedure to specify the Hybrid force-displacement approach, that 
is based on a multi-linear backbone envelope curve of the connections, to the use of bilinear constitutive laws 
of the connection, required by the general method for the N-V interaction domain, is given and discussed. 
The basic assumptions of the proposed model are then applied to derive N-V interaction domains of a CLT 
shear wall case study chosen among the ones tested at the CNR-IVALSA laboratory during the so called 
“SOFIE project” and a sensitivity analysis is carried out to verify the impact on results of the constitutive laws 
of the timber panel, of the different bi-linearization procedure and of the different axial-shear coupling criteria 
of connection elements.  
Results obtained from the analyses firstly demonstrate that for small or negative values of the axial load 𝑁 the 
behavior of the shear wall is mainly governed by the strength of connections. On the contrary, for higher values 
of the axial load 𝑁, the N-V domain carried out using an EPP constitutive laws of timber is about 40% higher 
than the one obtained with the Reference approach based on an elastic-brittle law. 
Results clearly demonstrate that bi-linearization method #1 excessively underestimates the effective load 
capacity of the CLT shear wall regardless of the coupling approach used. Moreover, the force-based Simplified 
models are on the safe side with respect to the Refined ones, and the Hybrid approach is anyway the most 
precautionary, since it takes into account the axial-shear interaction, even for small values of displacement in 
the orthogonal direction. 
Based on results obtained in this work, it is possible to conclude that the set of assumptions that guarantees the 
best reliability of the N-V interaction domain consists of an EPP constitutive law for timber, connections with 
constitutive laws according to method #2 and axial-shear coupling criterion of the connections according to 
force-based elliptical Refined approach or to the Hybrid one.  
The results also show that coupling effects are significant only for those values of the ratio between the applied 
vertical load and shear load capacity that lies among 0.1 and 0.2. It’s anyway worth to note that these values 
could vary with the geometrical and connection configurations of the examined shear wall, as well as with the 
boundary conditions. Future works will investigate the N-V interaction domain to vary of both the geometrical 
and connection characteristics, and the boundary conditions of the shear wall. 
The model will be employed to derive interaction domains with mechanical parameters of connections defined 
accordingly to the most common codes and standards for timber structures, e.g. using the strength and stiffness 
formulations for connections provided by Eurocode 5 [22]. This model specification is of direct 
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Timber-based composite structures represent a construction technique that has been successfully 
used for many years both to build new structures and for restoration purposes. Its mechanical 
characterization is anyway still a hot issue since the structural behaviour is influenced by many 
parameters, primarily the efficiency of connections to create a composite action. In this Section, a 
selection of available literature references about the state-of-the-art of timber-based composite 
structures is given, in order to provide an overview on this building technology. After describing the 
different types of timber-based constructions highlighting the advantages of the system, hints of their 
mechanical behavior will be furnished. A description of the available types of connections, their 
modelling and their behavior will then be provided, comparing the advantages and drawbacks of 
each one. Finally, analytical and numerical modelling of these structures will also be discussed. 
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III.1.1 Chapter contents 
In this Chapter a state-of-the-art of timber-based composite structures is reported. In Section III.1.2 an 
overview on timber-based composite structures typologies and their mechanical behaviour is given. In Section 
III.1.3 an in-depth focus on the state-of-the-art of timber-steel composite structures will be given. In Section 
III.1.4 the typical connections employed for timber-based composite structures are illustrated, focusing in 
particular on dowel-type fasteners (Section III.1.4.1), notched shear connections (Section III.1.4.2), glued 
connections (Section III.1.4.3) and innovative ones (Section III.1.4.4). Finally, in Sections III.1.5 and III.1.6 
an overview of analytical and numerical models available for the analysis of this kind of structures is given 
III.1.2 Overview on timber-based composite structures 
Timber–Based Composite (or Hybrid, sometimes referred to as Mixed) Structures (TBCSs) are systems 
composed by a timber member connected to an element of another material in order to resist external loads 
with mutual interaction. The load transfer between the two materials can be guaranteed or at a structural 
component level, creating composite elements such as composite slabs or composite frame beams, or at a 
building system level, obtaining composite building systems such as composite shear wall systems [1]. The 
arguments exposed in this thesis are referred to the first case of composite structural elements.  
III.1.2.1 Timber-based composite structures typologies 
It is possible to define three main types of TBCSs. The first one is represented by the Timber-Concrete 
Composite Structures (TCCSs), that are composed by a timber member connected to a concrete slab, so that 





(a)  (b)  
  
(c) 
Figure III.1-1 – Examples of different types of timber-based composite structures TBCSs: (a) Timber-Concrete TCCSs, 
(b) Timber-Steel TSCSs and (c) Timber-Timber composite structures TTCSs (image credits: (a) Ceccotti [2], (b) 




An exhaustive presentation of the state of the art of TCCSs is presented by Yeoh et al. [5]. On the other hand, 
Timber-Steel Composite Structures (TSCSs) are composed by a timber member connected to a steel one [3]. 
It’s finally possible to define a third type of TBCSs, the Timber-Timber Composite Strictures (TTCSs), that 
are composed of two or more timber elements of different grade or specie jointed together [4, 6]. Other types 
of TBCSs are also present, like the Timber-Glass Composite Structures [7] or the ones that use timber with 
Fiber-Reinforced-Polymers (FRP) [8]. This thesis will focus TSCSs at a component level, presenting an 
analytical model for design and optimization of an innovative timber-steel composite beam proposed by 
Crocetti (see Section III.2). 
TBCSs are a structural solution that is gaining success in the construction of multi-storey timber buildings (see 
Section I.1.1) thanks to many advantages that add up to the ones of timber structures like low carbon footprint, 
rapidity of execution and good seismic performance thanks to high strength-to-weight ratio [9]. Applications 
of this technology also extends to bridges [10], factories and domestic houses [11]. TBCSs technology is 
gaining interest not only for new constructions, but also for refurbishment interventions during restoration of 
existing buildings, with successful applications since 80s [12]. TBCSs allow to obtain stiffer and more damped 
structures, so that it’s easier to satisfy SLS deflection and vibration requirements [13]. On the other hand, the 
efficient usage of the two different materials allows for higher strength than pure timber elements. Crocetti et 
al. proposed an innovative solution for TCCSs that uses precast concrete slab that adds other advantages, like 
less time required to complete the structure since no time is needed for the concrete to cure, reduced creep 
effects due to young-aged concrete and more cost-efficiency thanks to higher prefabrication level [14]. 
Lukaszewska et al. [15] also proposed a TCCS with prefabricated slab and carried out an experimental survey 
in order to analyze the efficiency of different connectors between concrete and timber. It’s in add important to 
underline the fact that TCCSs allow to reuse both timber beam and concrete slab at the end of their service 
life, making it a very promising structural system. 
The most widespread TBCS typology is the Timber-Concrete one (TCCS), therefore most of the knowledge 
and literature available on TBCSs focuses on this type, and an extensive state-of-the-art is available in [5]. In 
TCCSs upper concrete slab acts as a barrier against fire propagation, enhancing therefore fire performance 
respect to normal timber structures [2]. Natter [16] points out that TBCSs also have better fire performances 
than concrete structures. O’Neill [17] carried out fire tests on two 4 m span specimens accordingly to ISO 834 
protocol [18], finding that the failure mode is governed by the size reduction of timber beams exposed to fire. 
Frangi et al. [19] developed a method for the calculation of TCCSs subjected to fire, on the basis of the theory 
of the mechanically jointed beams [20] and the reduced section method [21]. The method also takes into 
account the effect of temperature on strength and stiffness of shear screwed connections though simplified 
formulae. An extensive literature review on the structural performance of TCCSs subjected to fire is reported 
by Hozjan et al. [22]. 
III.1.2.2 Mechanical behavior 
Considering mechanical behavior of TBCSs, these systems are internally statically indeterminate, and their 
behavior is strongly related to both material properties and connection systems adopted to join the two different 
materials that compose the structural element. Since generally the connection between the two materials is not 
rigid, a relative slip displacement is expected at the interface between them, therefore the assumption of plane 
sections in the deformed configuration of the composite structure does not apply to the whole composite 
section. The short-term mechanical behavior of these structures subjected to vertical loadings in simply-
supported conditions, synthetically represented in Figure III.1-2, is characterized by a relative sliding 𝑣 at layer 
interface that is maximum at the extremities and null at the mid-section. Considering a mechanical connection 
between the two layers with dowel-type connections spaced of a quantity 𝑠 (Section III.1.4), it is evident that 
the maximum shear loads 𝑄 acting on connectors is maximum at extremities and null in the mid-section. In 
order to guarantee the horizontal equilibrium of the sections of the two layers, axial forces 𝑁1 and 𝑁2 with a 
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lever arm 𝑟 are present, with maximum values at the mid-section and null at extremities (if no external axial 
load 𝑁 is applied to the composite beam), accordingly to the following equation: 
𝑁𝑖(𝑥) = 𝑁
𝐸𝑖 ⋅ 𝐴𝑖




𝑑𝑥, 𝑖 ∈ [1,2]  ∧  𝑥 ∈ [0, 𝑙] (III.1-1) 
 
The two layers are also subjected to bending moments 𝑀1  and 𝑀2  in order to guarantee the rotational 
equilibrium of their cross-sections, and the global bending moment acting on the composite beam is: 




Figure III.1-2 – Mechanical behavior of timber-based composite structural elements (image credits: Ceccotti [2]). 
 
The stiffer the shear connectors are, the lower are the bending moments 𝑀𝑖 and the higher are the axial loads 
𝑁𝑖. 
It is worth noting that the neutral axis of the composite structure should be located near the interface between 
the two layers in order to ensure that both materials behave efficiently, with concrete purely compressed in 
TCCSs and timber purely compressed in TSCSs. An extensive experimental campaign to investigate the 
behavior of TCCSs and their connections has been carried out in [11]. 
Code provisions for SLS and ULS design of these structures are given in EC5 parts 1-1 [20] and part 2 [23]. 
One of the main hot topics about this kind of structures is the analysis of the long-term behavior [24], that led 
many authors to develop models to study the phenomenon [25, 26]. An experimental study conducted by 
Balogh et al. [27] evidenced how the long-term behavior of TCCSs are significantly affected by repeated and 
sustained loadings in the long-term, probably because of plastic strains developed in the wood notches, with 
an increase in deflections of 18% for cyclic loadings and 59% for sustained ones. Actually, TBCSs are 
composed by materials that develop time-dependent strains due to long-term effects like creep and shrinkage. 
Timber is a viscoelastic material characterized by creep and mechano-sorptive effects due to cyclic variations 
of humidity [28], and the strains due to this phenomenon can also be five times the short-term elastic ones 
[29]. In add, concrete presents shrinkage and creep phenomena [30] and connections present creep and 




Besides, the mechanical characterization of the connection is still subjected to a huge amount of research, since 
it plays a primary role in the definition of the composite actions, hence on the global behaviour of the structure, 
as it will be shown in the following Section. 
III.1.3 Timber-steel composite structures 
In this Section an overview on the state-of-the-art of timber-steel composite structures is given, aspect that will 
be investigated further in Section III.2 with the study of a novel timber-steel composite beam prototyped at 
KTH Royal Institute of Technology of Stockholm.  
An in-depth study on an innovative modular hybrid steel-timber system has been carried out by Loss et al. [32, 
33]. The authors carried out an extensive experimental study on different connections systems to allow for a 
composite action between linear steel elements (i.e. beams and columns) and CLT panels in order to detect the 
ones more performant both for strength and stiffness [32]. A numerical study on a novel modular hybrid steel-
timber systems has also been carried to investigate the effect of the local performance of connections on the 
global composite behaviour [33]. The novel proposed composite floors and shear walls have many advantages 
thanks to a high level of prefabrication – that allows both for better quality controls and less problems thanks 
to no casting of concrete on site – and a quick assembly on site that considerably reduces the global building 
costs. In add timber-steel composite structures satisfy the need of architectural freedom thanks to easily 
obtainable open spaces and thanks to the possibility to add or modify building modules. In order to guarantee 
the advantages of high prefabrication level, the different connections systems proposed by Loss (Figure 
III.1-3.b and c) have been optimized and their clearances have been engineered also for being easy to install. 
The connections of the proposed steel-timber composite floor system (Figure III.1-3.a) have been investigated 
with a wide experimental campaign in order to guarantee good performances both in the out-of-plane and in-
plane directions for respectively vertical and horizontal seismic (or wind) loads. Different connection 
technologies to join steel and timber elements have been investigated through monotonic and cyclic non-linear 
tests, namely (i) mechanical (ii) glued with epoxy resin and (iii) hybrid mechanical-glued connections. The 
adjacent CLT panels are jointed through inclined screws, and different angles of insertion have been analyzed. 
Loss also carried out numerical analyses on composite steel-timber wall-systems and floors in order to 
investigate the possibility of creating rigid diaphragms and ductile shear walls. The models developed assume 
a lumped plasticity with plastic hinges at the end of beams and columns and adopting link elements to take 
into account for interaction between adjacent panels. The hybrid floor system proposed by Loss is 
characterized by good ductility in the out-of-plane direction, with inelastic capacity primarily activated in the 
steel beam and then also in the connections. The numerical outcomes showed a good efficiency of the 
composite action for the out-of-plane behavior with most of the proposed connections. In addition, the 
structural collaboration of the steel beams allows to increase the performances of the CLT panels both avoiding 
brittle failures and instability for compressive forces. From the numerical analyses on in-plane behavior of 
composite floors it resulted that the type of beam-to-panel connection influences both its load-carrying capacity 
and its stiffness. The non-linear static analyses carried out on the proposed composite shear-wall system 
(Figure III.1-3.a) showed that the response is affected by the number and type of column-to-panel connections 
and that the connections placed at the corners are the first to yield while internal ones are subjected to a lower 
entity of slip displacements. 
 









(a) (c)  
 
 
Figure III.1-3 – Hybrid steel-timber structure proposed by Loss et al. [32, 33]: (a) axonometric view with indicated by 
the number 1 is the composite floor system and with number 2 is the wall system, (b) example of beam-to-panel 
connection and (c) example of panel-to-panel connection (image credits: (a) and (c) Loss et al. [33], (b) Loss et al. 
[32]). 
 
Hassanieh et al. [6] investigated the short-term behavior of CLT-steel composite beams (Figure III.1-4) both 
through numerical analyses and experimental campaigns. The numerical studies have been carried out both 
with models that employ one-dimensional (Figure III.1-5) and bidimensional finite elements (Figure III.1-6). 
Both the modelling strategies have been proven to capture the short-term behavior of CLT-steel composite 
beams with high accuracy. The numerical outcomes have then been compared with the results of four-point 
bending tests. The experimental dataset has been analyzed in terms of (i) load-displacement curves, (ii) initial 
stiffness, (iii) peak strength and (iv) failure modes. In addition, the structural composite efficiency has been 
investigated comparing results obtained from numerical simulations and experimental tests. Similarly to Loss 
et al. [32, 33] Hassanieh investigated the behavior of the composite steel-timber structure adopting both 
mechanical and glued epoxy connections, where in the latter also coach screws were used to connect the two 
materials in order to avoid brittle failures typical of glued connections (see Section III.1.4). Hassanieh also 
proposed and tested a new connection composed of bolts inserted in pockets filled with high-strength 
cementitious grout. This novel connection has been engineered in order to allow both for easiness in its 
installation and high component efficiency. From the results of the study carried out by the author it resulted 
an efficiency of the composite action of 73 and 91% respectively for mechanical and glued connections. It has 
finally been found that the composite action increases the peak strength of the structural members of about 





Figure III.1-4 – CLT-steel hybrid beam proposed by Hassanieh et al. [6] (image credits: Hassanieh et al. [6]). 
 
 
Figure III.1-5 – One-dimensional FEM model by Hassanieh et al. [6] (image credits: Hassanieh et al. [6]). 
 
 
Figure III.1-6 – Bidimensional FEM model by Hassanieh et al. [6] (image credits: Hassanieh et al. [6]). 
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Keipour et al. [34] investigated through an experimental campaign the strength, stiffness and rotational 
capacity of beam-to-column flush end-plate connections between steel-timber composite beams and steel 
columns (Figure III.1-7). Six full-scale cruciform beam-to-column connection specimens have been tested 
with a static push-down displacement procedure, where vertical load is applied to the column on the upside-
down specimen in simple support condition (Figure III.1-8). The behavior has been investigated to the vary of 
(i) spacing of the shear connectors used to join the CLT panel and the steel beam, (ii) usage of glue together 
with the mechanical connections, (iii) CLT panel width and (iv) type of connectors between adjacent CLT 
slabs. Results from the experimental campaign showed that both connections between CLT panels and the 
beam-to-column connections influence the stiffness of the hybrid structure. The ultimate strength is higher 
respect to a bare steel structure, provided that the connection between adjacent CLT panels is strong enough 
to transmit loads between the beam and the column. Keipour finally observed that all the tested configurations 
showed a good rotational capacity and that the usage of glued connections between CLT panels increases the 
initial stiffness but decreases the rotational capacity of the hybrid connection. 
 
Figure III.1-7 – Beam-to-column hybrid joints tested by Keipour et al. [34] (image credits: Keipour et al. [34]). 
 
 
Figure III.1-8 – Static push-down displacement test setup for the experimental campaign carried out by Keipour et al. 




Chiniforush et al. [35] carried out an experimental characterization of the viscoelastic and mechano-sorptive 
long-term behavior of two types of connections for CLT-steel composite structures, vis. hexagonal coach 
screws and dog screws. The tests have been carried out on symmetric steel-timber composite connection 
specimens (Figure III.1-9). The symmetry is necessary to guarantee a pure-shear loading condition on 
mechanical fasteners. Long-term push-out tests have been carried out applying a load correspondent to 40% 
or 60% of the shear capacity of connections for one year at ambient conditions assuming different load-to-
grain orientations for the CLT panels. In addition, both static and dynamic short-term tests have been executed, 
the former to determine the initial stiffness and the peak loads for both joint solutions, and the later to evaluate 
the performance of connections to cyclic loadings. Finally, a three-parameter analytical model fitted on 
experimental data to estimate the long-term behavior of steel-timber composite connections has been proposed. 
Results showed that lower loads led to higher final-to-initial slip ratio. It was than observed that shrinkage and 
swelling deformations due to moisture variations are negligible, while creep and mechano-sorptive effects give 
the greatest contribution to long term deformations. Finally, it resulted that after one year the deformation of 




Figure III.1-9 – Experimental setup of tests on CLT-steel composite structural members carried out by Chiniforush et 
al. [35] (image credits: Chiniforush et al. [35]) 
 
III.1.4 Connections 
Connections between the different layers of composite structures play a fundamental role, since the 
collaboration between different components is primarily function of their stiffness and strength. Besides, the 
behavior of connections strongly affects both strength and stiffness of these structures, hence their correct 
mechanical characterization is necessary to reliably predict the structural behavior of composite structures. 
Different types of connections are available for TBCSs, and the most common are (i) notched connections [36, 
37]), (ii) dowel-type fasteners [5] and (iii) glued interfaces [38]. Generally dowel-type connectors are less stiff 
and resistant than notched and glued connections, but they usually are more ductile [5] (Figure III.1-10). In the 
following, advantages and drawbacks of different types of connections and methods to predict their mechanical 
behavior will be discussed.  
 








Figure III.1-10 – Connections typologies for of TBCSs: (a) notched connection, (b) dowel-type connection, (c) glued 
connection and (d) typical load-slip curves for the different type of connections  (image credits: (a) Jiang et al. [39] (b) 
Lyu et al. [40] (c) Shengmin et al. [41] and Kanócz et al. [38], (d) Yeoh et al. [5]). 
 
III.1.4.1 Dowel-type fasteners 
Dowel-type fasteners, used in timber structures from early days, are the most commonly used in TCCSs, 
because they are easy to use, relatively affordable, available everywhere and they have good mechanical 
performances [42]. The main shortcoming of these connections is the low stiffness if compared to other types 
of connectors for TBCSs (Figure III.1-10). Their behavior is highly influenced by their arrangement [2], by the 
characteristics of materials they are connected to, by the depth of insertion and by the type and dimensions of 
dowelled connections used (Figure III.1-11). The mechanical characterization of these connections can be 
carried out in different ways. One of these is given by analytical models [43], some of these based on Johansen 
theory [44] like the one presented in [45]. The mechanical characterization of dowel-type fasteners can also 
be derived from experimental tests outcomes, like the study conducted by Ahmadi [46] for seven different 
types of nails and three different penetration depths on timber side. 
In order to determine the strength of dowel-type connectors in TBCSs, the Johansen theory [44] can be adapted 
to the specific case. Particularly, for TCCSs, Dias et al. [42] proposed a model to determine the load carrying 
capacity of dowel-type connections assuming and comparing three different types of constitutive laws for 




materials. The comparison with experimental result showed that the best model to predict the strength of 
dowel-type connectors is the one that assumes an elasto-plastic behavior of concrete, even if it is 
underestimated respect to test results, probably because of secondary effects (e.g. friction phenomenon and 
rope effect) not considered in the model and whose influence could be not negligible [47]. 
One of the parameters that mostly impact on the performance of composite structures is the load-slip 
constitutive law, since it influences the way the internal forces are transferred between the two different 
materials. Many ways are given to predict its value for dowel-type fasteners: a first one is given by analytical 
models based on the solution of a beam on elastic foundation, originally developed by Kuenzi [48] and then 
extended to consider an interlayer between the connected elements by Gelfi et al. [49]. Other methods are 
given by the empirical model contained into EC5 [21] and by carrying out experimental tests with the protocol 
described in EN 26891:1991 [50]. An extensive comparison between the methods is presented by Dias [51]. 
Jiang et al. [52] derived an analytical method that can predict the load-slip behaviour of dowel-type shear 
connectors of TCCSs before the complete curing of concrete [52]. Chiniforush et al. [35] proposed an 
analytical model, whose parameters are calibrated on experimental results using a Genetic Algorithm [53], to 
predict the long-term behaviour of TCCSs. He et al. [54] and Xie at al. [55] proposed theoretical shear capacity 
equations for dowel-type connectors in TCCSs based on Johansen theoretical model [44]. Finally, Marchi et 
al. [56] reported a simplified theoretical approach to define stiffness and strength of joints made with inclined 
screws. 
An experimental campaign conducted by Ceccotti et al. [26] on TCCSs connected through corrugated rebars 
placed inside holes drilled in the timber and filled with epoxy resin showed that the analytical models proposed 
by Eurocodes underestimate the actual connection stiffness and strength, and it’s therefore necessary to 
evaluate these properties through testing. It’s important to observe that an experimental campaign of push-out 
tests on five different mechanical connectors showed that dowel-type fasteners show a non-linear behaviour 
even for low load values [57], therefore their modelling should be non-linear, since this markedly plastic 
behavior may significantly influence the mechanical behaviour of the composite structure and criteria reported 




Figure III.1-11 – Shear behaviour of dowel-type connections in TCCSs: (a) example of double-plastic hinge deformed 
configuration and (b) load vs. mid-span deflection of a TCC beam to the wary of the dowel-type connector (image 
credits: (a) Dias et al. [47] and (b) Hassanieh et al. [3]). 
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III.1.4.2 Notched shear key connections 
Notched connections are very efficient [27], thanks to cost-effectiveness, strength and a stiffness that allows a 
nearly composite action [39]. One of the main drawbacks of this type of connections respect to the dowel-type 
ones illustrated in Section III.1.4.1 is the brittle behavior they usually exhibit at ULS - unless their spacing is 
limited – with the risk that this local behavior can affect the ductility of the whole composite structure [59], 
hence the robustness requirements might be jeopardized [60]. 
The notch sawn in the timber element can have different shapes, e.g. it can be rectangular (the most common 
and efficient, Figure III.1-12.a), circular (Figure III.1-12.b) or bird-mouth (Figure III.1-12.c) [61, 62]. A 
dowel-type fastener can also be placed in notched connections of TCCSs in order to avoid the separation at 
the interface between the two materials due to eccentricities of internal forces [39]. This type of connection 
has proven to be extremely efficient in terms of resistance, stiffness and post-peak behaviour [62]. 
An analytical model to derive the strength of notched connections, derived considering all the possible failure 
modes, is proposed in [63]. Analytical models to derive the non-linear load-slip behavior of these connections 
are available in [63, 64]. 
 
      
(a) (b) (c) 
Figure III.1-12 – Different notched types: (a) rectangular, (b) circular and (c) bird-mouth (image credits: (a-b) Deam et 
al. [62], (c) Khorsandnia et al. [61]). 
 
III.1.4.3 Glued connections 
Glued interface between the two components of TBCSs create a continuous connection, as opposite to the 
discrete one offered by the notched- and the dowel-type illustrated in the previous Sections III.1.4.1 and 
III.1.4.2. Glued connection offers the main advantage of being stiffer respect to notched and dowel-type 
connectors, resulting before in an extreme performant solution, so that the connection can be considered rigid 
guaranteeing a full composite action [3]. The main drawbacks are on one hand an increased effect of concrete 
shrinkage on the deflection of TCCSs [38], and on the other hand the fact that glue requires a curing time 
(specified by the producer) unlike dowel-type connectors and notched connections. It is in add worth noting 
that glued connections require carefulness in predicting their behaviour to long-term actions, especially for 
outdoor sheltered climate, since premature failure of bond lines can happen as evidenced in the studies carried 
out by Larsson et al. [65]. 
An extensive experimental and numerical study on TSCSs connected with a hybrid connection system made 
up of non-sag epoxy glue and dowel-type fasteners has been carried out by Hassanieh et al. [3]. The outcomes 
show that glued connections are able to guarantee a nearly full composite action, increment the initial stiffness 
of the structure while its effect on its strength is negligible, and finally that glued connection may cause a 
brittle failure of the structural system. 
III.1.4.4 Other innovative connections types 
Other innovative less common connection types in add to the ones cited in Sections III.1.4.1-III.1.4.3 exist to 
guarantee the collaboration between materials in TBCSs. For example, Yeoh et al. [66] proposed a connection 
for TCCSs made of a double-sided toothed metal plate embedded in the concrete mesh and enclosed between 




innovative dry shear connection systems to be used in TCCSs with prefabricated slabs, in particular a wooden 








Figure III.1-14 – Innovative dry shear connection systems by Crocetti et al. [14]: (a) inclined steel tubes and (b) 
wooden shear anchor-key (image credits: Crocetti et al. [14]). 
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III.1.5 Analytical modelling of timber-based composite structures 
Analytical models are available in literature for the calculation of composite structures [68, 69], and for TBCSs 
most of them are based on the mechanically jointed beams theory of EC5 [15, 21, 70]. For example, for 
composite CLT-concrete floors, a modified 𝛾 method [20] that uses a combined distributed stiffness has been 
proposed in [39] for both SLS and ULS design. Bajzecerová [71] carried out a comparison between γ-method 
and the theory of Timoshenko for the calculation of composite CLT-concrete beams through a parametric 
analysis, finding out that the former methodology is preferable since it gives similar results than the 
Timoshenko theory but it also allows to take into account for flexibility between CLT and concrete 
components. More refined analytical solutions have also be proposed, like the one by Focacci at al. [72], that 
can predict both stresses and strains for composite beams generally connected by removing two assumptions 
usually present in analytical models for composite structures, namely (i) shear stresses do not depend on the 
cross-section rotations of the components and (ii) distribution of the global shear force in the components does 
not depend on the interface (longitudinal) shear stresses. The main drawback of this method is that it is non-
linear and requires numerical solutions of the differential equations of the model. Zhang et al. [73] proposed 
an analytical method to predict the non-linear load-deflection behavior of TCCSs with ductile discrete 
connections obtained from the supposition of a series of linear models. 
An experimental survey conducted by Ceccotti et al. [26] on TCCSs has shown that the analytical approximate 
models reported in EC5 are not conservative to describe the long term behaviour. More refined mathematical 
models to properly take into account for the rheological behaviour of TCCSs are available in literature, like 
the one recently proposed by Perkowski et al. [74], carried out assuming the standard linear solid model of 
viscoelasticity, also taking into account for interlayer uplift phenomenon. 
III.1.6 Numerical modelling of timber-based composite structures 
So far, it’s mainly possible to find two numerical modelling strategies for composite structures: a 1D frame 
FE models, that uses unidimensional finite elements, and a 2D continuum-based models that use quadrilateral 
elements. In the former one, two parallel linear elements placed on the barycentric axis of the two components 
are connected through rigid links and horizontal springs to model the slip stiffness of the connectors (Figure 
III.1-15.a) [75, 76]. The 2D strategy is used to create more sophisticated models, able to take into account for 
phenomena like the separation between the elements, discontinuities, friction and local non-linear behaviour 
of materials when non-linear constitutive laws are assumed (Figure III.1-15.c) [64]. It is the best choice when 
an interlayer of plaster or filler material is inserted between concrete and timber in TCCSs. The 2D modelling 
strategy has the main drawback of being more time-consuming and computationally-costly than the 1D one, 
reason why it should be used only when a high accuracy of result is needed. For practitioners, the 1D strategy 
is usually sufficient, since in case the structure is isostatic, the load distribution is not unusual and the 
connection characteristics are uniform, the obtained results are satisfactory [2]. It is worth noting that, when 
plate or solid finite elements are adopted to model one or both the materials of the composite structure, the 
solution is influenced by the quality of the mesh, especially in the connections area where there is a 
concentration of stresses. 
Connections are conventionally modelled with linear or non-linear springs (e.g. [64, 77]), since it is a 
computationally efficient approach once the constitutive law is properly calibrated. More refined models for 
connections exist, like the beam-to-solid model [78], where the dowel-type screw is modelled as a beam 
embedded in a mesh of 3D solid elements that model concrete and timber components (Figure III.1-15.b). 
Another refined modelling strategy for TCCSs is the Cohesive Zone Modelling method [79], that allows to 
take into account for local damaging at connection level thanks to a soft layer with cohesive damage 




refined FE model that takes into account for steel yielding, combination of brittle and ductile failure modes of 
timber and non-linear behaviour of the contact interface is considered.  
Khorsandnia et al. [81] developed a simple frame finite element model to study the long-term behaviour of 
TCCSs. Finally, Mascia et al. [82] carried out a numerical investigation on TCCSs through a model derived 







Figure III.1-15 – Modelling strategies for composite timber-based structures: (a) 1D modelling approach, (b) beam-to-
solid modelling of dowel-type connectors and (c) 2D modelling approach (image credits: (a) Khorsandnia et al. [76], 






III.2 A mechanics-based analytical model for an 






In order to satisfy the current demand of large open spaces, architectural flexibility and higher 
buildings, timber construction industry must face the problem of producing bigger and bigger 
structural members. Modern timber technology allows to cover very large spans with long glulam 
beams, but these structural elements have many drawbacks: they are difficult to transport from 
factory to site, their installation is complicated requiring big lifting machinery, they are difficult to 
produce and, as a consequence, they increase the construction cost of the building. In order to find 
a solution to these problems, an innovative timber-steel composite beam has been prototyped at KTH 
Royal Institute of Technology of Stockholm. This structural member is composed of separated timber 
joists then joint together on site through a steel system composed of notched shear-keys and tensioned 
cables. Thus, this technology allows to obtain longer structural elements starting from smaller ones, 
allowing a considerable decrease of the total construction cost thanks to easiness in the 
transportation and handling on site. 
In this Section, after an overview on this innovative structural element, a mechanics-based analytical 
model able to describe its mechanical behaviour – both in term of internal forces and deflections- is 
presented. The model is then compared with the results obtained with a numerical model showing a 
very good agreement. It has finally been used to carry out a preliminary parametric analysis to 
investigate the performance of the system to the vary of the main mechanical and geometrical 
properties of the beam. 
The proposed analytical model is a reliable tool to predict the structural performance of the 
innovative composite system and it allows for a better comprehension of the mechanical phenomena 
involved in the structural response respect to analyses carried out with numerical models. 
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III.2.1 Chapter contents 
The main goal of this Section is to develop an analytical model able to predict both internal forces and 
displacements of an innovative composite timber-steel structure prototyped at KTH Royal Institute of 
Technology (Sweden) and studied through numerical analyses and a preliminary experimental campaign with 
four-point bending tests by Wang et al. [83].  
After an opening description of the structural system, the basic assumptions used to develop the model and its 
mathematical formulation will be described. The validation of the analytical model, carried out through 
comparison with numerical results, has shown the high accuracy provided in predicting the structural behavior 
of the composite beam. The analytical model will be used to identify the parameters that affect the structural 
behaviour and to evaluate how much each of them affect the structural performance of the beam. Finally, in 
order to show the potentiality of the model, a simple parametric analysis is carried out in order analyze the 
influence of different parameters on Serviceability Limit States (SLS) performance. 
The analytical model presented in this Section constitutes a powerful and versatile tool to rapidly carry out 
studies on the mechanical behavior of this novel technology, to design it and to accomplish parametric analyses 
for structural performance improvement and optimization. Actually, the tested configurations in a preliminary 
experimental campaign carried out at Moelven Industrier ASA (Töreboda, Sweden) [83] have been considered 
failed because of excessive deflections. Therefore, a reliable and manageable tool like an analytical model can 
be used to easily detect lacks in the innovative structural systems and to design structural improvements. The 
model will therefore be used to define which geometrical characteristics the experimental setup must have - 
given loads and materials – in order to obtain satisfiable deflections. The analytical model can also be used to 
carry out multi-parametric analyses for structural optimization - once implemented into a script - much faster 
respect to parametric analyses carried out with computationally-costly finite elements. 
III.2.2 Overview 
III.2.2.1 Description of the novel structural system 
Modern building conception require buildings with large open spaces and architectural flexibility. Traditional 
timber structures could not face these problems, mainly because the maximum dimensions of the structural 
elements were limited by the size of trees trunks from where the members where extruded by sawn. New 
engineered timber products, like glulam, allowed to create longer and higher structural members, overcoming 
the problems of create structural elements that were long the enough to cover the desire span and that had big 
moment of inertia. Anyway, these big timber structural elements have many drawbacks: they are difficult to 
transport from factory to site, their installation is complicated requiring big lifting machinery, they are difficult 
to produce and, as a consequence, they considerably increase the construction cost of the building. In order to 
solve these problems, an innovative timber-based hybrid system has been developed and studied by Crocetti 
R., Wang Y. & Wang T. [83] (Figure III.2-1).  
The composite timber-steel structural system is composed of timber joists connected together on site with a 
dry head-to-head joint (Figure III.2-2.a), steel shear-keys (Figure III.2-2.b) inserted in notches shaped on 
timber joists on production site (Figure III.2-2.c) and steel cables (Figure III.2-2.d). At the head-to-head 
interface it is inserted a steel plate in order to avoid the loss of strength and stiffness due to end grain contact 
compression [84] and on the upper lateral sides two steel plates are bolted to the timber in order to provide 
stabilization against relative lateral sliding between the two pieces of timber (Figure III.2-2.a). The steel strand 
has the structural function of adsorbing the tensile stresses necessary to guarantee the equilibrium in the mid-
jointed section, where timber presents a material discontinuity (Section III.2.3). 
The system allows to split the beams into two (or more) parts of equal length for easiness of transportation, 




system can also be applied to continuous timber beam in order to increase their strength and stiffness, 
especially for restoration purposes, but this aspect is out of the scopes of this Thesis and the reader is referred 
to Wang et al. [83] for further details. 
In order to properly design the notched connections, some recommendations should be followed [47]: 
• minimum notch depth of 2.0 cm and 1.5 cm respectively for softwood and hardwood; 
• minimum length of the notch of 15 cm; 
• inclination of 90° of notch cuts; 
• screws with a minimum diameter of 6 mm. 
Given ℎ𝑛𝑜𝑡𝑐ℎ the height of the timber notch (Figure III.2-2.c), it should be respected a minimum distance of 
0.8 ⋅ ℎ𝑛𝑜𝑡𝑐ℎ  between the end of the two internal notches and the beam mid-span section (Figure III.2-1), 
accordingly to EN 1995-1-1, NCI NA.12.1 (NA.4) [85], in order to achieve the maximum longitudinal shear 
strength without risk of brittle failure of timber. 
Preliminary experimental tests to explore the behavior of this composite structure have been carried out by 
Wang et al. [83]. The specimens of composite structures have been tested in a four-point loading condition, 
with a simply supported configuration and a quasi-static load with monotonic increment applied through a 
hydraulic jack with an integrated gauge to measure the applied pressure. 
III.2.2.2 Advantages and drawbacks of the novel technology 
There is an increased interest and demand within the construction sector to use timber-based composite 
structures. Timber is widely recognized as one of the most sustainable materials for construction purposes, and 
its engineered products (e.g. CLT and glulam) make possible to overcome the issue of dimensional limit of 
timber structural elements, allowing these structures to span to lengths similar to traditional materials (i.e. steel 
and concrete). 
There are anyway some issues relating these structures, like lower resistances and greater expense to transport 
and install big-size structural members. The composite timber-steel element proposed in [83] allows to work 
around these problems, since the desired span can be simply obtained by joining together smaller timber joists 
through steel cables and shear-keys. The main drawback of this technology may be represented by its 
potentially low resistance to fire action because of exposed steel at the intrados. A possible solution may be 




Figure III.2-1 – View of the timber-steel composite beam in a four-point loading simply-supported configuration. 









Figure III.2-2 – Details of the hybrid timber-steel beam: (a) joint plates, (b) steel shear-key, (c) timber notch and (d) 
anchorage of shear keys on timber beam. 
 
 





III.2.3 Analytical model description 
In the following, an analytical model used to derive in a closed-form solution both internal forces and short-
term deflections of the composite timber-steel structure illustrated in Section III.2.2.1 will be illustrated. A list 
of the symbols is reported in Table III.2-1. The model has been built assuming the same boundary and loading 
conditions adopted for the preliminary tests illustrated in Wang et al. [83], vis. a four-point loading structural 
scheme with two vertical forces comprised between the internal shear keys is assumed. (Figure III.2-1). This 
choice is primarily due to the fact that the analytical model has been ideated with the purpose of being a support 
tool to optimize and design future experimental tests that will be carried out on the novel composite structure. 
In add, guaranteeing the same loading conditions and boundaries of the test configuration, comparison between 
analytical and experimental outcomes will be possible providing a further validation of the model. With minor 
modifications it will be possible to extend the analytical model here developed to a general configuration of 
loads and boundaries (i.e. with concentrated forces placed outer the inner shear keys, distributed load q or a 
generic number of shear key connections). 
The simply supported composite beam behaviour has been schematized in the mechanical model represented 
in Figure III.2-3, adapting to the specific case the Vierendeel model usually suggested for isostatic composite 
structures with standard load distributions and uniform characteristics of connections [2]. 
The composite timber-steel structure is loaded with two vertical concentrated loads 𝐹 placed within the two 
internal shear keys, accordingly to the four-point loading configuration assumed in the preliminary 
experimental campaign [83]. The left load is placed at a longitudinal position 𝑧 equal to 𝑙𝐹, while the right one 
is symmetrically placed respect to the mid-section. 
The timber joist has been analytically modelled as a beam-type linear element, positioned along the barycentric 
axis of the wooden component. Therefore, the mechanical and geometrical characteristic that define its 
behaviour are the width and height of timber cross-section 𝐵 and 𝐻, the modulus of inertia 𝐼𝑇, the modulus of 
elasticity 𝐸𝑇  (equal to the modulus of elasticity of timber in the direction parallel to grain) and the shear 
modulus 𝐺. The steel cable component, positioned at a distance 𝑑 from the timber beam, is assumed to be 
placed at the middle of the height ℎ𝑠𝑘 of the plinth of the shear keys (Figure III.2-2.b) and has been modelled 
as a truss-type linear element. Therefore, the mechanical and geometrical characteristic that define its 
behaviour are the area of the cable 𝐴𝑏 and its modulus of elasticity 𝐸𝑏. The cross-sectional area of the steel 
cable 𝐴𝑏 and the cross-section dimensions of timber beam 𝐵 and 𝐻 are assumed constant for every position 𝑧 
along the structure. 
The shear key connections are four, two external and two internal, placed symmetrically respect to the mid-
section. The positions of the left external and internal shear keys are respectively 𝑙𝑒𝑥 and 𝑙𝑖𝑛. The shear keys 
have been modelled as rigid bodies connected to the upper timber beam and the lower steel cable. The partial 
interaction between timber beam and steel cable is modelled through discrete linear springs with a stiffness 
𝑘𝑠𝑒𝑟. This stiffness value is due to the compression of timber of the notch by the steel shear key, considering 
negligible the shear contribution of the screws (Figure III.2-2.d). 
A hinge is placed at mid-span with an eccentricity 𝑑∗ − 𝑑 respect to the timber beam axis, where 𝑑∗ is the 
distance between the axis itself and the resultant compressive force 𝐹𝑐 acting at the interface between the two 
pieces of beam. Actually, the timber material discontinuity at mid-span is able to transmit only axial 
compression loads (and some shear because of friction in case of asymmetrical loading conditions), therefore 
the mechanical behaviour can be represented by a hinge placed on the resultants of the compressive force 𝐹𝑐. 
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Table III.2-1– List of notations used in the analytical model. 
Symbol Description 
a Position of the bending moment 𝑚 respect to the left support 
Ab Cross-sectional area of the steel cable 
B Width of the timber beam section 
C Barycentre of the timber beam section 
𝑐δ𝑒𝑥 Displacement of the stiff bar of model in Figure III.2-9 due to δ𝑒𝑥 
𝑐δ𝑖𝑛 Displacement of the stiff bar of model in Figure III.2-9 due to δ𝑖𝑛 
d Distance between the barycentre of the timber beam and the axis of the cable 
d* Lever arm between tensile and compressive forces in the mid-section 
Eb Elastic modulus of the steel of the cable 
ET Elastic modulus of timber in parallel to grain direction 
F Vertical load 
fb Yielding strength of steel of cable 
Fc Compressive force acting on the mid-section 
fc Yielding strength of timber material in parallel to grain direction 
G Timber shear modulus 
H Height of the timber beam cross- section 
hnotch Notch height 
hsk Height of the plinth of the shear key 
Iid Moment of inertia of the area of the composite timber-steel beam 
IT Moment of inertia of timber beam section 
ka,ex Axial stiffness of timber beam portion comprised between the external shear keys 
ka,in Axial stiffness of timber beam portion comprised between the internal shear keys 
kb Axial stiffness of cable portion between external and internal shear keys 
kex Axial stiffness of external equivalent spring of the mechanical model in Figure III.2-9 
kin Axial stiffness of internal equivalent spring of the mechanical model in Figure III.2-9 
krot Elastic rotational stiffness of the timber beam at a generic cross-section  
krot,ex Elastic rotational stiffness of the timber cross-section beam placed at 𝑧 = 𝑙𝑒𝑥 
krot,in Elastic rotational stiffness of the timber cross-section beam placed at 𝑧 = 𝑙𝑖𝑛 
kser Notch stiffness 
kT Axial stiffness of half of the timber beam part between the internal shear keys 
kT,ex Axial stiffness at the cable level due to the elastic rotational stiffness krot,ex 
kT,in Axial stiffness at the cable level due to the elastic rotational stiffness krot,in 
L Beam span 
lex Position of the external shear key connection measured from the left support 
lF Position of the concentrated load 𝐹 
lin Position of the internal shear key connection measured from the left support 
M Bending moment on timber beam 
m Concentrated bending moment acting on timber beam 
ME Bending moment acting in the composite timber-steel mid-section 
mex Bending moment acting on timber beam due to force Tex on external shear key 
𝑚𝐹𝑐 Localized bending moment at mid-span due to eccentricity of force Fc 
min Bending moment acting on timber beam due to force Tex on internal shear key 
MR,el Resistant bending elastic moment of mid-section of the composite structure 
MT,E Bending moment acting in the timber beam mid-section 
N Axial force on timber beam 
n Composite steel to timber material homogenization coefficient 
T Tensile force in the part of the cable comprised between the internal shear keys 
T*ex Shear force on the external shear key when displacements δex and δin are null 
T*in Shear force on the internal shear key when displacements δex and δin are null 
Tex Tensile force in the cable part between external and internal shear keys 
v Timber beam vertical deflection 
𝑉 Shear force on timber beam 




(continued from the previous page) 
vel Elastic vertical deflection contribution 
𝑣𝐹𝑐 Timber beam elastic deflection due to the eccentricity of the compressive force 𝐹𝑐 
𝑣𝑚𝑒𝑥 Elastic deformation of timber beam due to mex 
𝑣𝑚𝑖𝑛 Elastic deformation of timber beam due to min 
vmax Timber beam vertical deflection measured at mid-span section 
vrig Rigid vertical deflection contribution 
vrig,max Rigid vertical deflection measured at mid-span 
vsh Shear deformation of timber beam 
x Neutral axis position at mid-section respect to the compressed side 
z Position of the generic cross-section of the timber beam measured from the left support 
δex Horizontal displacement at the cable level due to rotation φ𝑒𝑥 
δin Horizontal displacement at the cable level due to rotation φ𝑖𝑛 
Δlb Half elongation of steel cable part comprised between the two internal shear keys 
Δlmid Half of the maximum (at lower level) gap opening at mid-span interface 
Δlnotch Horizontal displacement due to timber compression in the internal notch 
Δlsk Horizontal displacement due to rotation of the internal shear key 
ΔlT Elastic shortening of half of the timber beam axis due to force Fc 
δm(z) Horizontal displacement at the level of the cable due to rotation 𝜑𝑚(𝑧) 
ΔTex Variation of shear force on external shear keys due to displacements δex and δin 
Δ𝑇𝑒𝑥,δ𝑒𝑥 Variation of shear force on external shear keys due to δex 
Δ𝑇𝑒𝑥,δ𝑖𝑛 Variation of shear force on internal shear keys due to δin 
ε Arbitrarily small little value 
εb Tensile strain of steel of the cable 
εb,y Yielding tensile strain of steel of the cable 
εT Compressive strain of timber 
εT,y Yielding compressive strain of timber 
σb Tensile stress on the steel cable 
σb,y Yielding tensile stress of steel of the cable 
σT Compressive stress on timber 
𝜑 Cross-section rotation of the beam 
𝜑𝑒𝑙 Timber beam cross-section elastic rotation 
φ𝑒𝑥 Elastic rotation of the external shear key due to Fc and min 
𝜑𝐹𝑐 Elastic rotation of timber beam cross-section due to Fc 
𝜑𝐹𝑐(𝑧) Elastic rotation of timber beam cross-section placed in 𝑧 due to Fc 
𝜑𝑖𝑛 Elastic rotation of the internal shear key due to Fc and mex 
φ𝑚(𝑧) Elastic rotation of timber beam section placed at position 𝑧 due to 𝑚 
𝜑𝑚𝑒𝑥 Elastic rotation of timber beam cross-section due to mex 
𝜑𝑚𝑒𝑥(𝑧) Elastic rotation of timber beam cross-section placed in 𝑧 due to mex 
𝜑𝑚𝑖𝑛 Elastic rotation of timber beam cross-section due to min 
𝜑𝑚𝑖𝑛(𝑧) Elastic rotation of timber beam cross-section placed in 𝑧 due to min 
𝜑𝑟𝑖𝑔 Rigid rotation contribution of the beam 
χel,max Maximum curvature of the mid-section that allow materials to behave elastically 
𝛷𝑏 Steel cable diameter 
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III.2.3.1 Basic assumptions 
In order to develop the analytical model, some assumptions, developed fulfilling the compatibility and 
equilibrium conditions of the composite section, have been made: 
• Euler-Bernoulli beam theory is assumed to describe the behaviour of the timber beam; 
• little displacements are assumed; 
• linear behaviour of materials, geometry and boundaries are assumed, but elasto-plastic behaviour of 
timber (Figure III.2-4.a) and steel of the cable (Figure III.2-4.b) is assumed for the calculation of the 
position of the neutral axis respect to compressed corner of the cross-section 𝑥, see Section III.2.3.2.1; 
• rheological behaviour of timber (i.e. creep and mechano-sorptive phenomena) is disregarded; 
• the effects of swelling and shrinkage of timber are disregarded; 
• vertical deformation of supports and local crushing or deformations due to compression perpendicular 
to grain at supports is disregarded. 
As previously mentioned, the model has been developed within the boundary and load conditions of the 
experimental setup [83], therefore with a total of four shear keys - two external and two internal - and two 
vertical loads 𝐹 placed within the two internal shear keys (Figure III.2-3). 
III.2.3.2 Composite beam internal forces 
III.2.3.2.1 Tensile force on the cable 
To determine the value of the tension force T acting on the portion of the steel cable comprised between the 
internal shear keys, it is firstly necessary to derive the position of the neutral axis 𝑥 respect the compressed 
corner of the mid-span composite section. As stated in Section III.2.3.1, the constitutive laws of both timber 




Figure III.2-4 – Elasto-plastic constitutive laws of (a) timber and (b) steel of the cable for the calculation of the neutral 
axis position on the composite mid-section. 
 
It must therefore firstly be distinguished whether the mid-span composite section reacts elastically or 
plastically to resist the applied external force. Hence, the maximum resistant elastic bending moment 𝑀𝑅,𝑒𝑙 of 
the composite beam is firstly derived. To do this, it is necessary to evaluate the maximum curvature of the 
composite mid-section that allows to react elastically χ𝑒𝑙,𝑚𝑎𝑥. Its value is given as the minimum one between 
the two possible cases (Figure III.2-5). In the first one, named “Case 1”, the elastic limit is reached by the 
upper compressed timber fiber of the mid-section, while in the second one, named “Case 2”, the elastic limit 





Figure III.2-5 – Maximum elastic curvature χel,max of the composite mid-section: Case 1 (yielded timber) and Case 2 
(yielded steel). 
 












where 𝑇,𝑦 is the yielding compressive strain of timber, 𝑏,𝑦 is the yielding compressive strain of the steel 
cable, 𝑥 is the position of the neutral axis, 𝐻 is the height of the section and ℎ𝑠𝑘 is the height of the plinth of 
the shear key. 
The maximum resisting elastic bending moment of the composite beam is therefore: 
𝑀𝑅,𝑒𝑙 = χ𝑒𝑙,𝑚𝑎𝑥 ⋅ 𝐸𝑇 ⋅ 𝐼𝑖𝑑 (III.2-2) 
where 𝐸𝑇 is the elastic modulus of the timber parallel to the grain (that can therefore be assumed equal to 













 is the section homogenization coefficient, 𝐸𝑏 is the elastic modulus of the steel of the cable and 
𝐴𝑏 is the cross-sectional area of the steel cable. 
Given 𝑀𝐸 the bending moment acting on the composite mid-section, the value of the position of the neutral 
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If the section behaves plastically (i.e. 𝑀𝐸  ≥ 𝑀𝑅,𝑒𝑙) with materials beyond the yielding limit, the position of 
the neutral axis 𝑥, assumed a stress-block behaviour of timber with a depth of 0.8 ⋅ 𝑥 accordingly to “Method 






















where 𝑓𝑐 is the yielding strength of timber material. 
 
 
Figure III.2-6 –Position of the neutral axis x in the mid-section with plastic behavior of the composite mid-section. 
 
The lever arm 𝑑∗ between the compressive and tensile forces of the mid-section of the composite timber-steel 
structure in case of elastic and plastic behavior (Figure III.2-6) is given respectively by equations (III.2-6) and 
(III.2-7): 







𝑑∗ = 𝐻 +
ℎ𝑠𝑘
2
− 0.4 ⋅ 𝑥 (III.2-7) 
Finally, the tensile stress 𝑇 in the internal part of the cable (i.e. the one comprised between the two internal 





III.2.3.2.2 Shear force on connections 
In order to derive the entity of the shear forces acting on the shear keys it is necessary to analyze the behavior 
of each component of the composite beam, i.e. cable, shear keys and timber beam. Therefore, differently from 
the previous Section III.2.3.2.1 where to derive the tensile force 𝑇 the structure has been analyzed with a 
composite cross-sectional analysis, in the current Section and in the following Section III.2.3.2.3 a component 
approach is adopted, analyzing the mutual mechanical interactions between each component of the timber-
steel hybrid member. The tensile force 𝑇 acting on the internal portion of cable (i.e. the one comprised between 
the two internal shear keys) is distributed as shear forces among the external and internal shear keys 
proportionally to the stiffness of the external portion of the cable (i.e. the one comprised between the external 
and internal shear keys) and inversely proportionally to the shear key deformability. Actually, shear keys are 




deformability with stiffness 𝑘𝑠𝑒𝑟, and they rotate respectively of 𝜑𝑒𝑥 and 𝜑𝑖𝑛 because of elastic deflections of 




Figure III.2-7 – Mechanical model to determine the distribution of the tensile force acting on the cable between the 
external and internal shear keys: (a) general and (b) detailed representation. 
 
It is therefore possible to reproduce the mechanical behaviour of the composite structure with a mechanical 
model composed of two parallel springs with the stiffness 𝑘𝑒𝑥 and 𝑘𝑖𝑛, each holding an amount of tension 
respectively equal to 𝑇𝑒𝑥 for the external shear key and 𝑇 − 𝑇𝑒𝑥 for the internal one (Figure III.2-7.a), with 
both springs anchored to supports that displace of  𝛿𝑒𝑥 and 𝛿𝑖𝑛 because of rotations of timber beam 𝜑𝑒𝑥 and 
𝜑𝑖𝑛  (Figure III.2-7.a). Stiffnesses 𝑘𝑒𝑥  and 𝑘𝑖𝑛  can be derived from a more detailed model, represented in 
Figure III.2-7.b, where: 
• 𝑘𝑟𝑜𝑡,𝑒𝑥   and 𝑘𝑟𝑜𝑡,𝑖𝑛 are the rotational stiffness of the timber beam, respectively at 𝑧 = 𝑙𝑒𝑥 and 𝑧 = 𝑙𝑖𝑛; 
• ε is an arbitrarily small little value, meaning that its distance is reported in the figure only for merely 
graphical purposes, and it is considered null when doing calculations on the forces acting on the 
mechanical model; 
• 𝑘𝑠𝑒𝑟 is the stiffness of the notched shear connection, whose values are derived accordingly to [87]; 
• 𝑘𝑏 is the stiffness of the portion cable between the external and the internal shear key; 
• 𝑘𝑎,𝑒𝑥 is the axial stiffness of the portion of timber beam comprised between the external shear keys; 
• 𝑘𝑎,𝑖𝑛 is the axial stiffness of the portion of timber beam comprised between the internal shear keys; 
• 𝜑𝑒𝑥 is the elastic rotation of the external shear key due to 𝐹𝑐 and 𝑚𝑖𝑛; 
• 𝜑𝑖𝑛 is the elastic rotation of the internal shear key due to 𝐹𝑐 and 𝑚𝑒𝑥; 
• 𝜑𝑚𝑒𝑥(𝑙𝑒𝑥)  is the elastic rotation of the external shear key due to 𝑚𝑒𝑥; 
• 𝜑𝑚𝑖𝑛(𝑙𝑖𝑛) is the elastic rotation of the internal shear key due to 𝑚𝑖𝑛; 
• 𝛿𝑒𝑥 and 𝛿𝑖𝑛 are the horizontal displacement at the cable level due respectively to rotation 𝜑𝑒𝑥 and 𝜑𝑖𝑛. 
The mechanical model represented in Figure III.2-7.b can hence be transformed in a new one, represented in 
Figure III.2-8, where the rotational stiffnesses 𝑘𝑟𝑜𝑡,𝑒𝑥   and 𝑘𝑟𝑜𝑡,𝑖𝑛 have been converted into the corresponding 
translational ones 𝑘𝑇,𝑒𝑥 =
𝑘𝑟𝑜𝑡,𝑒𝑥
𝑑2
 and 𝑘𝑇,𝑖𝑛 =
𝑘𝑟𝑜𝑡,𝑖𝑛
𝑑2
, where 𝑑 is the distance between the barycentre of the 
timber beam 𝐶 and the cable axis. 
 




Figure III.2-8 – Mechanical model of axial springs only to determine the distribution of tensile force T in the portion of 
cable among the internal shear keys. 
 
Therefore, the stiffness contributions that affect the distribution of the tensile force in the mid-section among 
the external and internal shear keys are: 
















, axial stiffness of the portion of cable comprised between the external and the internal 
shear keys, where 𝐸𝑏 is the modulus of elasticity of the cable and 𝐴𝑏 is the cross-sectional area of the 
cable; 
• 𝑘𝑇,𝑒𝑥 and 𝑘𝑇,𝑖𝑛, axial stiffnesses contribution at the cable level due to the elastic rotational stiffnesses 
of timber beam in the section of the shear key 𝑘𝑟𝑜𝑡,𝑒𝑥  and 𝑘𝑟𝑜𝑡,𝑖𝑛  (see Equations (III.2-17) and 
(III.2-18)). 
It is therefore possible to derive2 the total axial stiffnesses 𝑘𝑒𝑥 and 𝑘𝑖𝑛 of the two shear keys (Figure III.2-7.a): 
𝑘𝑒𝑥 =
𝑘𝑇,𝑒𝑥 ∙ 𝑘𝑠𝑒𝑟 ∙ 𝑘𝑏 ∙ 𝑘𝑎,𝑒𝑥
𝑘𝑇,𝑒𝑥 ∙ 𝑘𝑠𝑒𝑟 ∙ 𝑘𝑏 + 𝑘𝑇,𝑒𝑥 ∙ 𝑘𝑎,𝑒𝑥 ∙ 𝑘𝑏 + 𝑘𝑇,𝑒𝑥 ∙ 𝑘𝑠𝑒𝑟 ∙ 𝑘𝑎,𝑒𝑥 + 𝑘𝑎,𝑒𝑥 ∙ 𝑘𝑠𝑒𝑟 ∙ 𝑘𝑏
 (III.2-9) 
𝑘𝑖𝑛 =
𝑘𝑠𝑒𝑟 ∙ 𝑘𝑇,𝑖𝑛 ∙ 𝑘𝑎,𝑖𝑛
𝑘𝑠𝑒𝑟 ∙ 𝑘𝑇,𝑖𝑛 + 𝑘𝑇,𝑖𝑛 ∙ 𝑘𝑎,𝑖𝑛 + 𝑘𝑠𝑒𝑟 ∙ 𝑘𝑎,𝑖𝑛
 (III.2-10) 
In add to the stiffnesses 𝑘𝑒𝑥  and 𝑘𝑖𝑛  of each shear key, their horizontal displacements 𝛿𝑒𝑥  and 𝛿𝑖𝑛 , due 
respectively to the elastic rotations 𝜑𝑒𝑙(𝑙𝑒𝑥) and 𝜑𝑒𝑙(𝑙𝑖𝑛) (see Equations (III.2-25) and (III.2-26)), affect the 
distribution of 𝑇 among the connections. In order to evaluate this effect, the mechanical models represented in 
Figure III.2-9.a and b are considered. This model is derived from the one shown in Figure III.2-7.a once one 
of the two moving support is fixed3. Given 𝑇𝑒𝑥
∗  and 𝑇𝑖𝑛
∗  the forces acting on the springs of the mechanical 
models of Figure III.2-9 when the movable support has a null displacement (δ𝑒𝑥 = 0 and δ𝑖𝑛 = 0), it is 
 
















the calculation can be carried out for the internal shear key. 
3 This mechanical model neglects the mutual effect of the displacements at supports. The variation of forces acting on the 
springs of the mechanical model in Figure III.2-9 due to displacement of the movable support may cause an elastic 
displacement of the other support, that in this mechanical model is considered rigid but in the real case is elastic. Anyway, 
this assumption does not affect the accuracy of results, since this effect can be considered negligible, as proved by the 




possible to obtain4 the variation of the force 𝑇𝑒𝑥
∗  due to displacements 𝛿𝑒𝑥 and 𝛿𝑖𝑛, respectively  ∆𝑇𝑒𝑥,𝛿𝑒𝑥 and 
∆𝑇𝑒𝑥,𝛿𝑖𝑛: 








Hence, the variation of the shear force on the external shear key ∆𝑇𝑒𝑥 due to the horizontal displacements of 
both the shear keys 𝛿𝑒𝑥 and 𝛿𝑖𝑛 (Equations (III.2-25) and (III.2-26)) is: 







Figure III.2-9 – Mechanical model to derive the variation of shear force in the external shear key due to elastic 
displacements (a) δex and (b) δin. 
 
It is therefore finally possible to derive the shear force acting on the external shear keys: 
𝑇𝑒𝑥 = 𝑇 ∙
𝑘𝑒𝑥
𝑘𝑒𝑥 + 𝑘𝑖𝑛




In order to define the elastic rotational stiffnesses 𝑘𝑟𝑜𝑡,𝑒𝑥 and 𝑘𝑟𝑜𝑡,𝑖𝑛 of timber beam sections placed at 𝑧 = 𝑙𝑒𝑥 
and 𝑧 = 𝑙𝑖𝑛, it is firstly necessary to analyze the loads acting on the beam, represented in Figure III.2-10.a for 
one of the two symmetrically loaded parts. The eccentricity 𝑑 of the forces 𝑇𝑒𝑥 and 𝑇− 𝑇𝑒𝑥 transmitted by the 
cable to the timber joist through respectively the external and the internal shear keys determine two localized 
 
4 Given 𝑐δ𝑒𝑥  and 𝑐δ𝑖𝑛  the displacements of the stiff bar of models in Figure III.2-9 due to the respectively the displacement 
𝛿𝑒𝑥 and δ𝑖𝑛, from linear constitutive laws it is possible to write: 
Δ𝑇𝑒𝑥,δ𝑖𝑛 = 𝑐δ𝑖𝑛 ⋅ 𝑘𝑒𝑥 
Δ𝑇𝑖𝑛,δ𝑖𝑛 = (𝑐δ𝑖𝑛 − δ𝑖𝑛) ⋅ 𝑘𝑖𝑛 
Δ𝑇𝑖𝑛,δ𝑒𝑥 = 𝑐δ𝑒𝑥 ⋅ 𝑘𝑖𝑛 
Δ𝑇𝑒𝑥,δ𝑒𝑥 = (𝑐δ𝑒𝑥 − δ𝑒𝑥) ⋅ 𝑘𝑒𝑥 
Then, for equilibrium: 
𝛥𝑇𝑒𝑥,𝛿𝑖𝑛 = −𝛥𝑇𝑖𝑛,𝛿𝑖𝑛 
Δ𝑇𝑒𝑥,δ𝑒𝑥 = −Δ𝑇𝑖𝑛,δ𝑒𝑥  
It is therefore possible to derive the displacements 𝑐δ𝑒𝑥  and 𝑐δ𝑖𝑛: 








from which Equations (III.2-11) and (III.2-12) can be finally derived. 
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bending moments 𝑚𝑒𝑥 = −𝑇𝑒𝑥 ⋅ 𝑑 and 𝑚𝑖𝑛 = (𝑇𝑒𝑥 − 𝑇) ⋅ 𝑑, respectively placed at 𝑧 = 𝑙𝑒𝑥  and 𝑧 = 𝑙𝑖𝑛 . In 
add, the eccentricity 𝑑 − 𝑑∗ of the compressive force 𝐹𝑐 acting at mid-span produces a bending moment on the 
timber beam equal to 𝑚𝐹𝑐 = 𝐹𝑐 ∙ (𝑑 − 𝑑
∗) = 𝑇 ∙ (𝑑 − 𝑑∗), placed at 𝑧 = 𝑙𝐹 . These three localized bending 
moments are balanced by a torque given by two forces 𝐹 with lever arm 𝑙𝐹. It is therefore worth noting that 
this loading configuration is statically equivalent to the isostatic one represented in Figure III.2-10.b, obtained 




Figure III.2-10 – (a) Forces acting on one of the two parts of the symmetrically loaded timber beam and (b) its statically 
equivalent isostatic system. 
 
Considered therefore a localized bending moment 𝑚  acting at a distance 𝑎  from the left support (Figure 
III.2-11), and given 𝐼𝑇 the modulus of inertia of the timber beam, it is possible to derive
5 the rotation of the 











Therefore, imposing 𝑎 = 𝑙𝑒𝑥, it is possible to obtain the elastic rotation of the timber beam section placed 












Imposing therefore a unitary value for the rotation 𝜑𝑚(𝑙𝑒𝑥), the rotational stiffness of the timber beam in the 




2 − 3𝑙𝑒𝑥𝑙𝐹 + 3𝑙𝑒𝑥
2  (III.2-17) 





2 − 3𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑙𝐹 + 3𝑙𝑖𝑛
2  (III.2-18) 
 
 
5 The elastic rotation 𝜑𝑚(𝑧) of a section of the timber beam placed at a generic coordinate 𝑧 due to the bending moment 











2 − 6𝑎𝑙𝐹 + 3𝑎
2) 





Figure III.2-11 – Elastic deformation of the timber beam due to a concentrated bending moment m at distance a from 
the left support. 
 
The displacements at the cable level 𝛿𝑒𝑥 and 𝛿𝑖𝑛 (Figure III.2-12) are due to the elastic rotations of the timber 
beam where respectively the external and internal shear keys are placed, 𝜑𝑒𝑥 and 𝜑𝑖𝑛. These rotations can be 
derived as the sum of two different force contributions that elastically bend the timber beam: (i) the 
compressive force 𝐹𝑐 acting in the mid-section and (ii) the forces acting on the shear keys, 𝑇𝑒𝑥 and 𝑇𝑒𝑥 − 𝑇 
respectively for the external and internal one. It is actually possible to write the following two equations: 
𝜑𝑒𝑥 = 𝜑𝑚𝑖𝑛(𝑙𝑒𝑥) + 𝜑𝐹𝑐(𝑙𝑒𝑥) (III.2-19) 
𝜑𝑖𝑛 = 𝜑𝑚𝑒𝑥(𝑙𝑖𝑛) + 𝜑𝐹𝑐(𝑙𝑖𝑛) (III.2-20) 
where 𝜑𝑚𝑖𝑛(𝑙𝑒𝑥) is the rotation of the external shear key caused by the bending moment 𝑚𝑖𝑛, 𝜑𝑚𝑒𝑥(𝑙𝑖𝑛) is the 
rotation of the internal shear key caused by the bending moment 𝑚𝑒𝑥, while 𝜑𝐹𝑐(𝑙𝑒𝑥) and 𝜑𝐹𝑐(𝑙𝑖𝑛) are the 
rotations of respectively the external and the internal shear keys due to the eccentric force 𝐹𝑐 acting on the mid-
section. 
The compressive force 𝐹𝑐 actually has an eccentricity 𝑑 − 𝑑
∗ to the neutral axis (Figure III.2-5 and Figure 
III.2-6), causing therefore a bending moment 𝑚𝐹𝑐 = 𝐹𝑐 ∙ (𝑑 − 𝑑
∗) = 𝑇 ∙ (𝑑 − 𝑑∗) whose deflection can be 
calculated using the model in Figure III.2-12, that, for the reasons previously exposed assumes the right support 
being placed where the concentrated vertical load F is positioned in the composite timber-steel structure 
(Figure III.2-3). 
 
Figure III.2-12 – Elastic deformation of the timber beam due to eccentric force Fc. 
 
Therefore, the horizontal displacements 𝛿𝐹𝑐(𝑙𝑒𝑥) and δ𝐹𝑐(𝑙𝑖𝑛) at the cable level due to 𝐹𝑐, respectively at the 
external and internal shear keys, are equal to: 
𝛿𝐹𝑐(𝑙𝑒𝑥) =





















where 𝑑∗ is the lever arm between the compressive and tensional forces in the mid-section. 
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In addition to the contribution of 𝐹𝑐, it must also be considered that the forces acting on the shear keys have an 
eccentricity 𝑑 respect to the axis of the timber joist (Figure III.2-3) that determines bending moments 𝑚𝑒𝑥 =
−𝑇𝑒𝑥 ⋅ 𝑑 and 𝑚𝑖𝑛 = (𝑇𝑒𝑥 − 𝑇) ⋅ 𝑑, respectively for the external and internal shear keys. These concentrated 
bending moments determine horizontal displacements 𝛿𝑚𝑖𝑛(𝑙𝑒𝑥) and 𝛿𝑚𝑒𝑥(𝑙𝑖𝑛), respectively on the external 
and internal shear keys (see Figure III.2-11), whose values are6: 
𝛿𝑚𝑖𝑛(𝑙𝑒𝑥) =






























− 𝑙𝑖𝑛) (III.2-24) 
where 𝑑 is the distance between the cable axis and the timber beam axis (Figure III.2-3). 
Therefore, the total horizontal displacements 𝛿𝑒𝑥  and 𝛿𝑖𝑛  on the shear key connections can be simply 
calculated as the sum of the two contributions: 
𝛿𝑒𝑥 = 𝛿𝐹𝑐(𝑙𝑒𝑥) + 𝛿𝑚𝑖𝑛(𝑙𝑒𝑥) (III.2-25) 
𝛿𝑖𝑛 = δ𝐹𝑐(𝑙𝑖𝑛) + 𝛿𝑚𝑒𝑥(𝑙𝑖𝑛) (III.2-26) 
III.2.3.2.3 Bending moment on timber beam 
Since the analytical model is developed within the hypothesis of linearity, the bending moment acting on the 
timber beam can be calculated as the sum of three contributions (Figure III.2-10): 
• bending moment caused by the vertical concentrated loads 𝐹; 
• bending moment transferred by external shear keys 𝑚𝑒𝑥; 
• bending moment transferred by internal shear keys 𝑚𝑖𝑛. 
From the resulting bending moment diagram of the timber component (Figure III.2-13) it can be noticed that 
the presence of the forces transmitted by the cable to the timber joist through the shear keys contribute to 
reduce the bending moment acting on timber respect to the case of a simple timber beam, highlighting that 
anyway this beneficial effect is only partial since there is an increment of axial compressive force acting on it. 
It is worth noting that in the mid-section there is not a null value of the bending moment, contrary to what it 
can be expected at a first glance for the presence of material discontinuity, and it is equal to: 
𝑀𝑇,𝐸 = 𝐹 ⋅ 𝑙𝐹 +𝑚𝑒𝑥 +𝑚𝑖𝑛 = 𝐹 ⋅ 𝑙𝐹
𝑑∗ − 𝑑
𝑑∗
= 𝑇(𝑑∗ − 𝑑) (III.2-27) 




6 Actually, 𝑚𝑖𝑛 causes a rotation on the external shear key 𝜑𝑚𝑖𝑛(𝑙𝑒𝑥) and, vice-versa, 𝑚𝑒𝑥 causes a rotation 𝜑𝑚𝑒𝑥(𝑙𝑖𝑛) on 
the internal shear key, whose values are: 
  
𝜑𝑚𝑖𝑛(𝑙𝑒𝑥) =

































Figure III.2-13 – Bending moment on the timber component of the timber-steel hybrid beam. 
 
III.2.3.3 Composite beam short-term deflections 
The total beam deflection 𝑣 is given by the sum of two contributions: a rigid displacement 𝑣𝑟𝑖𝑔, due to the 
elongation of the cable between the internal shear keys (Section III.2.3.3.1), and the elastic deformation of the 
timber element 𝑣𝑒𝑙: 
𝑣 = 𝑣𝑟𝑖𝑔 + 𝑣𝑒𝑙 (III.2-28) 
Similarly, the rotation of a generic section 𝜑 is the sum of a rigid 𝜑𝑟𝑖𝑔 and an elastic 𝜑𝑒𝑙 contribution: 
𝜑 = 𝜑𝑟𝑖𝑔 + 𝜑𝑒𝑙 (III.2-29) 
In the following, the formulations to derive the addends of Equations (III.2-28) and (III.2-29) will be shown. 
III.2.3.3.1 Rigid contribution 
The rigid contribution to the vertical deflection of the beam is due to the elongation of the tensioned steel cable 
comprised between the two internal shear-keys. The elongation of this part of the cable determines a gap 
opening in the timber mid-section interface where two timber joists are placed side by side. Since the two 
segments of the cable placed among external and internal shear keys do not contribute in activating the rigid 
mechanism represented in Figure III.2-14, the contribution of the shear forces acting on the external shear keys 
and the tensile force acting on the external portions of the cable are disregarded in the current Section. 
The rigid displacement in the mid-section of the beam 𝑣𝑟𝑖𝑔,𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 𝑣𝑟𝑖𝑔 (
𝐿
2
) =  𝜑𝑟𝑖𝑔 ⋅
𝐿
2
 is due to the rigid 








) ⋅ (1 −
𝑑
𝑑∗













7 From the imposition of the displacements compatibility it is possible to write (Figure III.2-15): 
∆𝑙𝑏 = ∆𝑙𝑚𝑖𝑑 + ∆𝑙𝑠𝑘 − ∆𝑙𝑇 − ∆𝑙𝑛𝑜𝑡𝑐ℎ 
Therefore, since (Figure III.2-14): 
• ∆𝑙𝑚𝑖𝑑 = 𝜑 (
𝐿
2








• 𝛥𝑙𝑠𝑘 = 𝜑𝑠𝑘 ⋅ 𝑑 
• 𝜑(𝑙𝑖𝑛) = 𝜑𝑟𝑖𝑔 − 𝜑𝑒𝑙(𝑙𝑖𝑛) 
it is possible to write the following equation: 
𝛥𝑙𝑏 = (𝜑𝑟𝑖𝑔 − 𝜑𝑒𝑙 (
𝐿
2
)) ⋅ (𝑑∗ − 𝑑) + (𝜑𝑟𝑖𝑔 − 𝜑𝑒𝑙(𝑙𝑖𝑛)) ⋅ 𝑑 − 𝛥𝑙𝑇 − 𝛥𝑙𝑛𝑜𝑡𝑐ℎ 
from which it is possible to derive the equation of 𝜑𝑟𝑖𝑔. 
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− 𝑙𝑖𝑛)  is the elongation of half of the part of the steel cable comprised 




) = 𝜑𝐹𝑐 (
𝐿
2
) + 𝜑𝑚𝑖𝑛 (
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2
) + 𝜑𝑚𝑒𝑥 (
𝐿
2
)  is the elastic rotation in the mid-section of the timber 













) , elastic rotation in the mid-section due to the eccentric 














), elastic rotation in the mid-section due to the bending 














𝑙𝐹) , elastic rotation in the mid-section due to the bending 
moment acting on the external shear key 𝑚𝑒𝑥. 
• 𝜑𝑒𝑙(𝑙𝑖𝑛) = 𝜑𝐹𝑐(𝑙𝑖𝑛) + 𝜑𝑚𝑖𝑛(𝑙𝑖𝑛) + 𝜑𝑚𝑒𝑥(𝑙𝑖𝑛) is the elastic rotation of the section of the timber beam 
placed where the internal shear key is positioned (in the following labelled as “shear key beam cross-











), elastic rotation of the internal shear key beam cross-section 











), elastic rotation of the internal shear key beam cross-















) , elastic rotation of the internal shear key beam 










− 𝑙𝑖𝑛) is the elastic shortening of half of the timber beam comprised between 




 is the horizontal displacement due to compression of timber of the internal notch. 
 







Figure III.2-15 – Schematic representation of the displacement contributions to the rigid rotation of the beam derived 
from the mechanical model represented in Figure III.2-14. 
 
III.2.3.3.2 Elastic contribution 
The elastic displacement contribution 𝑣𝑒𝑙 is due to the elastic deformations in the timber beam due both to 
bending moments and shear forces acting along its length, and it is the sum of four sub-contributions: 
• bending deformation 𝑣𝐹𝑐 due to the eccentricity of the compressive force 𝐹𝑐 in the mid-section; 
• bending deformation 𝑣𝑚𝑒𝑥 due to the localized bending moment 𝑚𝑒𝑥 acting on the external shear key 
connection; 
• bending deformation 𝑣𝑚𝑖𝑛 due to the localized bending moment 𝑚𝑖𝑛 acting on the internal shear key; 
• shear deformation 𝑣𝑠ℎ due to shear force 𝑉 acting on timber beam. 
It is worth noting that the shear deformability contribution 𝑣𝑠ℎ has been considered since it can be considerable 
also for quite stocky beams because of a low shear modulus 𝐺 of wooden materials.  
Therefore, it is possible to write the following equation: 
𝑣𝑒𝑙 = 𝑣𝐹𝑐 + 𝑣𝑚𝑒𝑥 + 𝑣𝑚𝑖𝑛 + 𝑣𝑠ℎ (III.2-31) 
In the following the formulations of the three sub-contributions will be shown only for the left part of the 
composite beam, being easy to derive them for the right part for symmetry. 





















































































  (III.2-33) 
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  (III.2-34) 










⋅ 𝐵 ⋅ 𝐻 ⋅ 𝐺
, 𝑖𝑓 𝑧 ∈ [0; 𝑙𝐹]
𝐹 ⋅ 𝑙𝐹
5
6 ⋅ 𝐵 ⋅ 𝐻 ⋅ 𝐺





Likewise, the elastic rotation of a generic cross-section 𝜑𝑒𝑙 is the sum of three sub-contributions: 
• elastic rotation 𝜑𝐹𝑐 due to the eccentricity of the compressive force 𝐹𝑐 in the mid-section; 
• elastic rotation 𝜑𝑚𝑒𝑥 due to the localized bending moment 𝑚𝑒𝑥 acting on the external shear key; 
• elastic rotation 𝜑𝑚𝑖𝑛 due to the localized bending moment 𝑚𝑖𝑛 acting on the internal shear key. 
Therefore, it is possible to write the following equation: 
𝜑𝑒𝑙 = 𝜑𝐹𝑐 + 𝜑𝑚𝑒𝑥 + 𝜑𝑚𝑖𝑛 (III.2-36) 










































































  (III.2-38) 
















































  (III.2-39) 
III.2.4 Results and comparison with numerical analyses 
In order to evaluate the accuracy of outcomes of the proposed analytical model a comparison with the results 




III.2.4.1.1 Numerical model description 
A comparison between the results obtained with the analytical model and the outcomes of FEM models is 
shown in the following for the configuration tested in [83]. 
The uniaxial finite element model strategy has been adapted to the specific case from the one presented by 
Fragiacomo et al. in [75], considering therefore two parallel linear finite elements connected by vertical rigid 
elements and horizontal springs where the shear keys are placed (Figure III.2-16 and Figure III.2-17). 
The FEM analysis are carried out with Strand7 software [88], within the following hypotheses: 
• timber beam (blue horizontal elements of Figure III.2-16) is modelled with “beam” elements (6 
degrees of freedom DOFs, 3 translational and 3 rotational); 
• steel cable (light green horizontal elements of Figure III.2-16) modelled with “truss” elements (3 
translational DOFs); 
• timber beam elements (blue ones of Figure III.2-16) is positioned along the barycentric axis of the 
timber beam; 
• steel cable elements (light green ones of Figure III.2-16) is positioned along the axis of the cable; 
• shear keys (lower vertical red elements of Figure III.2-16) are modelled with “beam” elements; 
• shear keys are considered rigid, and this behavior is modelled through penalty method, vis. assigning 
a very high bending stiffness, through a big value of the area of the beam and a high modulus of 
elasticity; 
• notch stiffness is modelled through end-releases with stiffness 𝑘𝑠𝑒𝑟 at the top of the shear key beams 
(see dark green attribute in Figure III.2-17.a); 
• mid-hinge positioned with an offset 𝑑∗ − 𝑑 (Figure III.2-3) respect to the beam axis (Figure III.2-16); 
• mid-hinge modelled with a rotational end release on a little piece of horizontal beam placed at the 
position of the mid-hinge (Figure III.2-17.b); 
• rigid offset connection between the mid-hinge and the beam axis modelled through two rigid vertical 
beams with the same properties as the shear key elements (upper red vertical elements close to Detail 
B in Figure III.2-16); 
• one support is modelled as hinge, the other one is modelled as slider; 
• plane model assumption (“2D beam” Freedom Case): 3 degrees of freedom (DOFs) considered, two 
translations in the plane and one for rotation in the plane. 
 
 
Figure III.2-16 – Global view of the FEM model. 
 
(a) (b) 
Figure III.2-17 – Details of the FEM model: (a) detail A, translational end-release with stiffness kser to model the notch 
deformability, and (b) detail B, rotational end-release to model the mid-hinge. 
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The mean values of the mechanical properties are assigned, in order to allow a comparison with the 
experimental outcomes of the future tests that will be carried out on the composite structure. In order to 
determine the mean values, the probabilistic approach proposed in the JCSS Probabilistic Model Code [89] for 
prestressing steel [90] and timber [91] has been used. The cable used is a Dywidag 𝑓𝑦,𝑘 = 830 𝑀𝑃𝑎 / 𝑓𝑝,𝑘 =
1035 𝑀𝑃𝑎 type having a mean yielding resistance of steel 𝑓𝑏,𝑚 = 925.7 𝑀𝑃𝑎 and a modulus of elasticity 
𝐸𝑏 = 205 𝐺𝑃𝑎. 
For timber joist a strength class GL30 is assumed, characterized by a mean compressive resistance 𝑓𝑐,𝑚 =
29.3 𝑀𝑃𝑎, a modulus of elasticity 𝐸𝑇 = 13000 𝑀𝑃𝑎 and a mean shear modulus 𝐺 = 650 𝑀𝑃𝑎. 
III.2.4.1.2 Comparison of results between analytical and numerical models 
In the following the comparison of results obtained with analytical (Figure III.2-18) and numerical (Figure 
III.2-19) models for both deformations and forces will be shown. Since internal forces acting on the structures 
are symmetrical respect to the mid-section, for graphical reasons the numerical results are shown only for the 
left part of the structure. 
The geometrical characteristic of the system configuration used for validation are the same used for the 
preliminary tests carried out in [83] and are summarized in Table III.2-2. A vertical concentrated force 𝐹 = 10 
kN is assumed. 
From the comparison it is possible to observe that the results are in total accordance, therefore the analytical 
model gives reliable results comparable to the ones that can be obtained from simple FEM models. 
From the analysis of the deflections reported in Figure III.2-18.c it is possible to notice that, as observed in the 
preliminary experimental campaign illustrated in [83] (Figure III.2-20), in the red area highlighted at mid-span 
there is contact between the steel cable and the intrados of the timber beam. This behavior of the composite 
member should be avoided, since it activates secondary resistant mechanisms difficult to predict and that rely 
on compressive strength on timber perpendicularly to the grain direction. It is finally possible to observe from 
the same figure a quite marked difference between the maximum deflection predicted by the analytical model 
and the one measured in the preliminary experimental campaign [83]. This discrepancy could be due to many 
reasons, like the fact that the value measured during the tests does not take into account for local deformations 
at supports both due to crushing perpendicular to grain and to possible deflections of the testing machine that 
is made of timber members [83]. In add it is possible that rigid movements due to clearances between timber 
notches and shear keys considerably contributed to the increment of the mid-span deflection respect to the 
analytical predictions. Further analyses on the discrepancy between analytical and experimental results will be 
carried out in future studies also carrying out new experimental tests. 
III.2.4.1.3 Parameters affecting the structural performance of the system 
From the analytical model it is possible to observe that, for given (i) mechanical characteristics (𝑓𝑐, 𝐸𝑇 and 
𝐸𝑏), (ii) span 𝐿 and (iii) vertical load 𝐹 placed at position 𝑙𝐹, the geometrical characteristics that influence the 
behaviour of the system are: 
• 𝛷𝑏: diameter of the cable; 
• 𝑙𝑒𝑥: longitudinal position of the external shear key connection; 
• 𝑙𝑖𝑛: longitudinal position of the internal shear key connection; 
• 𝐵: width of the timber beam cross-section; 
• 𝐻: height of the timber beam cross-section; 
• ℎ𝑠𝑘: height of the plinth of the shear key connection (Figure III.2-2.a);  





Table III.2-2– Geometrical characteristic of the beam configuration numerically modelled (measurement unit: mm). 
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Figure III.2-18 – Results of analytical model: (a) bending moment on timber beam M (kNm), (b) axial force on timber 
beam N (kN), (c) vertical deflections v of the timber beam (blue line) and of the steel cable (green line) measured 
respect to the timber beam axis (mm) and (d) rotations φ (deg) of timber beam. The red patch in figure (c) highlights the 
area where there is contact between the steel cable and the intrados of the timber beam. The asterisk marker in figure (c) 
reports the tests value measured during the preliminary experimental campaign [83]. 
 
It is therefore possible to use the model to carry out parametric analyses in order to improve and optimize the 
performance of the system, both in term of SLS and ULS. It is finally worth noting that ℎ𝑛𝑜𝑡𝑐ℎ influences the 
performance of the system because the parameter 𝑘𝑠𝑒𝑟 is evaluated accordingly to the method presented by 
Dias et al. [87]. Under a general point of view, the parameter 𝑘𝑠𝑒𝑟 is a factor that could have a predominant 
role in influencing the performance of the composite timber-steel member, therefore, further investigations on 






















































Figure III.2-19 – Results of numerical model: (a) bending moment on timber beam M (kNm), (b) axial force on timber 





Figure III.2-20 – Contact between steel cable and timber beam during tests carried out in the preliminary experimental 
campaign presented in [83]. 
 
III.2.5 Parametric analysis for structural performance enhancement 
From the results shown by Wang et al. [83] it is possible to observe that the main problem of this innovative 
structural system is represented by the high deflections measured during the experimental tests. Therefore, in 
order to analyze the effect of the mechanical and geometrical characteristic of the steel hardware (i.e. cable 
and shear keys) and of the timber beam on the SLS performances of a system given loads, a sensitivity analysis 
on the deflection measured at the mid-span of a reference beam configuration (Table III.2-3) to vary of 
parameters 𝛷𝑏 ,  𝑙𝑒𝑥 , 𝑙𝑖𝑛  and ℎ𝑠𝑘  has been carried out. An upper-bound limit is assigned to 𝑙𝑖𝑛  in order to 
guarantee a distance equal or greater than 0.8 ⋅ ℎ𝑛𝑜𝑡𝑐ℎ  between the end of the notch and the mid-span section 
of the beam accordingly to EN 1995-1-1, NCI NA.12.1 (NA.4) [85], in order to achieve the maximum 
longitudinal shear strength and avoid brittle failures of timber. The results, shown in Figure III.2-21, are carried 
out imposing the absence of contact between the steel cable and the intrados of the timber beam (important 
condition not to alter the internal forces of the system with undesired second order effects), and assuming the 
following reference configuration of the beam: 
 
Table III.2-3– Geometrical characteristic of the reference beam configuration of parametric analysis (measurement unit: 
mm). 
φb lex lin B H hsk hnotch L 
26 500 1100 90 180 60 40 4000 
 
A concentrated vertical load equal to 𝐹 = 10 kN and mechanical parameters accordingly to Section III.2.4.1.1 
are assumed. In add, SLS performances have been assumed satisfactory once the limit of 
𝐿
180
 (dashed lines of 
Figure III.2-21) is verified: the grey areas of Figure III.2-21 represent the unsatisfactory SLS performances. 
 







Figure III.2-21 – Parametric analysis on the SLS performance of the system to vary of steel hardware parameters: (a) 
diameter of the cable фb vs. mid-span deflection vmax, (b) height of the plinth of the shear key hsk vs. mid-span deflection 
vmax, (c) position of the external shear key lex vs. mid-span deflection vmax and (d) position of the internal shear key lin vs. 
mid-span deflection vmax. 
 
It is firstly possible to observe that incrementing the value of all the parameters allows to improve the SLS 
performance of the system, except for the position of the external shear key 𝑙𝑒𝑥 (Figure III.2-21.c), for which 
exists an optimal point that allows to maximize the performance. On the contrary, parameters 𝛷𝑏  and 𝑙𝑖𝑛 
present an asymptotic pattern, so that after a certain value their increment is useless, while ℎ𝑠𝑘 presents almost 
a linear pattern even if it does not affect significantly the global deflection in the considered variation range. 
It is finally possible to conclude that the parameter that influences mostly the SLS performance is the diameter 
of the cable 𝛷𝑏 (Figure III.2-21.a): actually, for little diameters (𝛷𝑏<30 mm), little variations in its value can 
significantly decrement the deflection measured at the mid-span of the system.  
Therefore, form Figure III.2-21 it is possible to conclude that (i) incrementing both the diameter of the cable, 
(ii) increasing the height of the plinth of the shear key and (iii) moving the internal shear key towards the mid-
span improve the SLS performance of the system, with the biggest impact given by the diameter of the cable. 
On the other hand, the position of the external shear key has an optimal point that allow to maximize SLS 
performances. 
The parametric analysis herein illustrated has proven the potentialities of the analytical model to carry out 
more refined multi-parametric analyses in order to improve and optimize the structural performances of the 
innovative composite beam. 
Incidentally, it is finally important noticing from Figure III.2-18.a that to the vary of mechanical and 































































































































III.2.6 Conclusions and future developments 
A mechanics-based analytical model to predict the short-term structural behavior of an innovative timber-steel 
composite beam has been illustrated. The analytical model has been compared with FE outcomes showing a 
very good agreement both in terms of forces and deflections. A parametric analysis to investigate the deflection 
performance of the composite structure to the vary of its geometrical properties has been carried out, showing 
a predominant influence of the diameter of the steel cable in determining the entity of maximum deflection. 
Offset distance of the cable respect to the timber joist and positions of the shear keys are other geometrical 
parameters influencing the maximum deflection, and from the parametric analysis resulted that an optimum 
point for the position of the external shear-keys exists. The model constitutes a tool for practitioners to easily 
design the innovative timber-steel composite member. In add, it is a reliable and manageable model that can 
be used to carry out multi-parametric analyses for enhancement and optimization of the structural performance 
of the novel composite beam. The analytical model also allows for a better comprehension of the mechanical 
phenomena involved in the structural response respect to analyses carried out with numerical models, and it 
can be used as benchmark for refined numerical analyses of the composite structures. 
The model has been built assuming a beam configuration with four shear keys and a simply-supported four-
point loading condition with two vertical forces comprised between the two internal shear keys. Future 
developments can provide solutions for other boundary and loading conditions, for example considering a 
distributed load, an asymmetric load pattern and different configurations of the shear keys. 
An enhancement of the proposed model can be obtained considering an elastic-gap constitutive law for the 
shear-key horizontal spring in order to take into account for allowance between the width steel tooth of the 
shear key and the timber notch width in which it is inserted. It is worth noting that, in this case, it is no more 
possible to carry out a linear solution of the system, since a non-linear constitutive law is adopted within the 
structural system. Another possible improvement of the analytical model can be obtained considering 
shrinkage and swelling phenomena, as long as creep and mechano-sorptive effects.  
In add, an in-depth numerical and experimental investigation on the shear stiffness of the steel shear key 
connections is necessary, since the values available in literature are based on tests carried out on concrete-
timber notched connections. Actually, the ratio between the elastic moduli of concrete and timber is about 3, 
while the same ratio between steel and timber is about 16, therefore a quite different stiffness can be expected. 
If experimental outcomes show a markedly plastic behavior of the connection, the model can be enhanced with 
an elasto-plastic constitutive law for the shear keys. 
Finally, the model will be used to carry out multi-parametric analyses for structural optimization investigating 
the mutual effect of the variation of mechanical and geometrical properties on deflections and internal forces 
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Conclusions and future developments 
 
In this work numerical modelling strategies and design methods for timber structures have been analyzed. In 
particular, three topics have been investigated in the three parts of the thesis: (i) strategies for structural 
modelling of CLT buildings under seismic actions, (ii) design methods for CLT wall systems subjected to 
horizontal actions and (iii) mechanical characterization and enhancement of an innovative composite timber-
based beam. In the following, a summary of the main findings from each of the three topics covered in this 
work will be given. 
As far as regards modelling strategies for CLT multi-storey buildings, two numerical approaches have been 
critically analyzed and compared, namely the component-level and the phenomenological ones. Results 
showed that both are feasible tools to reliably predict the seismic behavior of CLT wall systems provided that 
constitutive laws are subject to an accurate calibration phase. Component-level numerical models are the most 
complex to create, calibrate and use, but they are more powerful since they allow to analyze every 
configuration of CLT walls regardless of panel geometry, connections arrangements and vertical loads acting 
on them. They can also take into account for friction forces if appropriate contact elements are included in the 
numerical model. Moreover, they can consider secondary order effects - like out-of-plane movements of the 
laterally-loaded wall system - if constitutive laws of components are properly calibrated to consider these 
phenomena. Phenomenological models are easier and less-time consuming, but their versatility is limited from 
the dependency of their results from the specific loading, geometrical and connections configurations used for 
its calibration, therefore should be employed only for analyses of buildings presenting few homogeneous 
configurations of CLT walls. Tables for phenomenological models furnishing the equivalent elastic modulus 
to panel width ratio as a function of the number of storeys of the building and of the seismic intensity have 
been derived. From the comparison between linear dynamic analyses carried out with the two approaches it 
resulted that the phenomenological one overestimates uplift forces. The reason must be sought in an 
underestimation of the lever-arm between uplift and compression forces at the bottom interface. Actually, since 
fixed constraint condition at the bottom of the CLT wall system is considered in the phenomenological 
configuration, the distance between the two resultants forces is 2/3 the length of the wall. Instead, considering 
a uniaxial behavior of connections and a rigid behavior of compressed timber as usually assumed by 
practitioners when performing linear dynamic analyses, the lever arm when a component-level approach is 
approximately equal to the length of the panel. The analysis of the principal elastic period values obtained with 
linear analyses showed on one hand a perfect agreement between the two approaches in the prediction of the 
dynamic behavior of CLT multi-storey buildings, and on the other hand a high discrepancy between the 
numerical results and the values that can be obtained from codes especially for higher buildings. This fact 
highlights the lack of current building codes and standards in furnishing reliable tools for the design of CLT 
structures. It has in add been noticed that for higher buildings the principal period falls over the end of the 
spectral plateau, therefore on one hand they have the advantage of lower seismic induced forces, but on the 
other hand they are prone to develop high displacements, therefore the lateral deformability can be the 
dimensioning key-factor for seismic design of higher multi-storey CLT buildings. This fact is also corroborated 
from the values of inter-storey drifts obtained from the spectral analyses that for higher values of PGA exceed 
the inter-storey drift limit of 5 ‰ imposed by Eurocode 8. As far as regards non-linear analyses, an important 
preliminary phase of interpretation of results of the cyclic tests carried on CLT wall systems at CNR-IVALSA 
within the SOFIE project, assumed as reference tests, has been undertaken. This has been made necessary to 
derive the effective load-displacement history of the tested shear-walls. The study carried out on non-linear 
component-level models showed that this numerical approach is a powerful tool that gives reliable results as 
long as the tests on single components used for calibration reflect their behavior in the global wall system. If 




it does not happen, as observed comparing global tests on shear walls and local ones on connections carried 
out within SOFIE project, strategies to adapt the constitutive laws of connections calibrated on local tests to 
their actual behavior in the global system must be adopted. For the non-linear component-level analyses carried 
out in this thesis it was necessary to adopt a damage variable to modify the constitutive laws of angle brackets 
in order to consider the reduction of their shear strength due to out-of-plane movement. Phenomenological 
modelling approach do not require any specific strategy to take into account for friction phenomenon or 
second-order effects since their constitutive laws are already calibrated to fit the global behaviour of the wall 
system. From a comparison between results of non-linear models obtained with the two approaches it is 
possible to observe that the phenomenological one fits better the cumulative energy while component-level 
one can predict with more accuracy the force-displacement behavior of the wall system. 
In the second part of the thesis a method for the design of CLT shear walls based on axial-shear interaction 
domains has been proposed. Differently from other reference methods available in literature, the one developed 
in this work considers an elastoplastic behaviour of CLT panel in place of an elasto-brittle constitutive law and 
a coupled axial-shear behaviour of connections in place of an infinite shear resistance. Three criteria to describe 
the coupled resistance of connections have been considered: a rectangular one, an elliptic one and an innovative 
hybrid force-displacement. The elliptic and rectangular coupling criteria have been implemented with two 
different formulations. The first, simplified, assumes that the achievement of the ultimate condition of the 
connection coincides with the yielding point. The second formulation, more refined, considers the failure of 
connections happened only once they reach the ultimate displacement. Two methods for the definition of the 
elasto-plastic behavior of connections, labelled as #1 and #2, have been introduced. The effects of different 
criteria adopted for the definition of the constitutive law of timber and of the mechanical behavior of 
connections have been investigated through a sensitivity analysis in which the results were compared with tests 
on walls with the same mechanical and geometric characteristics. The sensitivity analysis showed that the 
adoption of an elasto-plastic constitutive law allows to obtain a much more performant result respect to the 
elasto-fragile behavior for timber with an increment of the shear strength of the wall system up to 40%. From 
a comparison between the different coupling methods it resulted that the simplified formulations of the 
rectangular and elliptic criteria are on the safe side respect to the refined formulations, and that the hybrid 
approach is anyway the most precautionary since it takes into account for the axial-shear interaction even for 
small working ranges. From the analysis it is possible to conclude that the set of assumptions that guarantees 
the best reliability of the interaction domains consists of an elasto-plastic constitutive law for timber, 
connections with constitutive laws according to method #2 and axial-shear coupling criterion of the 
connections according to force-based elliptical refined approach or to the hybrid one. 
In the third and final part of the thesis, regarding the short-term structural characterization and enhancement 
of an innovative composite timber-based beam, a mechanics-based analytical model able to predict its internal 
forces and displacements has been presented. The model has been used to perform a parametric analysis to 
investigate the influence of the geometric properties of the composite beam on the maximum deflection, given 
the span, the section size of the wooden component, the loads and the constraint conditions. It resulted on one 
hand that the parameter that most influences the deformability of the novel composite beam is the diameter of 
the tensioned cable at the intrados, and that the external shear key connections are characterized by an optimum 
longitudinal position point along the length of the beam. Moreover, also the increment of the offset of the cable 
from the timber joist and the movement towards the mid-section of the internal shear keys contribute to reduce 
the maximum deflection. The model constitutes a reliable and manageable tool to easily design the innovative 
timber-steel composite member and for a better comprehension of the mechanical phenomena involved in the 
structural response respect to analyses carried out with numerical models. In add, it can be used to carry out 
multi-parametric analyses for enhancement and optimization of the structural performance of the novel 
composite beam. 




As far as regards future developments, both component-level and phenomenological modelling approaches 
will be used to perform non-linear analyses on global CLT multi-storey buildings as already carried out with 
linear ones. This will allow an in-depth comparison of the provision potentialities on the seismic response of 
CLT multi-storey buildings between the different modelling approaches. The method to perform axial-shear 
interaction domains for CLT wall system presented in the second part of the thesis will be employed to carry 
out a parametric analysis to furnish interaction domains to the vary of geometrical configuration and 
connections arrangement. Through the analysis it will be possible to obtain parametric interaction domains 
that can be used by practitioners for fast and easy seismic design of CLT shear walls. With regard to the 
analytical model for the composite beam presented in the third part, different enhancement on its formulation 
can be performed, like furnishing solutions for other boundary and loading conditions, considering an elastic-
gap constitutive law for the shear-key horizontal spring in order to take into account for allowance between 
the width steel tooth of the shear key and the timber notch, or considering creep and swelling-shrinkage 
phenomena. Finally, the analytical model will be used to carry out multi-parametric analyses for structural 
optimization investigating the mutual effect of the variation of mechanical and geometrical properties on 
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